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Abstract 
The objective of this present study is to manufacture a new silicone-based 
adhesive which is used for gluing and bonding the second optical elements 
(SOE) with Concentrating Photovoltaic solar cell (CPV) in order to guarantee 
a thickness that can provide a good silicone adherence to obtain long term 
stability and keeping a good solar transmittance performance, too. This new 
adhesive is made up of a mixture of silicone and transparent glass balls. The 
experimental part consists of the choice of the best size of glass balls with the 
suitable proportion of the glass balls weight in the mixture. For this purpose, 
ten samples were manufactured for every category of glass balls and weight 
ratio. Glass ball sizes between 100 and 1100 μm, and weight ratios between 1 
and 10% were analyzed. For each category of glass balls, four proportions were 
mixed with the silicone. The thicknesses and transmittance of every sample 
were measured with appropriate instruments. The experimental results illu-
strate that the mixture containing balls with sizes inferior to 106 μm, is the 
best mixture which assures adhesive minimum thickness value necessary for 
an efficient mechanical bond and preserves also a good transmittance of solar 
irradiance. 
 

Keywords 
Secondary Optical Elements (SOE), Concentrating Photovoltaic Solar Cell 
(CPV), New Adhesive, Thickness, Transmittance 

 

1. Introduction 

Today, concentrator photovoltaic systems (CPV) are used to increase the im-
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proving performance of photovoltaic systems (PV) using reflective material lenses, 
or mirrors to concentrate sunlight on highly efficient solar cells [1]. CPV sys-
tems convert solar energy to electric energy by concentrating the incident so-
lar radiation on high efficiency multi-junction (MJ) solar cells. A typical CPV 
system consists of a solar concentrator, MJ solar cells and a sun tracking system 
[2]. 

A concentrated photovoltaic system CPV is composed of a Primary Optical 
Element POE, a Secondary Optical Element SOE and a solar cell. The role of 
POE is to concentrate a large area of solar energy into a small solar cell. Further-
more, the SOE is applied to redirect the sun light into the solar cell and to dis-
tribute the energy uniformly on the solar cell [3] [4]. 

Using only a POE in a photovoltaic system, no-uniformity of the concentrated 
distribution on the solar cell surface is observed, resulting in localized hot spot 
or even damage of the solar cell [5] [6]. Localized hot spots and poor uniformity 
will reduce efficiency of the photovoltaic system and service life of the solar cell. 
Keeping the power production of a photovoltaic system in real operation condi-
tions under influences of wind and vibration is important. Therefore, precise 
orientation to the sun of the photovoltaic system is required. One of the ways for 
lowering the effect of the inaccurate orientation on the concentrator system power 
efficiency and for improving the irradiation uniformity on the solar cell surface 
is the application of the SOE located before the solar cell [5] [7]. 

Secondary optical elements are specular or refracting optical elements of var-
ious forms. The parameters of SOE used in a CPV unit are usually tailored ac-
cording to the design parameters of the POE, performance requirements and the 
size of the solar cell [5]. Using a SOE will achieve high optical efficiency, lower 
the sensitivity to the sun tracking error, and improve the uniformity of irradiance 
distribution on a solar cell [7]. 

Therefore, the SOEs are different from one to the other. The comparison al-
lows us to interpret that each one of SOE has its acceptance angle, its concentra-
tion level and its irradiation. Without using SOE, the optical efficiency reaches a 
value of 80% but with using it, the optical efficiency is enhanced. So, for rising 
concentration, increasing the acceptance angle and/or equalizing irradiance over 
the cell, the using of a Secondary Optical Element is necessary [7]. Refractive SOE 
shows a better performance (for the same concentration, they show a wider ac-
ceptance angle), than reflective SOE. 

When using SOE in the CPV module we should think about the gluing be-
tween the SOE and the solar cell. In fact, silicone or polymer can be manufac-
tured by gluing the SOE with a transparent adhesive onto the solar cell. The ad-
hesive can be a sticky silicone or another transparent polymer. Only a thin layer 
of adhesive is required that presents an advantage since polymers are the most 
critical material regarding long term stability [8]. 

The optical characteristic of a CPV system is very affected by the state of 
the SOE. Hence, a highly gluing between POE and SOE influences also the opti-
cal performance. Maike Wiesenfarth et al. manufactured glass-silicone-glass 
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samples to measure the transmission and investigated the silicone-solar cell 
interface and silicone-glass interface to identify possible delaminating. Also pos- 
sible delaminating of the solar cell silicone was investigated by glass-silicone- 
processed wafer samples and characterized visually. The mechanical stability was 
investigated with glass cylinders of the same diameter while the optical elements 
are glued to solar cells. Then, the samples were tested with the substrates held in 
vertical position in the climate chambers. The complete assemblage is tested 
with glass-silicone-solar cell samples and characterized before and after testing 
[8]. 

A thin layer of silicone is chosen but any increase or decrease in its thickness 
will affect negatively on the solar cell. With an increasing thickness, the optical 
efficiency will be lower because it doesn’t allow the totality of the irradiance 
transmission, so a reduction of the PV efficiency. In the other hand, the use of a 
decreasing thickness could damage the solar cell by the direct contact with the 
SOE. This direct contact is affected by the silicone loss caused by the tempera-
ture increase. The silicone is acting both as an optical coupler to reduce Fresnel 
losses and as a mechanical bond. To act as mechanical bond it is necessary to use 
a minimum thickness of silicone. Our objective is to manufacture a mixture be-
tween silicone and glass balls to obtain long term stability. The choice of glass 
balls is due to its optical characteristic; in fact it minimizes the reflection and in-
creasing transmission. 

In this work a manufacturing of a new adhesive was investigated. This new ad-
hesive is a mixture of the silicone with the glass balls in order to remain silicone 
coherent. Several samples were made for different category of glass balls, for each 
category there were a four percentages that had been studied. 

The aim of the present work is to identify a new method to glue the Secondary 
Optical Element (SOE) to the solar cell and ensure the adequate thickness. The 
function of using a SOE with a Fresnel lens in a CPV unit is to achieve high opt-
ical efficiency, low sensitivity to the sun tracking errors, and improve uniformity 
of irradiance distribution on the solar cell. 

2. Schema of the Studied System 

As shown in Figure 1, the studied CPV module is composed of the following 
elements: 
- Lens, 
- Second optical element, 
- Adhesive, that’s the layer on which we are going to do the experimental part, 
- Solar cell. 

3. Experimental Method 

The objective of the experimental part is to choose the best size of glass balls, 
with the suitable proportions of the weight of glass balls compared to that of si-
licone, from five different types of glass balls (Table 1 and Figure 2). 
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Figure 1. Schema of the studied system. 

 

 
Figure 2. Different sizes of glass balls using in experience. 

 
Table 1. Different sizes of glass balls using in experience. 

Category Size 

A <106 µm 

B 150 - 212 µm 

C 212 - 300 µm 

D 425 - 600 µm 

E 710 - 1180 µm 

 
The proportions of the weight of glass balls compared to that of silicone pre-

sented on Table 2. 
For all the samples, 2 g of silicone elastomer are mixed with 0.2 g of curing 

agent to obtain a more coherent silicone. For each type of glass balls, four pro-
portions were mixed with the silicone which was already mixing. 2 g of silicone 
gives for each type 0.02 g, 0.04 g, 0.1 g and 0.2 g of glass balls. 

After mixing, a drop of the resulting mixture is placed between two flat glasses 
until this mixture finishes. The mixture is done from 4 to 10 samples for each 
test. First, vacuum is applied to extract air bubbles from the silicone (Figure 3). 
The silicone is cured in an oven (20 minutes) or at room temperature (48 hours). 

Direct Normal Irradiance

Lens

Second Optic Elements
Adhesive
Solar cell
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Table 2. The weight of glass balls proportions compared to that of silicone. 

Proportion Glass ball weight/silicone weight 

1 1% 

2 2% 

5 5% 

10 10% 

 

 
Figure 3. Vacuum for extracting air bubbles. 

 
The different samples thickness measurements is done with the VERNIER as 

shown in Figure 4 which is a graduated scale placed on the sliding feet, for 
length and angle measurement. It improves the lecture of the analogical accura-
cy. 
● Transmittance measurement 

Optical measurements were performed using a visible-near-infrared spectro- 
radiometer (VIS-NIR-1 SPECTRO 320 from Instruments Systems). Instrument 
measurement accuracy is ±3% and reproducibility is ±0.3% STD. All the optical 
measurements were performed two times. Transmittances were measured from 
250 to 1000 nm. The samples were almost placed in their right position during 
the UV irradiance exposure and to perform the optical measurements [9]. 
● Absorptivity measurement 

Based on the Beer-Lambert law, the optical transmittance of samples τ(λ), is 
related to its absorption coefficient α(λ) and to its optical path-length x as [10]: 

( ) ( )( )exp xτ λ α λ= − ⋅  

where λ is the wave length. However, the measured transmittance τ(λ) using the 
spectrophotometer is the total value of the sample layer. Therefore, with only  
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Figure 4. Example of samples with the VERNIER. 

 
silicon samples as the reference, if we obtain two measured transmittance τi(λ) 
(transmittance of samples with different sizes glass balls) and τref(λ) (transmit-
tance of samples with only silicon) at two different optical path-lengths xi cor-
responding to different sizes glass balls and xref corresponding to silicon only, the 
absorption coefficient of the samples αi(λ) can be determined from [10]: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) [ ] ( ) ( )ref ref ref1 ln 1 lni i i ix x xα λ τ λ τ λ τ λ τ λ = − − = − ∆         

4. Results and Discussions 

- Thickness measurements mm 
Figure 5 summarizes thicknesses measured for the different samples. The thick-

ness averages for A, B and C categories are almost equal, for different glass balls’ 
percentage values. Besides, these categories are characterized by a low dispersion 
(dispersion between glass balls), except C where error is large. For the categories 
D and E the average values are not the same and their dispersions are large, but 
we note that for E, error is decreased when the percentage becomes 10%. 

Figure 6 shows that the categories A and B which characterized by the smal-
lest balls have the lowest dispersion. Dispersion for C and D categories is higher 
independently of percentage value. The E category has a higher dispersion but 
we note also a dispersion decrease when the ratio increases. So, the A and B cat-
egories have the best measurement results. 
- Transmittance measurements 

Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b) shows the transmittance values corresponding to 
5% and 10% of categories A, B, C, D and E. For the same percentage (5% or 
10%) the transmittance values of all categories are around 90%. Figure 8 also 
shows that the transmittance remains practically the same when the percentage 
of glass balls is varied (case of category A). 

Figure 9 shows that the transmittance of the samples with glass balls (A) is 
almost similar to the transmittance of sample with silicone only. The difference 
between them is very small, and it is only from 290 to 360 nm as shown in Fig-
ure 10. The difference between glass balls and silicone is not important because 
for those wavelengths the irradiance value is low. 
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Figure 5. Dimensions with error bars for different categories; (a) A with 1%, 2%, 5% and 
10% of glass balls; (b) B with 1%, 2%, 5% and 10% of glass balls; (c) C with 1%, 2%, 5% and 
10% of glass balls; (d) D with 1%, 2%, 5% and 10% of glass balls. 
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Figure 6. Dispersions for different categories of glass balls. 
 

 
Figure 7. (a) Transmittance corresponding to 5% of categories A, B, C, D and E, (b) 
Transmittance corresponding to 10% of categories A, B, C, D and E. 
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Figure 8. The transmittance corresponding to category A with 1%, 2%, 5% and 10% of 
glass balls. 
 

 
Figure 9. Comparison between the transmittance of the samples with glass balls (A) and the samples 
with only silicone with the consideration of the irradiance. 

 

 
Figure 10. Wavelength interval giving sensitive transmission difference (with glass balls (A) and with 
only silicone). 
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Figure 11. Absorptivity of the samples with different glass balls (A), (B), (C), (D) and (E) 
 
- Absorptivity measurements 

Figure 11 shows that the absorptivity of the samples with different glass balls 
is almost similar when wave length is above 360 nm, with a feeble value of the 
order of 0.05. 

A difference is marked for the wavelengths corresponding to the ultra violet 
(less than 0.4 μm) where the solar irradiation is the lowest especially between 
(A), (B), (C) categories on one hand and (D) and (E) on the other hand. 

5. Conclusions 

In this work a new adhesive situated between solar cell and secondary optical 
elements has been manufactured. This adhesive is identified to silicone and trans-
parent glass mixtures. These mixtures are in different mass proportions of the 
two compounds and they are classified to five categories according to ball sizes 
parameter. The experimental study of this adhesive for the different categories 
shows up essentially that the thickness criterion presents the only parameter al-
lowing to the optimal category choice which is the A category (ball sizes < 106 
µm). In fact: 
● The adhesive minimum thickness value necessary to act as mechanical bond 

corresponds to A category where the glass balls size is lowest.  
● The transmittance is practically the same for the different categories of the 

order of 0.9. 
● The same thing for the parameter of absortivity is sensibly the same for the 

different categories of the order of 0.05. 
In the continuity of this work we plan to accomplish the experimental part 

outside the laboratory directly against solar radiation and then compare the re-
sults with those found within the laboratory. 

As perspectives this study can be extended to look for other mixtures which im-
prove more mechanical cohesion between the secondary optical elements and the 
solar cell and at the same time keeping a high transmittance of solar irradiations. 
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Abstract 
Diffraction in quasicrystals is in irrational and geometric series with icosahe-
dral point group symmetry. None of these features are allowed in Bragg dif-
fraction, so a special theory is required. By means of a hierarchic model, the 
present work displays exact agreement between an analytic metric, with a 
numeric description of diffraction in quasicrystals—one that is founded on 
quasi-structure-factors that are completely indexed in 3-dimensions. At the 
quasi-Bragg condition, the steady state wave function of incident radiation is 
used to show how resonant response, in metrical space and time, enables co-
herent interaction between the periodic wave packet and hierarchic quasi-
crystal. The quasi-Bloch wave is invariant about all translations a τm, where 
a  is the quasi-lattice parameter. This is numerically derived, analyzed, meas-
ured, verified and complete. The hierarchic model is mapped in reverse den-
sity contrast, and matches the pattern and dimensions of phase-contrast, op-
timum-defocus images. Four tiers in the hierarchy of icosahedra are con-
firmed, along with randomization of higher order patterns when the speci-
men foil is oriented only degrees off the horizontal. This explains why images 
have been falsely described as having “no translational symmetry”. 
 

Keywords 
Quasicrystal, Icosahedra, Hierarchic, Resonant Response, Harmonic,  
Irrational, Geometric Series, Metric, Diffraction Quanta 

 

1. Introduction 

The most profound physical effect that is found in a quasicrystal (QC), is dif-
fraction in geometric series. The effect is incompatible with Bragg’s law for crys-
tals, which is in integral order n. His ordering is due to the physical harmonies 
that occur at a Bragg condition, between a crystal scattering a periodic probe— 
whether of photons or electrons—from planes of atoms that are ordered and pe-
riodic. 
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By contrast, the QC was described as a “Metallic phase with long range order 
and no translational symmetry” [1]. Evidence for long range order is implied by 
its sharp diffraction. However, there is imaging evidence for hierarchic symme-
try, at least in reasonably short range, and this may be called translational. Fur-
thermore, numeric and analytic simulations prove that the probe’s quasi-Bloch 
wave also has, at the quasi-Bragg condition, translational symmetry about a τm, 
where a  is the measured and calculated quasi-lattice parameter [2]; and where 

( )1 5 2τ ≡ +  is the golden section; while the hierarchic order m is integral.  
Bragg diffraction is, in momentum space, a quantum effect. It resembles quan-

tized transitions between energy states in the hydrogen atom: we know these states 
are harmonic, in time and space, because they are solutions to Schrödinger’s eq-
uation. In this paper, we refresh the argument and add new data, i.e. by project-
ing atoms in the Hierarchical Icosahedral (HI) structure onto the 5-fold (1τ0) 
plane. This is done in reverse contrast for the first time and compares closely 
with transmission electron microscope (TEM) images, including randomization 
of off-plane cells in the long range.  

2. Harmonic Scattering between a Periodic Probe and  
Hierarchic Quasicrystal  

In crystals, elastic scattering is illustrated in Figure 1. Applying Bragg’s law, quan-
ta nΔk may be generated from a quantum ( )cosk θ λ∆ =   where the order n 
is integral; θ is the Bragg angle; λ the wavelength of the scattered radiation, and ħ 
the reduced Planck constant. In case of small angles, as in high energy electron 
scattering, the interplanar spacing on first order 1 2nd λ θ=   is unique and har-
monic at any Bragg order n, so that the scattering crystal diffraction is period-
ic—like the crystal—and harmonic. 
 

 
Figure 1. Following Bragg’s law, quanta of momentum nΔk are transferred for each scat-
tered beam on the periodic Bragg diffraction pattern: the periodic probe and crystal lat-
tice cooperatively harmonize in the well-known way. In high energy electron scattering at 
the quasi-Bragg condition, the irrational quasi-lattice that is hierarchic and geometric, 
will be found to cooperate with the beam probe via a quasi-Bloch wave and metric.  
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The physical basis for this quantization is similar for the quantized eigenva-
lues of Schrödinger’s hydrogen atom in energy space: the eigenstates do not self 
destruct by interference precisely because their orbits are harmonic as in Bohr’s 
atom. In electron state transitions, energy is transported in wavepackets with 

( )2 2
H f iE R n n− −∆ = − , where ni and nf are initial and final state principal quantum 

numbers, and RH is the Rydberg unit of energy. 
The same theoretic basis is needed for diffraction in QCs that have multiple 

interplanar spacings, that are not periodic, are not harmonic and that—far from 
being integral—are actually irrational and in geometric series, τm; with  

, 1,0,1, 2,3,m = −∞ −  . The quasi-Bragg law is observed [3] [4]: 

( )2 sinm dτ λ θ′= ′                         (1) 

where the quasi-Bragg angle turns out to be scθ θ′ = ; with cs the coherence 
factor, or metric [5] that will be defined below; and where the quasi-interplanar- 
spacing is found to be d' = dcs. Every atom scatters from locations on jumbled 
planes with multiple values of d. We shall see how coherent scattering is won in 
the QC from this group of properties: the metric, that results from resonant re-
sponse of the periodic probe to the hierarchic quasi-lattice [6], digitizes its irra-
tional measure, and harmonizes the probe with the QC. The hierarchy is uni-
quely icosahedral, with cells, clusters and superclusters uniformly aligned by 
multiple edge sharing at each element.  

Quantum mathematics is not enough: to understand digitization and harmo-
ny in the scattered wave, we need to briefly recall radiant scatterers in the broader 
scope of physics. After the Michelson-Morley experiment falsified the ether hy-
pothesis, an attempt was made to salvage it with the Lorentz transformation. 
This was not as successful as Einstein’s foundational relativity: “Physical laws are 
invariant in all inertial reference frames.” A consequence is the Pythagorean eq-
uation: 2 2 2 2 4

0E c m c= +p . After quantization by Planck’s law for energy E; and 
by the de Broglie hypothesis for momentum p; and with simplification of units ħ 
= c = 1 for the reduced Planck constant ħ; and for the speed of light c; the rest 
mass reduces to: 

( )( )2 2 2
0m k k kω ω ω= − = + − .                  (2) 

The brackets govern in turn particulate conservation laws, and response that is 
wave-like. The former bracket is real; the latter imaginary. In the diffractive in-
teractions considered here, the response is resonant and harmonic. The par-
ticle-wave duality is thus formulated in respective real and imaginary parts of the 
normal wave packet [7]:  

2

2exp
2
XA Xϕ
σ

 
= ⋅ + 

 
 

with imaginary:  

( )X i t kxω= −                          (3)  

where σ depends on initial conditions that determine the coherence of the pack-
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et in space and time1 (rank R4), and where A2 is a normalizing constant2. The 
angular frequencies ω and wave vectors k are in fact distributed, but they are 
represented in Equation (1) by mean values. The intensity *φ φ  is a probability 
density function for a particle, or for a photon having zero mass, m0 = 0. Notice 
that the response is elastic because its absolute, measurable value is unity:  

( )*e e 1X X = , everywhere and at all time. 
When an electron binds to an atom, the latter’s central potential wraps the 

extended, interacting electron wavepacket into compact harmonic space. This 
process would be destructive if the wavefunction orbitals were not harmonic in 
motion, with discreet wavevector and frequency. In quantized quasicrystal dif-
fraction, the scattering is likewise integrated over space and time. Every atom 
scatters: the integration occurs over multiple, jumbled planes. Scattering at the 
quasi-Bragg angle is due to discreet integrands and these will be calculated in the 
next section by the quasi-structure factor (QSF). This factor is independent of 
scattering angle which is theoretically unknown a priori. The QSF is therefore 
descriptive where Bragg’s law is not. However, we will show how the scattering 
angle is calculated numerically, and exactly matched analytically.  

Meanwhile, Equation (2) represents the steady state for the incident radiation 
and, after a transition involving a change in wave-vector k, it will represent like-
wise, the steady state of the diffracted wave. When the incident wave strikes the 
QC, it interacts with its electric field to form quasi-Bloch waves. You can think 
of these as lattice images observed in crystalline thin foils in the two-beam con-
dition. The waves, as they proceed through the QC, oscillate (by the pen-
dellösung effect) between the two beams (in crystals: [8]; cf. in QCs: [2] [9]). In 
wedge specimens, this oscillation produces images of “thickness fringes”. The 
process requires and ensures harmonic interaction, in both space and time, in 
the propagation direction as in the transverse. An example will be given in the 
next section, though the “quasi-lattice image” will not be a true lattice image be-
cause of the metric.  

Notice that Equations (3) effectively linearize the second order Equation (2) of 
special relativity, and so do for the free particle what Dirac’s equation does for 
the bound electronic states in atoms. Moreover, the Equations (2) separate the 
propagation direction from the transverse direction, and this has many conse-
quences including: solutions for negative mass [10]3, phase velocity [7], uncer-
tainty, Newton’s second law, electron spin (as induced paramagnetism in phase 
space, that is consistent with Hundt’s rules in atomic structure), intrinsic mag-
netic radius [11] and fine structure constant, reduction of the wave packet [12] 
etc. The equations apply in harmonious diffraction by quasicrystals and crystals, 
as they do in the Schrödinger equation that operates on steady-state, harmonic 

 

 

1Typically, the coherence has transverse components, σy, σz as well, but these are only implied here 
for simplicity. Furthermore, when an atom is excited or decays, its central potential wraps the ex-
tended, interacting wavepacket into compact harmonic space.  
2A * A = (∫exp(X2/σ2)·dτ)−1. 
3To avoid unphysical singularities when k= −moc, our antiparticle travels with forward velocity but 
reverse spin (cf. [6]). 
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bases. The diffraction orders and quantum numbers respectively describe inte-
raction requirements that are quantized by necessary constructive interference 
over space and time. The formalism in Equation (3) will enable our understand-
ing of the fundamental interaction required in the coherent diffraction in QCs 
that will be described in what follows. 

It is obvious that the diffraction depends on the phase properties of the probe, 
especially its wavelength; but it also resonates coherently in both space and time. 
Meanwhile, the metric provides corresponding coherence in spite of the multi-
tude of interplanar spacings that have precise order and symmetry in the HI, as 
QSFs will prove. The diffraction pattern of i-Al6Mn has been completely indexed 
and simulated in three dimensions [4] [13]. Dimensions should not be multip-
lied without necessity. It is one role of theory to invent short cuts, but quantum 
math4 turned the egg upside down and ate the cup. In Aristotle’s informal logic, 
the fallacy is called, Ignoratio Elenchi, which is translated: “missing the point”. 

3. The Metric: Numeric, Analytic and Measured  

Since QCs do not obey Bragg’s law of diffraction, nothing is known a priori 
about corresponding relationships between θ', λ and d'. However, the structure 
factor (SF) method is independent of θ: we can use the method by applying the 
known relationship between d' and the index hhkl in cubic structures:  

2 2 2d a h k l= + + . Here a  represents the lattice parameter, and subscripts h, 
k and l represent the 3-dimensional indices in the diffraction pattern [14] [15]. It 
turns out that all structure-factors in the QC are zero. The implied absence of 
diffraction should be expected in a solid whose images demonstrate multiple in-
terplanar atomic spacings. However it turns out further, that by introducing a 
coherence factor cs, which is specific to the hierarchic icosahedral structure, a 
quasi-Bragg condition is discovered that is as sharp as the Bragg condition 
commonly observed by rocking crystals. The coherence factor is discovered by 
simulations in which the factor is numerically scanned while evaluating the qua-
si-structure-factor (QSF), first over the unit cell (order p = 0) with atomic scat-
tering factors fi = fAl or fMn in Equation (4), and secondly over clusters order p, by 
iteratively adding cluster centers at r = rcc in Equation (5) [2]: 

( )( )Al,Mn cos 2 s hklhkl i iif cF π⋅= Σ ⋅h r                 (4) 

( )( )1 2cos 2p p
hk

p
s hkll hkl c cc cF F c τ− πΣ ⋅= ⋅⋅ h r              (5) 

All atoms scatter. 
In crystals, the SF is simpler and is represented by Equation (4) with cs = 1. 

There, the calculation is comparatively easy because the summation is limited to 
one unit cell which repeats periodically. Symmetry in the unit cell often forces 
Fhkl = 0, or to a small range of values. In QCs, by contrast, the QSFs are calcu-
lated over all the atoms in a selected order of HI. They contain a spectrum of 

 

 

4Including P.A.M. Dirac’s The Principles of Quantum Mechanics (1958) Oxford, with such ugly 
concepts as unstable wavepackets; unexamined internal motion; unphysical electron speed v = c; 
etc.: anomalies falsified by QC diffraction. 
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amplitudes, whose intensities match measured intensities [4]. 
The main argument in favor of the hierarchic structural solution is—in phys-

ics—overwhelming5: uniquely, the solution is in geometric series, fitting the dif-
fraction pattern, and it is consistent with imaging that will be simulated below. 

The most substantial result is the discovery of the numeric metric. This will be 
subsequently proven, firstly by its analytic explanation, and secondly by verified 
measurement of the lattice parameter. These calculations were initially thought 
to be ideal; later we will discuss defects, both short range vacancies and intersti-
tials, and also long-range quasi-lattice congruities.  

Figure 2 shows one simulation for the (τ00) intensity in a supercluster order 
6. Here, cs is scanned across the quasi-Bragg condition. There is no Bragg dif-
fraction when cs = 1; diffraction occurs at the quasi-Bragg condition when cs = 
0.894. 

The coherence factor is the same for all of the beams in the original data [1] 
and so is called a metric. What is it? Equation (4) and (5) show that it has the 
same influence as the lattice parameter or reciprocal lattice parameter. The co-
herence factor is a virtual breathing strain that switches the quasi-Bragg diffrac-
tion on or off, like the rocking curve of a rotating crystal. In consequence, the 
quasi-Bragg angle in QCs is increased from the corresponding Bragg angle in 
crystals by about 11%. This difference will become significant in the measure-
ment of the quasi-lattice parameter. 

The most remarkable feature of the QSF is its precise value for cs, as calculated 
in the HI model (Figure 2)—less than 1/1000th of the quasi-Bragg angle. After 
analyzing the metric when it is applied to quasi-Bloch waves, the special transla-
tional symmetry will become apparent.  

 

 
Figure 2. Quasi structure factor for the HI (τ00) diffracted beam, due to a supercluster 
order 6. On scanning cs, the QSF is zero at the Bragg condition when cs = 1; at the qua-
si-Bragg condition cs = 0.894. The quasi-Bragg angle is ~11% greater than the corres-
ponding Bragg angle in crystals due to equivalent, except periodic, d. The calculated line 
width is less than 1/1000th of the corresponding Bragg angle. 

 

 

5In mathematics, all axioms are allowed. 
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The coherence factor cs is analyzed as follows. Consider the following mathe-
matical fact that is proved by mathematical induction: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1,01, 0,1 0,1m
m m mmF F Fτ τ τ+= = ∂ + +             (6) 

where ( ),mF a b  represents the mth term in the Fibonacci sequence, base (a, b), 
and ( ),0m∂  is the Dirac delta function. From the terms at right, the natural part 
is separable by approximating 3 2τ → , and the metric function is derived by 
subtracting out the irrational residue from its corresponding geometric order τm: 

4

1

21 11
0.894

m
m

s m

F
c F

τ +

+

−
= + =                   (8) 

This function turns out to be the exact inverse of the numeric metric that was 
derived from the QSF. The fact is extremely surprising because the numeric and 
analytic derivations are independent. The formula is identical for all terms in the 
series, and in all three spatial dimensions. In QCs, the divergence from the Bragg 
angle is due to the irrational parts of the indices; this divergence digitizes the se-
parated natural part that provides coherent, harmonic scattering [2], i.e. with cs =1. 

Details of the effects of the metric function are illustrated by quasi-Bloch waves. 
These can be thought of as amplitudes used to construct quasi-lattice images in 
the 2-beam condition. The quasi-Bloch waves are created in the incident probe 
by atomic potentials in the hierarchic icosahedral structure. Consider first, a 
typical Bloch wave in a crystal, like the blue wave in Figure 3. The wave is com-
mensurate with the unit cell and with all unit cells, periodically repeating. This 
wave is not commensurate with the irrational and geometric series intercepts, 
that mark the central locations of atoms, cells, clusters and super clusters, of 
whatever order. However, when the blue axis is multiplied by the metric func-
tion, the resulting red quasi-Bloch wave becomes commensurate. This is partly 
due to the rational denominator Fm+1 in Equation (8). The metric function digi-
tizes and harmonizes the periodic probe when it enters the irrational, geometric, 
quasi-lattice potential. The function enables coherent diffraction when the probe 
scatters from the many aperiodic atoms in the hierarchic quasi-lattice. The co-
herence results from the combined and characteristic translations in the HI. This 
coherence is calculated in the QSFs (Figure 2). 

Notice that the probe contains long range order with translational symmetry 
about all geometric intercepts a τm, where a  is the quasi-lattice parameter. 
The symmetry occurs also in short range in the quasi-Bloch wave. Only with the 
analysis provided here, can the parameter be measured. 

In QCs, the “lattice parameter” was measured a long time ago, based on the 
doubtful supposition of Bragg’s law of diffraction. The measurement compared 
the dominant scattering angle in the 5-fold diffraction pattern of i-Al6Mn with a 
known scattering angle in a crystalline second phase. The measured value was 
0.206 ± 0.005 nm [16] [17]. This corresponds to the indexed beam (τ, 0, 0) and 
corresponds also with the cell length and intercellular spacing throughout the 
QC (Figure 4), namely a τ, where the golden-rectangle cross-section of the unit 
cell is τ × 1 in icosahedral units, or a (τ × 1) in SI. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 3. (a) Incident, time-dependent, beam probe (Equation (2)), rank R4, inclined at quasi-Bragg angle from normal:  

( ) ( )1 2 2 2sin 2q sh k l acθ λ−= + + , in electron scattering. (b) Crystalline Bloch waves (blue) are commensurate with their corres-

ponding periodic crystal lattice at the Bragg condition. When this wave is stretched horizontally by the inverse coherence factor 
1/cs, the quasi-Bloch-wave (red) commensurates with the irrational, geometric and hierarchic, quasi-lattice. Its geometric order is 
represented by the intercepts on the horizontal line above it. The digitized number of periodic cycles between successive intercepts 
is in Fibonacci sequence (denominator in Equation (3)), and the diffraction is logarithmically periodic. The natural and irrational 
parts of the indices are separable: the irrational part is expressed by the metric stretch; the natural part scatters with sharp, cohe-
rent diffraction. (c) Diffracted beams emitted beneath foil, including indices. (d) In TEM, beams can be magnetically refocused to 
produce a quasi-lattice image of the probe at the base of the specimen foil. The lattice image is the interference due to the super-
position. 
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Figure 4. Golden-rectangle cross-section of the icosahedral unit cell in i-Al6Mn, having 
side width a  (the lattice parameter) and length τ a . The unit cell contains 15 identical 
sections at various orientations. The structure is extremely dense, and depends on atomic 
diameter ratios 2

Mn Al 1 1d d τ= + − .   
 

By using the same formula as applies to cubic crystals to find the interplanar 
quasi-spacing 2 2 2d a h k l= + + , the correction for the quasi-Bragg law is 
therefore given 0.205 0.05 nmsa c τ= × ± . The resulting value is close to the stan-
dard value of the diameter of Al in the pure metal. This measurement confirms 
the structural model and method. 

4. Ideals and Defects  

The overwhelming advantage of the ideal HI model is the explanation it provides 
for the observed geometric series diffraction that is apparently unique to QCs. A 
subsidiary advantage is the explanation for icosahedral symmetry in the diffrac-
tion pattern from a structure that repeats, uniquely, as hierarchic. The repetition 
occurs at the unit cell level and throughout the quasi-lattice. The unit cell is 
denser than can occur in crystals; but space-filling is taken up beyond the unit. 
The cell contains a single Mn atom at its center, surrounded by 12 closely packed 
Al atoms [2]. The extreme density depends on the atomic diameter ratios,  

2
solute solvent 1 1d d τ= + − . At short range, space occupation is simple enough 

and is consistent with phase-contrast, optimum-defocus imaging up to the first 
order of superclusters [18]. At this range, vacancies at cluster centers and inters-
titial atoms (including tetrahedra or unit cells) at supercluster centers minimally 
affect the diffraction pattern [5]. However, extracellular holes become an ev-
er-expanding problem in higher orders. Now that the metric is consistently un-
derstood in the ideal HI, we return to less conventional ways in which filling 
may occur in higher orders of the hierarchy. 

In crystals, the SF is calculated in the periodically repeating unit cell. The 
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symmetry of a single unit cell defines the diffraction pattern (whether simple cu-
bic, face-centered cubic (fcc), body centered cubic etc.) for the whole crystal, re-
peating lattice and all. All cells are uniquely aligned because they are face shar-
ing. Meanwhile, no crystal is perfect: interstitials and vacancies are common; as 
are growth defects such as twinning; and various dislocations that are products 
of deformation strains. We understand that such defects should be common in 
HI as they would relieve quasi-lattice stresses, especially those arising from un-
even atomic densities near holes but also due to thermal stresses during rapid 
cooling.  

The HI structure proved essential to demonstrating the effects of irrational in-
dices in setting the metric and in establishing harmonic scattering in diffraction. 
Notice firstly that cell alignment is necessary for the sharp diffraction pattern. 
This must be due to the multiple edge sharing of the icosahedral cells, clusters 
and superclusters as they indeed occur in the HI. Moreover, since, in crystals, 
the diffraction pattern symmetry is set by the structure factor of the unit cell, we 
need to assess, for QCs, the relative importance of the unit cells versus qua-
si-lattice structures, i.e. short range versus long range, as needed to ensure cohe-
rence and pattern identity. After describing atomic maps in oriented thin films, 
we shall consider long range lattice irregularities.  

5. Maps onto the 5-Fold Icosahedral (1τ0) Plane  

The decoration of the unit cell (in icosahedral units) is as follows:  
Mn on the site (0, 0, 0), with  
Al on the 12 permutations of (±1, ±τ, 0). 
On the cluster:  
12 unit cells centered on the 12 permutations of (±τ, ±τ2, 0). 
On the supercluster, order p: 
12 superclusters order (p − 1) centered on permutations of τ2p (±τ, ±τ2, 0). 
Our purpose is to simulate the most significant atomic maps that can be ob-

served in the original diatomic quasi-crystal, bearing in mind that our phase- 
contrast, optimum-defocus shows both limited resolution, and reverse contrast 
[2] [14] [18]. It is relatively simple to plot every atom: we construct the struc-
ture on Cartesian axes and rotate it to make the (1τ0) horizontal [19]. Then we 
select a foil thickness as observed in TEM. This thickness might contain the 
hemisphere of a cluster, for example, or a horizontal slice of the structure. The 
result has so much structure with unaccounted intensity that it hides the de-
sired pattern [5]. We simplify by plotting only to the low resolution that 
represents unit cells. We do this by omitting the weakly scattering Al atoms 
(Figure 5(a)). The resulting pattern shows the diameter of the cluster to be 0.9 
nm which is close enough to Bursill and Peng’s measurement (0.85 nm) based 
on microscope micron markers and the indefiniteness of their reverse contrast. 
Our next step is to reverse our simulated contrast by omitting the Al atoms; 
instead, simulating a cluster of cluster peripheries (Figure 5(b)). The peripheries  
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(a)                                                 (b) 

 
(c)                                                     (d) 

Figure 5. (a) Simulation of an HI supercluster of HI unit cell centers. The sample orientation is (1τ0) horizontal. The diameter of 
the circle of cell centers is 0.9 nm. (b) Simulation in reverse contrast that matches the corresponding pattern in Bursill & Peng [18] 
among others. (c) Simulation of a horizontal supercluster order 2. (d) Simulation of the same supercluster tilted about the vertical 
axis to a slope of 1:25. Notice that, even with small tilts, the pattern is lost except for apparently random cells and clusters.  
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occur at a radius τ times greater than atomic separations from corresponding 
cluster centers. This process yields an excellent simulation of a supercluster in 
Bursill and Peng’s image. In particular, the clusters in reverse contrast touch, i.e. 
at cluster edges [5]6. Moreover, the dimensions are confirmed along with the 
hierarchic model up to four tiers of order. The match with Bursill and Peng be-
comes irresistible, and is generally comparable to other miscroscopic images of 
quasicrystals. 

What about the supercluster order 2? This is shown in reverse contrast in 
Figure 5(c). As the images expand in area, they become harder to observe be-
cause of the precision required in locating a thin foil prepared by either electro-
polishing or ion milling. For example, an error of only 1:25 in the slope of the 
polished foil about the vertical axis yields the simulation shown in Figure 5(d). 
After tilting, the supercluster pattern is, for the most part, lost; though remnants 
of apparently random cells and clusters are identifiable. It is therefore impractic-
al to expect that large areas of a QC should exhibit superclusters of high order. 
Nevertheless, hierarchic order is demonstrated in the images, along with their 
geometric series diffraction. 

6. Possibility for Quasi-spherical Cells  

In principle, the Hi is infinite in extension. The units are initially and progres-
sively edge-sharing and holey. Defects have been a long-time concern, but given 
the firm ideal model, progressive solutions are possible. 

Previously, we have considered defects in the short range: vacancies, intersti-
tials, disloctions etc. They are natural products of the edge-sharing structure of 
the HI, but they are not sufficiently dense to noticeably affect the diffraction 
pattern. Now we consider defects in longer range. 

Consider the regular icosahedron as being quasi-spherical. This is justified 
by its having 15 identical cross-sections (Figure 4) at various orientations. Se-
condly, consider metallic atoms as approximately spherical, so that they may, 
from a structural viewpoint, be replaced by icosahedra. We may therefore 
imagine two structures: one an fcc lattice with icosahedral unit cells; and ano- 
ther the icosahedral lattice containing fcc unit cells7. In neither case need the 
cells be edge sharing and space filling. What effect might transformations be-
tween the two structures have on the diffraction pattern, can be investigated 
by QSFs. 

Simulated QSFs are shown in Figure 6. The specimen sizes are typical for a 
supercluster order 2. These are compared with each other, and also with the QSF 
calculated on an HI supercluster order 6, in Figure 2. It is clear that for pure fcc 
Al (Figure 6(a)) at the Bragg condition, cs = 1 at the origin, as it must be. In 
Figure 2, cs = 0.894 for i-Al6Mn, as described above.  

 

 

6The simulation is partly fortuitous: the radius of the cluster is τ times the radus of the unit cell and 
coincides with the outer edge of cell, i.e. including both Mn and the outer lining of Al atoms. 
7The fcc unit cell is cubic, but its stacking is similar to the unit cell in i-Al6Mn ([4], p.19). 
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Figure 6. (a) QSFs for a cubic cluster of fcc Al, having about 20,000 atoms, similar to a 
supercluster order 2. Note cs = 1, i.e. Bragg reflection. (b) Computed QSF for (111) dif-
fraction due to an imaginary fcc cell on an icosahedral grid, as in a supercluster order 2. 
Note cs ≃ 0.9. (c) Computed QSF for (τ, τ, τ) diffraction due to an icosahedral cell on an 
imaginary cubic grid of side τ. Site population about 20,000 (like a and b). Notice that cs is 
similar to configuration in b. [Bourdillon, A.J. (2010) Quasicrystals’ 2D Tiles in 3D Su-
perclusters. UHRL, San Jose, ISBN 978-0-9789839-2-5 p. 66]. 
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Meanwhile the two imaginary solids in Figure 6(b) and Figure 6(c) have cs ≃ 
0.9. This simulation for the metrics of imaginary structures demonstrates that 
the QSFs are determined by the lattice as well as the unit cells. (contrast crystals, 
where SFs are calculated within individual cells and are identical for all cells and 
for the lattice). The observation implies that, if higher order icosahedra are subs-
tituted by cubic structures, or even by quasi-speherical structures, as defects in 
the quasi lattice, then the diffraction pattern may be approximated by the pat-
tern that is calculated in the ideal HI model. The lattice may then be locally de-
fective, while retaining the principal scattering properties of the ideal HI struc-
ture. By this means, a mixture of local quasi-cubic lattice sites with icosahedral 
quasi-lattice sites of high order might reduce density fluctuations. These would 
add to conventional vacancies and interstitials as possible defects in the long 
range. There is no evidence that this occurs, but the data signals that, with re-
gard to long range defects, the geometric series diffraction in QCs is as robust as 
Bragg diffraction in crystals. 

7. Conclusions  

Scattering by Hiearchic Icosahedral structures is the most obvious instrument 
for diffraction of periodic probes into geometric series. The physical process for 
this fact has been described in detail. It is classical, 3-dimensional, and indepen-
dent of tiling theory. The quantum requirements for the diffraction in geometric 
series contain necessary relationships of harmony and digitization. In conse-
quence, resonant quasi-Bloch waves in the scattering probe have translational 
symmetry at geometric series orders a τm. The Hierarchic Icosahedral structure 
is consistent with phase-contrast, optimum-defocus imaging. This is simulated 
by reverse-contrast mapping of atoms that scatter X-ray or electron probes inci-
dent on a thin QC foil. However, owing to the hierarchic translational symme-
tries, higher orders appear to randomize by specimen tilts of small angles away 
from horizontal. The difficulty of thin-film specimen preparation with opti-
mized quasicrystollagraphic orientation results in the common conclusion: there 
is “no translational symmetry”; However this view not only contradicts expecta-
tions in “long range order”, but is not necessary since hierarchic icosahedra in-
deed have translational symmetry. This occurs consistently, both in the hierar-
chic structure and in the resonant response. 

Finally this solution for both the structure and diffraction differs from the two 
dominant objectives commonly followed in QC research: Our method is entirely 
classical and verified [2] [5] [6] [7]: it concentrates on the simplest and original 
(diatomic) system with minimal complication. The method has successfully 
identified the principal principles. Those other methods have been admittedly 
tentative and wishful for forty years. The first is mathematical and in-complete, 
viz. the mathematics of non-periodic tilings e.g. [19]; the second has covered for 
its shortcomings by spreading the net: the method attempts to find the extent of 
possible quasicrystals, especially with respect to composition and process e.g. 
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[20]. The net has not uncovered the desired conclusion. Scientific method is em-
pirical; we used to wish, and used to collect data, but our comprehension has 
since expanded to higher orders.  
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Abstract 
Synchronization of quantum mechanics with relativity has been considered 
differently from the present quantum gravity models. It is originated from the 
roots of philosophy of physics and the basic concepts of relativity & quantum 
mechanics. It emphasizes the fact that two conscious observers are necessary 
to experience one conscious moment. Various concepts of consciousness have 
been discussed and emphasized the necessity for the introduction of a new 
model of quantum consciousness. A quantum coordinate system has been in-
troduced to explain the present understanding of the phenomena “observa-
tion” and “reality”. It has been elaborated that the observation defined by 
physics is confined to Lorentz space time coordinate system, Minkowski coor-
dinate system and general relativity. But phenomena of observation cannot be 
completed without considering one more hidden transformation explaining 
quantum coordinate system which transforms the quantum states into relati-
vistic coordinate system as an interaction between two conscious observers 
explained by an interactive mechanism of quantum states. A flow chart has 
been illustrated by a mechanism giving rise to conscious moment and pro-
posed a new model of consciousness. It emphasizes on the fact that “reality” 
is different from “observation” defined by physics. It affects the relativistic 
factor of special relativity and suggests a modification for it. If this modified 
relativistic factor is proved experimentally, the results establish conscious-
ness’s mechanism and a remarkable breakthrough in physics of consciousness 
studies. 
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Universe, Consciousness 

 

1. Introduction 

Fundamentally quantum mechanics is not synchronizing with General relativity 
because, at quantum level i.e. beyond a limit, General relativity equations cannot 
explain space time. Quantum mechanics describes discreteness of space time and 
General Relativity interprets continuous and smooth space time. These two are 
not in synchronization. 

1.1. Present Quantum Mechanics 

Wave theory of light has been introduced in 17th century. Double slit experi-
ment proposed in 1803 by Thomas young played an important role in establish-
ing wave theory. In 1900 Planck proposed quantum theory. In 1905 Einstein ex-
plained photo electric effect by Planck’s quantum theory. Modern quantum me-
chanics originated after the introduction of de Broglie’s equation explaining the 
wave nature of particle in the years 1923 to 1925. 

Later, matrix mechanics was introduced. Schrödinger wave function was in-
troduced in 1926. By 1930 quantum mechanics had been further unified and for-
malized by David Hilbert, Paul Dirac and Neumann with greater emphasis on 
measurement, the statistical nature of our knowledge of reality and definition of 
“observer”. Even today, Measurement problem, observables and “observer” plays 
an important role in the development of quantum theory [1] [2] [3]. 

Observer and observation has a deeper meaning involving the concept of con-
sciousness [2] [4]. In this paper it is explained that without observers there is no 
meaning for the word “Reality” described by physics. Of course the reality is linked 
with Relativity also. 

1.2. Relativity 

Galilean or Newtonian transformations are equations that relate space and time 
coordinates of two systems moving with constant velocity relative to each other. 
It is failed to interpret light velocity which was described by Maxwell’s equations. 
They are not invariant in Galilean transformations. 

1.3. Lorentz Transformation 

According to Lorentz transformation, the observers moving at different veloci-
ties may measure different distances such that the velocity of light is the same in 
all inertial reference frames. This invariance of light velocity has been considered 
as a postulate of special theory of light.  

1.4. Special Relativity 

In the year 1905 special theory of relativity has been published. It has elaborated 
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the conventional notion of an absolute universal time with the notion of a time 
that is relative to reference frame and its position in space. Rather than an inva-
riant time interval between two events, there is an invariant space time com-
bined with other laws of physics and proposed the mass energy equivalence prin-
ciple. Special relativity interprets a flat four-dimensional Minkowski space time. 
It appears to be very similar to the standard Three-dimensional Euclidian space, 
but there is a difference with respect to time. It has reduced the spatial dimen-
sions in to two, so that we can represent the physics in a three dimensional space. 
In Newtonian mechanics, quantities that have magnitude and direction are ma-
thematically described as three dimensional vectors in Euclidean space, and in 
general they are represented by time. In special relativity, this notion is extended 
by adding the appropriate time like quantity to a space like vector quantity, and 
we have four dimensional vectors, or “four vectors” in Minkowski space time. 
The components of vectors are written using tensor notation. In Newtonian grav-
ity, the source is mass. In special relativity, mass turns out to be part of a more 
general quantity called the energy-momentum tensor which includes both ener-
gy and momentum as well as stress pressure and sheer. Using the equivalence 
principle, this tensor is readily generalized to curved space time.  

1.5. General Theory of Relativity 

Thus in 1915 General relativity proposed. According to this theory, there is no 
gravitational force deflecting objects from their natural, straight paths. Instead, 
gravity tends to changes in the properties of space and time, which in turn 
changes the straightest-possible paths that objects will naturally follow. The 
curvature is, in turn, caused by the energy-momentum of matter. As it is con-
structed using tensors, general relativity exhibits general covariance. It thus sa-
tisfies a more stringent general principle of relativity, says that the laws of phys-
ics are the same for all observers. In other words, as expressed in the equivalence 
principle, space-time is Minkowiskian and the laws of physics exhibit Lorentz 
invariance.  

If we consider General relativity as most fundamental and explainable by geo-
metry, quantum theory the basis of understanding matter from elementary par-
ticles is unexplainable by space time geometry at quantum level. However, how 
to reconcile quantum theory with general relativity is still an open question. In 
order to explain the importance of the problem, few authors conducted a survey 
and published the results [5]. 

1.6. Relativistic Quantum Mechanics  

Relativistic quantum mechanics is application of special relativity for quantum 
particles. It is not a theory to reconcile quantum mechanics with general relativ-
ity. Dirac equation is resultant of this concept. Based on this concept, super fluid 
theories have been proposed [6]. 

According to General Relativity the conventional gravitational wave is: 
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1) A small fluctuation of curved space time;  
2) It has been separated from its source and propagates independently. 
These cannot be completely justified in a theory with exact Lorentz symmetry. 

They are not perfectly described by relativistic theory.  
In this paper the conceptual and physical interpretation of quantum coordi-

nates, in to Lorentz or Minkowski’s space time have been explained and the 
space time incorporated in general relativity. Thus mathematical interpretation 
of space time curvature is possible by the concept of physical transformation of 
quantum states represented by quantum coordinates to space time coordinate 
system of reality. This paper has no relation to super fluid relativity. But it is 
based on a previous calculation of space time diameters for all fundamental 
forces [7]. All these space time diameters are interpreted as points with zero 
space in quantum coordinates in order to obey the property of signal required 
for transformation. 

1.7. Synchronization of QM with GR 

General relativity equations describe space time curvature. When it is applied to 
black holes, the physical quantities such as space time divergence at the centre of 
black holes, when it goes closer to the centre, less than Planck length distance, 
there is a breakdown of General Relativity (GR) equations. There must be a new 
theory which goes beyond GR is required and quantum influence plays domi-
nant role. Thus quantum gravity theories originated [8].  

1.8. Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) 

The main result of loop quantum gravity is the derivation of a granular structure 
of space at the Planck length. The quantum state of space time is described in the 
form of spin networks. Much of the work in “loop quantum gravity” or “quantum 
geometry” area has been based on Dirac quantization of the constraints, though 
there have been recent advances in the use of covariant “spin foam” methods [8]. 

All the above models are based on space time geometries, renormalization [8] 
[9], space time coordinates defined by Newtonian, Galilean, Lorentz etc. But 
nowhere it is not mentioned that how does this space time forms. The definition 
of observer which is a part of these coordinate systems is really in the same sys-
tem? How are we transforming these systems in to one another without knowing 
the presence of observer whether it is inside or outside of the system? This probe 
will lead us to formulate a new approach for synchronizing quantum mechanics 
with general relativity. “Physics of consciousness” emphasizing on these aspects. 
Involvement of “consciousness” plays a vital role in the synchronisation of quan-
tum mechanics with general relativity. Present studies on consciousness explains 
as follows. 

1.9. Consciousness 

Consciousness is an interdisciplinary concept with quantum mechanics, relativ-
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ity, space time structure, and biology. Lots of theories are there to define con-
sciousness. But in this paper, based on earlier work, physics of consciousness es-
pecially on “measurement problem”, “observer effect”, and “wave function col-
lapse” have been considered for further probe in to fundamental physics. Orch- 
OR [10] is one of the proposals on this subject. According to that, consciousness 
is associated to Orchestral Reduction process and is related to gravity. Threshold 
time to form gravitational space time at basic level, has been calculated [7]. 
This is the first step to synchronise quantum mechanics with relativity since the 
quantum particle of our four dimensional space time i.e. gravity is obeying both 
quantum mechanics and general relativity principle. This has leaded me to pro-
pose new hypotheses of consciousness [11]. Some of the experiments in biology 
[12] are promising for the proof of this direction of thought. Of course, the au-
thor expressed it as a proof of Orch-OR theory. The same can be applied further 
to new hypothesis of consciousness [11] also and the model elaborated in the 
present paper regarding the physics part of that biological model of conscious-
ness.  

1.10. New Hypothesis of Consciousness  

Analysis on some of the concepts involved in Orch-OR proposal such as thre-
shold time, quantum de-coherence, entanglement, system and the environment 
with which system interacts etc and the process connecting all these phenomena 
raised so many alternative solutions for connecting concepts and alternative pro-
posals for integration of them. Thus a new hypothesis explaining the model for 
“consciousness and information processing” has been proposed [11]. Now, in 
the present paper, a new model of consciousness has been proposed to interpret 
“consciousness” in terms of physics. It is completely different from the existing 
models but similar to Orch-OR proposal. 

All the above theories tried to explain this synchronization on the basis of 
General relativity. But special relativity plays a vital role in this synchroniza-
tion. Special relativity is a simple explanation to transformations from Newto-
nian, Galilean to Lorentz. Finally Lorentzian manifold has been transformed 
in to minkowiski space time manifold which is the basis for general relativity. 
Quantum mechanics is a parallel development and was not based on these trans-
formations. So general relativity is not in synchronization with quantum me-
chanics. Loop quantum gravity theories tried to synchronize general relativity 
with quantum mechanics directly from general relativity. Even though they con-
sidered the synchronization through Lorentzian manifold, it has not considered 
the fact of observation and its transformation which is basically connected to 
consciousness. If we consider the involvement of consciousness in all these trans-
formations, Newtonian, Galilean and Lorentz transformations, we can under-
stand that one transformation is missing. This transformation has been inter-
preted by quantum coordinate system. Mechanism of consciousness plays an 
important role in this synchronization. Of course, without double relativity ef-
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fect [13] [14] [15] it is not at all possible to get an overall view of quantum coor-
dinates.  

Explaining all these transformations along with the mechanism of conscious-
ness again one by one, we can find a new way of interpretation for this synchro-
nization. This interpretation will definitely transform the classical or relativistic 
concepts and quantities in to quantum mechanical system.  

2. Theory & Discussion 

Established theoretical background of physics explains the space time notions 
and the representation of its coordinate systems from Newtonian mechanics to 
General Relativity. Their transformations also have been well established. Now 
we are introducing a new coordinate system termed as “Quantum Coordinates” 
in this sequential order. Before introduction of this coordinates, the sequential 
order is Newtonian, Galilean, Lorentz, Minkowski and General Relativity. Se-
quential order means without the previous one, the next one is not possible. Af-
ter introduction of Quantum coordinates, the sequential order will be changed 
to Newtonian, Galilean, Lorentz, Quantum and Minkowski or General Relativi-
ty. Let us see the interpretation of quantum coordinates in transformations. 

2.1. Quantum Coordinate System 

A quantum coordinate system is also like Minkowski or general relativity coor-
dinate system. In that, space will be X coordinate and time will be Y coordinate. 
Figure 1 shows the quantum coordinate system in terms of relativistic coordi-
nates and its interpretation with respect to relativistic coordinates. 

But the difference is in quantum coordinates; all points will have zero space. 
Time only will exist. But in the interpretation of coordinate system, space axis 
will be existed. Means, even though, space exists, it is considered as zero only. In 
conventional coordinate system a point will have both time and space where as 
time only will exist in quantum coordinate system. But the space will be shown 
as information. All the points will have different time and different information 
but with space zero. So instead of space axis there exists information axis when 
comparing with conventional relativistic coordinate system. As per space time 
equivalence principle, space converts in to time [16]. At the same time, it (time) 
is nothing but information [11]. So finally, a point will contain time only and as 
per its position in the coordinate system, it will have time and information. Its 
space is zero. This time and information describes that point. Since space is zero, 
it can not contain any object like mass. In the transformation of this coordinate 
system to space time coordinates, it will be in synchronization with general rela-
tivity with space time coordinates and the general relativity equations will be ap-
plied. Figure 2 illustrates the observers view of an object through quantum phe-
nomena represented by quantum coordinates. 

2.2. Transformation of Quantum Coordinate System  

For any Lorentz coordinate system, if time changes and space remains constant  
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Figure 1. Quantum coordinate system and its interpretation with respect to relativistic coor-
dinate system. Each point represents quantum state and each line represents film of the 
universe so that the universal film is a superposition of quantum states. 
 

 
Figure 2. Observer’s view of an object through quantum phenomena represented by 
quantum coordinates. Observer is confined to conventional relativistic frames of refer-
ence. 
 
or space changes and time remains constant for a particular frame of reference 
with velocity, means that frame (or particle) is with a constant velocity relative 
to all inertial frames of reference. For example, if we observe a particle with ve-
locity “v”, it will cover a distance within a duration of time and at the same time 
if the observing system moves with velocity, then the relative velocity will be dif-
ferent. But if it is not changed, then change in velocity is zero. If change in veloc-
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ity is zero, change in either of space or time will be zero. Let us suppose the case 
that time exists and the space (covered distance) is zero as explained above, then 
its velocity is constant for all inertial frames of reference. Such particles will not 
exist in this Lorenz coordinate system. Only velocity exists. Any particle in this 
world occupies space and can be considered as “combination of particles”. So 
“constant velocity relative to each other” has no meaning for that “combination 
of particles or mass” and such particles will not exist in this conventional space 
time coordinate system (or Lorentz coordinate system). 

Long back author explained the same phenomena by “double relativity effect” 
and NC particles [13] [14]. Now in this, it is applied for profound understanding 
of the relation between quantum states and their interpretation in transforma-
tion of relativistic frames.  

2.3. Double Relativity Effect 

Double Relativity effect is an effect attributable to absolute velocities. While ob-
serving a particle with constant velocity relative to all inertial frames of reference 
(Light particle or a travelling photon is an example for it). In this, special relativ-
ity will be applied twice in a single observation at the same time [13] [14] [15]. 

Here, the velocity considered in the first stage is absolute velocity and will be 
effected by a phenomena called “double relativity effect”. Thus the absolute ve-
locity will be changed to observed velocity. Double relativity effect elaborates 
that the Absolute velocity and observed velocity is related by equation o av v γ=   

where 
2

1

1 av
c

γ =
 −  
 

. 

Any velocity in this universe must pass through infinitely series of points in 
relativistic space time coordinates. These points are imaginary only. But when 
object changes through these points in the course of its velocity, the double rela-
tivity effect will be applied to that object at that point in coordinate system. So 
observed velocity is o av v γ= . 

2.3.1. Role of Observer 
The paper [17] explains the role of observer and consciousness on special rela-
tivity. In this paper, it is elaborated how does an observer considers the object by 
the application of absolute velocities concept and how films of the universe 
changes with time does. Film theory’ of the universe has been applied and much 
more elaborated in the paper [11]  

2.3.2. Film of the Universe 
A film of the universe is an inertial frame of reference containing same time in-
terval all over the film as per the film theory of the universe [11] [13]. 

Further when it is applied to Universe, It is postulated that whole universe is 
existed with points containing absolute velocity [16]. This velocity is constant for 
all inertial frames of reference and an absolute velocity “v” exist at distance d 
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from an observer and related by equation v Hd= . At the same time it will have 
a velocity vd K= . The resultant is the observed velocity. Here “H” is Hubble’s 
constant and “K” is Siva’s constant. 

The same concept is applicable to space time and showed that all the funda-
mental forces are made up of space times but relatively with different space time 
densities [7]. Interaction between these fundamental fields with separate space 
times giving raise to new particles. Space time conversion in to matter is also ex-
plained [16]. Here it is connected to Quantum physics and emphasizes the fact 
that “signal in a space time is nothing but the least diameter of space time in that 
field”. Space time diameters for all fundamental forces have been calculated in 
the previous works [7]. 

Now let us see how these concepts can be interpreted by quantum mechanics. 

2.4. Application to Quantum Mechanics  

The physical meaning of quantum state has been explained as per film theory of 
the universe. [11] [17]. As per film theory of the universe, a film is an inertial 
frame of reference in which every point shows the same clock. But as per abso-
lute velocities and double relativity effect, the points in space time relativistic 
coordinates will have different Inertial Frames of references (IFRs) and every 
point is a representation of universal film with a specific time. At the same time 
there will not exist passage or flow of time with in it. Once the change of film 
happens, time flows within the film as well as film to film. 

Thus in a space time (Minkowski) all the points will have different quantum 
states and each quantum state is without flow of time. So in that coordinate sys-
tems there exist points with constant time but vary with space. All these points 
describes the position of the point (contains information) in this universe. It de-
scribes an object at that point. But due to the fact that it is quantum point, it will 
not contain space. The combination of all these points provides positions of all 
points as a single film of the universe. Here the word “Combination” means 
“superposition”. Thus “super position” of all these quantum states termed as a 
universal film describing a point in quantum space time or quantum coordinate 
system. 

But we can not observe this quantum point since there will not be flow of time 
until unless goes from one film to another. So it is imaginary only. 

This is the point where we have gone much profoundly than the quantum 
state interpreted mathematically as state vectors [18] and the wave function in-
volved in Schrodinger wave equation [19]. In these mathematical descriptions, 
flow of time has been included. It is a hidden secret of nature. But when we con-
sider the physical meaning of quantum states at the most fundamental level, a 
quantum state is a universal film in which time exists but flow of time will not be 
there. It is a standstill picture of space (further it is explained as information and 
time in quantum coordinates). Flow of time exists only when a film changes in 
to another film (in theory it is described by a mechanism of consciousness). 
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Even Schrödinger wave equation (time dependent or independent) is also inclu-
sive of flow of time. Obviously, since it is a wave, it must be a part of passage of 
time. But when it is divided further in to films where time will not exist (only 
space exist), the quantum state described by mathematics has no meaning. Means, 
even if it is a pure state, it is a mixture of two more states (which are termed as 
films). There is a hidden theory in between these purest states that involves ori-
gin of time and consciousness. This paper tried to provide that insight as a new 
model of consciousness 

Observation and the Reality 
Figure 3 represents the transformation to make time to flow. When time flows, 
imaginary quantum states will be super positioned and form a reality within the 
film and at the same time film also will be changed. Since it is working with a 
mechanism to form an internal superposition, film has to be changed. Thus it 
continues and shows any point in this space time coordinates with a specific 
special distance (non zero). Thus all the points of object observed as a reality of 
that object. Figure 3 illustrates that the super positioned quantum states at point 
qs in quantum coordinate system will be transformed as a real point pr in con-
ventional relativistic frame. 

Thus interpretation of observation or measurement of quantum states which  
 

 
Figure 3. Transformation of quantum coordinate system to relativistic coordinate system 
in the process of observation. The point qs in quantum coordinate system will be trans-
formed as the point pr in conventional relativistic frame as reality. 
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are not real (imaginary only). The reality exists in transformation through the 
additional coordinate system called as “quantum coordinate system”. 

3. Perspective of a New Model of Consciousness  

The physics of consciousness has been explained in “new hypothesis on con-
sciousness” [11] elaborately. Actually it is not a hypothesis. It is an analysis of 
few fundamental queries of philosophy of physics like “why light velocity is con-
stant for all inertial frames of reference?”, “how space time originated?”, “what is 
physical entity that makes difference between a living thing and a non living 
thing?” etc. It has concluded a preliminary model of consciousness integrating 
all the aspects explained in above sections of this article. It was similar to Orch- 
OR Theory. But it has refuted the idea of quantum states described by mathe-
matical support. Especially it is contradicting Orch-OR in emphasizing the fact 
that physical interpretation of quantum state and superposition of states is not 
relevant at the most fundamental level where time plays an important role. Now 
in this paper, it was substantiated by introducing quantum coordinate system 
that was hidden in the conventional transformations. The model has not been 
questioned much on biological or neurological aspects of the Orch-OR theory. 
But this paper says that no models or experiments on consciousness can sustain 
without considering these basics at quantum level.  

Let us review the mechanism behind this new model of consciousness (Figure 
4). 

3.1. Mechanism behind This Model 

Quantum mechanics interprets a point as space zero (time only will exist) [7].  
 

 
Figure 4. 1 & 2 are separate conscious observers; 3 to 8 are Quantum states associated to 
observer 1; 9 to 14 are quantum states associated to observer 2; 15 is Super positioned 
state of one state from observer with one state of observer 2 for example super positioned 
state of 4 & 9; 16 is Film containing observers 1 & 2; 17 is the change in film 16 as a part 
of this mechanism; 18 is the Process of mechanism that is to be completed for film change 
from 16 to 17 (It is the process of super position of 1042 quantum states of one observer 
with one quantum state of another observer); 19 is the Process of mechanism of film 
change from 16 to 17. It is a consequential and simultaneous process of 18; 20 is the 
Process indicating Superposition of films 16 & 17; 21 is the Final result, the reality. 
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A specific time will exist for a specific point. If we interpret this in a quantum 
coordinate system, specific time will exist for all points on a line parallel to axis 
denoting space. Thus all the points can be shown with different space on the 
same line. Line parallel to space coordinate will have different space for each 
point on that line. But different space does not have a meaning because, accord-
ing to quantum coordinates there will not exist distance or space. So even though 
there exist space, it is considered as zero space only. So instead of space coordi-
nates, we can call it as information coordinates. On any parallel line, time will be 
constant but information will change (in other terms, space changes and the time 
also changes accordingly). So in order to keep time constant, the excess time will 
change in to space as per space time equivalence principle. Since space is zero, it 
will be denoted by change in information). “Zero space” between points means 
that all these points with different information are super positioned at a specific 
point. Thus that point is a superposition of all information nothing but superpo-
sition of all quantum states.  

After overall view of this mechanism, the statement or the postulate that time 
is information [11] has to be modified as “the quantum of space time is informa-
tion” according to space time equivalence principle, space and time can be con-
vertible to each other. So to keep time as constant the space has to be converted 
in to information (information means, it may contain mass like quantities or 
observables associated to that quantum state). But when we transform it to rela-
tivistic coordinates, there will not be zero space point. Whatever small the point 
is, it contains some diameter. So the super positioned quantum states will be di-
vided to a space and the point will be observed with some diameter. In other 
words any object can be observed with some length coordinate. 

For example, in quantum coordinates, photon is a space zero super positioned 
quantum state. But in relativistic transformation, it will have space. Since relativ-
ity considered it as maximum velocity, as per its basic principle, its space must 
be zero. Since it is relativistic, it is the space between two divided quantum 
states. Conscious observer observes it again as super positioned quantum states. 
This is the final observation called as reality than the observation defined by 
physics without involvement of consciousness. This is the reality.  

In quantum coordinate system “time” and “information” exists and in relati-
vistic system both space and time exist. Means, time converts in to space. Here 
we have seen that in space time conversion, mass or charge also will be origi-
nated. Space time conversion phenomena elaborate it [16]. 

3.2. Application of Double Relativity Effect to Consciousness 

There exists only one signal which is the maximum velocity and whose velocity 
is constant for all inertial frames in each space time. All fundamental forces will 
have their own space times and space time diameter can also be calculated [7]. 
This signal is a point in quantum coordinates with space zero but contains time 
and information. It will be mathematically represented as quantum state. Since it 
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is a signal, its velocity is an absolute velocity (velocity is constant for all inertial 
frames of reference. For example, photon with velocity “c” for our four dimen-
sional universe). Observed velocity is the velocity which can be represented by 
Lorentz coordinates. As per “double relativity effect”, the relation between observed 
velocity ov  and absolute velocity av  is o av v γ= . So the observed velocity “c”  

will have an absolute velocity as 
2

c  and 2γ =  since “c” is the observed  

velocity follows the equation av cγ = . But without involvement of conscious 
mechanism as per Figure 2 and Figure 4, one cannot find the reality of the ob-
served velocity. Thus, this observed velocity can be changed as reality as in Fig-
ure 5. 

Figure 5 explains three instances of observation. 

3.2.1. Instance-1 
Figure 5(a) shows the phenomena of observation in relativistic coordinates due 
to “double relativity effect”. In that av  is absolute velocity and ov  is observed 
velocity and are related by equation  

o av v γ=                             (1)  

where   

2

1

1 av
c

γ =
 −  
 

                         (2) 

Figure 5(a) illustrates the “double relativity equation” “ o av v γ= ”. And the 
relativistic factor “ γ ” for conventional relativistic (Galilean or Lorentz coordi-
nates) coordinate system. 

 

 
Figure 5. The reality is the consequence of double relativity effect and consciousness on the 
process of observation. (a) Observation in relativistic coordinates; (b) Observation in Quantum 
coordinates; (c) Final reality in the process of observation. 
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3.2.2. Instance-2 
The same observation in quantum coordinates has been shown in Figure 5(b). 
As explained above (Section 2.1) quantum coordinates contains points in space 
time coordinates with time coordinate only and the space coordinate is always 
zero. Its quantum particle is “bio force” particle [7] [15] and signal velocity is 

2c . Thus the same special relativity principle is applied and all the velocities 
are comparable to that velocity. Here absolute velocity and observed velocity are  

also related by o av v γ=  but here 
2

1

1
2

av
c

γ =
 −  
 

 it represents consciousness  

frame of super relativity [15]. Figure 5(b) shows the quantum coordinates. So 
the absolute velocity va can be replaced with vq. The same has been explained in  

Figure 6 now we can rewrite the quantum relativistic factor 
2

1

1
2

q

qv
c

γ =
 

−  
 

  

o q qv v γ∴ =                              (3) 

where    

2

1

1
2

q

qv
c

γ =
 

−  
 

                          (4)  

Figure 5(b) illustrates the “double relativity equation” o q qv v γ=  and relati-
vistic factor qγ  for quantum coordinate system. 

These two instances (instances 1 & 2) are not relevant when we use con-
sciousness mechanism’s affect on observation. So the observed velocity in Figure 
5(c) is a combination of these two instances and the special relativity should not 
be violated. So the same “double relativity effect” explains it as ov  is observed  

velocity and it is the reality, where 
2

1

1
2

r

ov
c

γ =
 −  
 

. 

r o rv v γ∴ =                             (5) 

where 

2

1

1
2

r

ov
c

γ =
 −  
 

                         (6) 

Thus rγ  satisfy both the instances.            
Figure 5(c) illustrates the “double relativity equation” “ o q qv v γ= ” and relati-

vistic factor “ qγ ” as absolute reality due to the affect of consciousness on obser-
vation. 

This has been elaborated in Figure 6. It shows a quantum point with respect 
to coordinates and its position inside that point. The reality is combination of 
both.  
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Figure 6. Role of consciousness in relativistic interpretation of quantum point. 

 
With respect to XYZ frame the circle is a point and the space inside is zero. 

This coordinate system is conventional Lorentz coordinate system obeying spe-
cial theory of relativity. The velocity shown is ov . The signal velocity is “c” as it 
follows special relativity. The same point with respect to the coordinate system 

q q qX Y Z  inside circle i.e. quantum coordinate system, for which space coordi-
nate is zero for all points. Only time coordinate exist. And the velocity is qv  
and follows the equation o q qv v γ=  where qγ  is according to equation (4). 
Conscious observer will be in different frame c c cX Y Z . With reference to 
conscious observer at origin cO , the velocity is rv  and follows Equations (5) & 
(6). 

Finally, we can say frame of observation will be affected due to “conscious-
ness” and the frame will be considered as different from observers frame of ref-
erence defined in conventional relativistic (Galilean or Lorentz coordinates). 
Due to “double relativity effect” and “affect of consciousness on observation” the 
signal velocity expected to become 2c  and the relativistic factor will be changed 
accordingly.  

Calculation of this 2  is also an important aspect of consciousness which 
was elaborated in [15]. Now we can emphasize it in simple way.  

Simply the logic behind this is. 
If the relativity factor for “double relativity effect” and “special relativity” is 

same, the equation can be written as 

2

1

1 av
c

γ =
 −  
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In double relativity effect o av v γ=  so “c” will be cγ  since “c” is also absolute  

velocity. So equation can be written as 
2

1

1 ov
c

γ =
 −  
 

. Here signal velocity is 

cγ  and observed velocity remains ov . Therefore we can rewrite the equation as 

2

1

1 ov
c

γ

γ

=
 

−  
 

. 

If we solve it, γ  will be 2 . Now the signal velocity is 2c  and the Equa-
tions (5) & (6) are applicable. 

It is illustrated by Figure 5(c) as the reality of observation. Thus the final real-
ity is an overall affect of “double relativity effect” on “consciousness” and obser-
vation. Figure 5 illustrated it. It is not possible to observe these velocities with-
out involvement of consciousness. So the result is a proof for consciousness also. 

Finally, in the process of observation, fist the quantum coordinates have to be 
changed to Lorentz. So double relativity effect must be used. Then these points 
are compatible with Lorentz coordinates. It is called observation and velocity is 
observed velocity. This will undergo the process of consciousness mechanism 
and become reality. So again relativity must be applied with respect to conscious 
observer. The signal velocity is 2c . All velocities must be compared to it. And 
velocity is observed velocity and follows Equation (5). So this is the final reality 
for which relativistic factor rγ  follows the Equation (6). This factor is different 
from Lorentz relativistic factor. Here velocity 2ov c≤ . Velocity rv  is the real 
velocity which is rγ  times than the observed velocity “ ov ”. Observed velocity is 
limited to Lorenz coordinates. Real velocity is due to the effect of consciousness 
on observed velocity. So the consequences like relativistic kinetic energy etc are 
also different. This result will supersede relevant conclusions of the paper [17] 
and proposes a profound understanding of the problem. This can be observed by 
any particle physics laboratory. Specifically these affects can be observed on the 
observed velocities between 2c  to c. 

It is not possible to observe these velocities without involvement of conscious-
ness. So the result is a proof for consciousness also. 

4. New Perspective on Synchronization of General Relativity  
with Quantum Mechanics 

4.1. Involvement of Concept of Time 

Einstein-Hilbert action is a similar approach as a least action principle in which 
least action is treated as a point in space time and the equation shows a graviton 
if it converges. Till now it has considered from the point of general relativity. So 
there are suspicious views of scientists on this approach [20]. Perturbation in 
basically fixed point is fine at larger distances but quantum mechanically the 
gravitational interaction is irrelevant [9]. Not only that, the point they consi-
dered as least action is not space zero mass zero. In this Cartesian system it must 
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have some space. Zero space cannot be considered in this system whereas space 
zero can be considered in quantum system. But when it converts in to space in 
this coordinate system, it will have space time diameter with a least diameter that 
converges due to Hilbert action. 

4.2. Relevance of Time Operator in Quantum Mechanics 

It seems relevant to mention an idea [21] regarding interpretation of “time op-
erator” while discussing these issues. The mathematical methodology the author 
adopted is good and helpful to develop the conceptual interpretations described 
in this paper. Otherwise, the author can utilize the theoretical background to in-
terpret the most basic level of quantum state with respect to the involvement of 
“time operator” proposed by him. The present paper demands the necessity of a 
Schrödinger equation without a “time operator” or with a zero value. Thus the 
present paper may lead to an exact and most relevant time independent Schrödin-
ger wave equation to reveal some of the secrets of this nature. 

4.3. Relevant to Other Interpretations 

Other interpretations like Random discontinuous motion (RDM) interpretation 
of Quantum Mechanics [22] [23] or “particle interference” rather than wave in-
terference to describe wave function collapse [24] etc. are also must be origi-
nated from the conceptual conclusions of the present paper. It elaborates the 
evolution of time and its involvement in superposition of two time independent 
quantum states to form space time which is the root cause for the formation of 
particle or wave.  

5. Comparison with Other Models of Consciousness 

This model is different from other theories of consciousness in 
1) Observation is not for object only. Object is a part of the universal film as a 

whole at a particular time. 
2) Minimum two observers are required to generate one conscious movement 

of any observer. 

5.1. Observer Effect and Necessity of Conscious Observer 

On double slit, observer’s effect changes the reality. It raised a question on the 
necessity of conscious observer. Most of the scientists ruled out the point that 
observer must be conscious [4] [25]. But, as per this paper, observer means con-
scious observer only. Detector is also part of conscious observer. Instead of de-
tector if we provide conscious observer, that is also not sufficient to accept the 
affect of conscious observer on observation. The model of consciousness pre-
sented in this paper and its mechanism emphasizes on the fact that there must 
be two conscious observers to observe the physical entities existed in this un-
iverse. The transformations of the interactions between quantum states involved 
in this observation and super position of these states considered as reality which 
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is more than a simple observation. The change in these interactions with time 
only will provide wave function and its collapse which turns a particle in to wave 
and vice versa. So this experiment explains only the measurement problem. It is 
not connected to consciousness and observation. Two conscious observers must 
exist to get conscious experience of the effect of observation or reality. 

5.2. Refute of the Idea That Consciousness Is Everywhere in This  
Universe 

Few authors are denying the idea that consciousness is attributable to living 
things only. They are saying that consciousness belongs to whole universe [4] 
[25] [26] of course there is an argument against it [27] which says that wave 
function collapsed somewhere and all in one. My paper is supporting that idea 
and contradicts that consciousness is everywhere. And clearly says that con-
sciousness is for living things only. Because, detector is also part of observation 
and the conscious observer only can find detector. This can easily understand by 
double slit experiment. If we provide a detector in between slit and the beam 
generator, the wave function will be collapsed. If we switch of it, it will not be 
collapsed. Means, the universal films of observer is a super position of quantum 
states of the objects signal generator, double slit screen and the detector in the 
process of signal generation to the screen via slit. It will be collapsed and behaves 
like a particle if detector is on. If it is switched off, the screen shows interference 
pattern because the detector finds the reality in to one “eigen state” just like 
conscious observer. If it is switched off, it is not super positioned as explained 
for conscious observer. Here there is no observation by conscious observer so 
when detector switches off, interference pattern occurs. If conscious observer is 
there in the place of detector, the same results will come. That means, the me-
chanism is same for a detector as well as conscious observer (Detector itself will 
not exist without conscious observers). Detector itself is a superposition of lot of 
quantum states or universal films. So if it is divided in to single states, there will 
not be existence at all. Again conscious observer is required to create the super-
position of quantum states of all the objects and the process. 

5.3. This Consciousness Model & the Quantum Eraser Delayed  
Choice Experiment  

One of the outcomes of delayed choice quantum eraser physically means that 
“the future will change past” Big question is how is it possible? 

It is possible only when the observer is conscious and it is completely inter-
linked with total universe instead of a particular object as explained in the paper 
[11] where universal film is made up of a loop connecting all the conscious ob-
servers only. Non living things or objects are created and experienced by these 
conscious observers connected in this loop. The loops can be connected from 
one to another depending upon their time frame. The model elaborated in this 
paper explains that all the detectors are objects only and they are part of the 
conscious process generated by conscious observer. So here in this experiment 
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also all the detectors can be viewed as conscious observers. 
Here in this experiment, a photon splits in to a pair of entangled photons. One 

is delayed than the other. As per this model of consciousness, in the observation 
of delayed pair of photon, the quantum states super positioned at a point in 
quantum coordinates and the entangled pair with another point. Quantum coor-
dinates denote a point with time and information. So, for these two pairs the 
time and information is different. But to observe each pair each observer is re-
quired and observer’s time is different. If time is different, it cannot be in same 
film. These two observers must be in the same film if the entangled pair is of one 
particular photon. Then the process will be continued to next film. So as per this 
model there is no meaning in “past” and “future” in within these two. Only the 
“present” exists with combined effect. Whatever change comes to one pair will 
change another. If we come out of the box of this experiment, whole universe is 
existed like that. Film of total universe is connected to the loop of conscious ob-
server [11] and the loop will change its connection as per its inertial frame of 
reference, whenever requires and goes to past films or to future films. It is noth-
ing but time travel. This is the explanation for the question “whether the future 
will change past?” 

5.4. Explanation to Grandfather Paradox by This Model 

Grandfather paradox is also an important aspect of “physics of time travel” and 
“freewill” concepts of philosophy. Few authors [28] elaborated the closed loops 
of time travel within the scope of existing theories. 

According to this model of consciousness,  
1) Conscious observer is necessary for the existence of reality of the universe. 

Reality of the materialistic universe is due to interaction of quantum states of 
two conscious observers. There may exist lot of films in between these interac-
tions.  

2) Two conscious observes create one more conscious observer. There exist 
several connected films in a sequential order which obey cause and effect law of 
physics. So any of these two conscious observes erased by any reason before cre-
ation of the new conscious observer, the interlinked sequential order of the films 
will be erased and new conscious observer will be erased. There exist lot of other 
quantum states of this erased conscious observer but they are all imaginary only 
since reality requires a devise like brain or a centralized network connecting all. 
There are lot of films in between interaction of two observers to create a con-
scious observer with such devise. Without such devise, the interactions are not 
realistic. So to form this erased observer in to reality there must exist interaction 
which creates this devise otherwise the connective reality will be erased with the 
new observer. 

3) If it is applied to grandfather paradox. If a grandson of a grandfather goes 
to past and kills his grandfather, he will also be vanished since the connective 
films after the death of grandfather will be erased from reality. Grandson is also 
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part of that reality. Now both the devises grandfather and grandson are compat-
ible to each other. So grandson vanished. Compatible means both are in reality. 
Above model says that only one reality exists. If one more reality with one more 
devise exist, both cannot be compatible. All other are imaginary only. Thus the 
time travel will work out within the compatible devises or one reality only. Thus, 
if devises are not vanished because of each other, time travel is possible by regu-
lating their devise. Only present will exist for that devise and it is the only reality. 
For others it may be viewed as past and present. Grandson can change all mate-
rialistic things in future and present but it cannot change the interaction of con-
scious observers who are reason for his birth. 

4) With reference to new hypothesis [11] consciousness is a circuit or a loop 
connecting to conscious observers only [Refer fig. 7 Page no.39]. Here in this 
paper it is substantiated as reality. So one observer may connect to another ob-
server in so many ways. New observers in this circuit can also be created due to 
interaction of two observers. Thus a new circuit can also be created like branches 
from original and sub branches to main branches. In this if any of the main 
branch erases, all the sub branches will also be erased. Thus in grandfather pa-
radox, grandfather is the main branch and sub branches are father and mother. 
Grand son is sub branch to father and mother. Here if he kill his grandfather, 
whatever may be other connections of the grandson, all the connected branches 
to his grandfather will be erased. And the grandson and his all other connections 
will be erased. 

5) But in some theories it is told that grandson is a copy of the original went to 
past and other alternate of the universe will be started after killing of grandfa-
ther. But here it is only one reality and connects only to conscious observers. 
without conscious observers the universe will not exist. 

6) Thus films with zero time and infinite time are not possible .In between so 
many films will exist. Finally two conscious states are must to create reality. Thus, 
those two conscious observers are eternal whatever may be their time frame is. 
Other conscious observers are created from them. Materialistic creation is due to 
the interaction of these conscious observers only. 

7) Devise and regulators are important for consciousness. 
8) Two conscious observers created this space time. At that stage they might 

have a separate device than us. Later they created several conscious observers 
with different devises. 

9) Now we have a devise called brain and it will have a regulator. If we go back 
to past, when we have not born, the devise will not be there. So everything con-
nected to this devise will be lost. Devise connection is reality, means, through 
devise only we can see reality. 

10) So we cannot go to future where we will not exist (our consciousness will 
not exist) and cannot go to past where we have not created (born). 

11) Devise will have reality. Reality will have past and future. Another devise 
is required to see beyond us. So for one devise, the universe will not exist but 
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universe will exist for other devises. 
12) Totally universe exists always as it is with quantum information. Its su-

perposition is time. 
13) We will see the universe through devise in a streamlined way otherwise 

that is only haphazardly distributed information and time only. Since there will 
not be space it is a simple point from where the time emerges. 

14) So if we kill our grandfather in past we will not exist. We will be vanished 
and universe also will not exist simply it is nothing not even a space. 

6. Conclusions  

1) The word “observation” of physics has been redefined and it is emphasized 
on the fact that observation is attributed to Lorentz coordinates only. Till now 
physics says that “observation” and “measurement” in these conventional coor-
dinates are taken granted as reality. But actual reality is different from this ob-
servation. Quantum mechanics is not reality. It remains imaginary until unless it 
converts into relativistic coordinates. Simply applying relativity to quantum 
mechanics as in the case of “relativistic quantum mechanics” is not relevant. The 
physical meaning of quantum states is connected to the problem of time and 
formation of space time. So the involvement of consciousness is unavoidable in 
observation or measurement. Thus the imaginary quantum states first have to be 
interpreted in terms of conventional coordinate system. Prior to transforming 
these quantum states into conventional coordinate system, “double relativity ef-
fect” is to be applied. Due to the application of double relativity effect the obser-
vation changes and the reality will be different from observation. The ultimate 
result says that factor Lorentz relativistic factor “ γ ” has to be modified as  

2

1

1
2

r

ov
c

γ =
 −  
 

. So the observables will be modified than the results of special  

theory of relativity and the results will be different within the range of velocities 
2c  to “c”. This is can be verified in any laboratory. 

2) Application of this concept may provide new path to researchers working 
on velocities more than that of light and the affect of drastic change in momen-
tum on Einstein’s field equations towards singularity. The synchronization of 
quantum mechanics and relativity applied in this paper indicates that General 
Relativity equations may be applicable to lower diameters comparable to Planck 
length up to zero space. 

3) A new model of consciousness has been proposed by emphasizing the fact 
that conscious observer plays an important role in observation. It also proposed 
that there must exist minimum two conscious observers to find the reality. It ex-
plains the concept of origin of time and formation of space time and its curva-
ture at the basic level (in other terms its quantum level). Thus it explains the 
synchronization between quantum mechanics and relativity. 

4) Totally it concludes a major change in observation and reality which can be 
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observed in any lab. Thus if it is proved experimentally, it will be the best proof 
for this model of consciousness.  
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Abstract 
Observing galaxies receding from each other, Hubble found the universe’s 
expansion in 1929. His law that gives the receding speed as a function of dis-
tance implies a factor called Hubble constant H0. We want to validate our 
theoretical value of H0 ≈ 72.09548580(32) km·s−1·MParsec−1 with a new cos-
mological model found in 2019. This model predicts what may look like two 
possible values of H0. According to this model, the correct equation of the 
apparent age of the universe gives ~ 14.14 billion years. In approximation, we 
get the well-known equation 1/H0 ≈ 13.56 billion years. When we force these 
ages to fit the 1/H0 formula, it gives two different Hubble constant values of 
~69.2 and 72.1 km·s−1·MParsec−1. When we apply a theoretical correction factor 
of η ≈ 1.042516951 on the first value, both target the second one. We found 
42 equations of H0 linking different physics constants. Some are used to meas-
ure H0 as a function of the average temperature T of the Cosmological Micro-
wave Background and the universal gravitational constant G:  
  H0 ≈ 72.06(90) km·s−1·MParsec−1 from T by Cobra probe & Equation (16) 
  H0 ≈ 71.95(50) km·s−1·MParsec−1 from T by Partridge & Equation (16)  
  H0 ≈ 72.086(36) km·s−1·MParsec−1 from G & Equation (34)  
  H0 ≈ 72.105(36) km·s−1·MParsec−1 from G & Equations (74), (75), or (76). 
With 508 published values, H0 ≈ 72.0957 ± 0.33 km·s−1·MParsec−1 seems to be 
the “ideal” statistical result. It validates our model and our theoretical H0 val-
ue which are useful to find various interactions with the different constants. 
Our model also explains the ambiguity between the different universe’s age 
measurements and seems to unlock a tension between two H0 values. 
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1. Introduction 

In astrophysics, the Hubble constant H0 [1] is a parameter to analyze the un-
iverse. Nevertheless, it is also one of the lesser-known values.  

In 1916, Einstein found the general relativity laws [2]. His equations expect 
that the universe is either expanding or in a Big Crunch. He could have been the 
first to predict the universe’s expansion, but influenced by the popular idea, 
Einstein forced his model to be static with a cosmological constant Λ. In 1922, 
Friedmann showed from relativity that the universe expands at a calculable rate 
[3]. In 1927, Georges Lemaitre published independent research [4], giving what 
is now known as Hubble’s law. In 1929, Hubble discovered the universe’s expan-
sion [1]. Equation (1) gives Hubble’s law, with v  being the receding speed in 
km·s−1, D being the distance between the observed object and the observer, and 
H0 being the Hubble constant. He measured about H0 ≈ 500 km·s−1·MParsec−1. 
His high value was due to a wrong calibration of the cepheids used to evaluate 
distances. Hubble’s law was correct, but H0 was remaining to be found with ac-
curacy. 

0v DH=                             (1) 

Physicists get H0 based on far cosmic objects (Cepheids, supernovae, red giants, 
etc.) or local measurements (CMB, universal gravitational constant G, etc.). In-
cluding error margins of published values (see the software in Annex A), H0 is 
between 19 to 174 km·s−1·MParsec−1. However, two values are often measured 
~69.2 and ~72.1 km·s−1·MParsec−1. An irreconcilable tension between some H0 
values shows up [5]. Even with good accuracies, their error margins do not al-
ways overlap. It may let us think that only one of these values is right. No one 
considered it possible that both values may be in some way correct. 

In 2019, we wrote an article [6] explaining what may look like two values for 
H0. We calculated the universe age, obtained a result of complex type, and an 
apparent age of the universe of ~14.4 billion years. The complete equation may 
be approximated by 1/H0, giving ~13.56 billion years. We notice that there is a 
difference of ~4.25% between the approximated and the non-approximated val-
ues.  

Cosmologists use 1/H0 to calculate the universe’s age. Thus, if we could meas-
ure the apparent age of the universe with no approximation, we would conclude 
wrongly that the Hubble constant is 4.25% lower than it should be. 

We hypothesize that two values of H0 are somehow obtained from an ap-
proximated and non-approximated equation of the apparent age of the universe. 
The confusion leads to a tension between two values when there should be only 
one.  

We summarize our cosmological model [6] to get H0 as a function of α, c, and 
re. We found ways to measure H0 locally by using the Cosmological Microwave 
Background (CMB) temperature T and by using the universal gravitational con-
stant G [6] [7]. Based on our model, we found a theoretical equation to calculate 
H0 from CODATA values (Committee of Data for Science and Technology) [8]. 
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( )
19

53 1 1
0 72.09548580 32 10 km s MParsec  

    where 3 5 0.76
e

c
H

r
α β

β

− −= ≈ × ⋅ ⋅

= − ≈

     (2) 

We want to validate this theoretical value of H0 and highlight the tension be-
tween two measured values of H0. We list the results of the most recent measures 
of H0 and build a graph showing someway the popularity of each H0 value range. 

We list 42 H0 equations. Certain overcome the difficulties to do experimental 
measurements. We use one of them as a third measurement of H0. Our cosmo-
logical model shows that H0 and the speed of light are not constant. 

2. Physics Parameters 

A compact form of notation is used to display tolerances (i.e., 2.734(10) K means 
2.734 ± 0.010 K). The CODATA 2014 [8] is used to compare the results of our 
new equations with the articles published in 2019 and 2020. 

Light speed in a vacuum  1299792458 m sc −= ⋅  
Permeability of free space  7 2

0 4 10 NAµ − −×π≈  
Permittivity of free space  12 1

0 8.854187817 10 F mε − −≈ × ⋅  
Universal gravitational constant ( ) 11 3 1 26.67408 31 10 m kg sG − − −≈ × ⋅ ⋅  
Electron rest mass   ( ) 319.10938356 11 10 kgem −≈ ×  
Classical electron radius  ( ) 152.8179403227 19 10 mer

−≈ ×  
Electron charge    ( ) 191.6021766208 98 10 Ceq −≈ − ×  
Planck length    ( ) 351.616229 38 10 mpL −≈ ×  
Planck time     ( ) 445.39116 13 10 spt −≈ ×  
Planck mass    ( ) 82.176470 51 10 kgpm −≈ ×  
Planck constant    ( ) 346.626070040 81 10 J sh −≈ × ⋅  
Fine-structure constant  ( ) 37.2973525664 17 10α −≈ ×  
Boltzmann constant   ( ) 23 11.38064852 79 10 J Kbk − −≈ × ⋅  
Rydberg constant   ( ) 110973731.568508 65 mR −

∞ ≈  

3. Summary of our Theory  

Our theory is based on a cosmological model officially shown in 2019 [6], but it 
summarizes papers we wrote at www.pragtec.com/physique since 2011. First, we 
outline some main milestones as we did in 2020 [7]. 

3.1. Our Cosmological Model 

We hypothesize that there was one expanding sphere containing all matter at the 
Big Bang. There was no light. After ~360000 years [9], electrons became free to 
move because of a lower density universe, and the light appeared and began to 
travel through space, creating a 4-D expanding sphere called the “luminous un-
iverse”. As the matter cannot travel as fast as light [10], it created a smaller 4-D 
expanding sphere, the “material universe”, imbricated in the “luminous un-
iverse”.  
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Einstein found that the presence of a massive object reduces the speed of light 
vL [11]. Schwarzschild calculated vL in a context of a weak gravitational field Φ 
using general relativity [12]. With |Φ| << c2 around a spherical mass, Equation 
(3) gives vL as a function of c and a local refractive index n0 (function of G [13]). 

( )
2

0 2
0

1 2  where    and  0
1 2L

c c Gmv r n
n rc

− Φ −
= = Φ = ≤

+ Φ
         (3) 

From an observer on Earth, c seems constant. However, the knowledge of a 
precise value of c dates only from 19 century [14]. In 1929, Edwin Hubble found 
that the universe is expanding [1]. As the apparent universe radius increases, the 
density of this latest must decrease over time, causing the refractive index of the 
vacuum to drop. As a result, it causes light to accelerate slowly.  

In Equation (3), c is the local speed limit for light in a vacuum in our universe 
area. Admitting that light accelerates while the universe expands, it will tend to-
wards another asymptotical speed limit k affected by a local refractive index n. 
For now, k is unknown. Let us build Equation (4), which is analog to Equation 
(3) for the universe [2]. Our universe parcel is at a distance ru from the un-
iverse’s apparent mass center mu. The local speed of light c results from Equation 
(4). 

2

2

1 2  where    and  0
1 2

u

u

Gmk kc n
n rk

−− Θ
= = Θ = ≤

+ Θ
          (4) 

Similarly to ru, the Ru value is the apparent radius of curvature of the luminous 
universe [6] [15] (also called Hubble radius [16]). It is a function of c and H0. It 
is “apparent” since Equation (5) assumes c constant for a time equal to the un-
iverse’s age. Now, its speed is c, but it is not constant in our model [6]. It was 
lower in the past and will increase while the universe expands. The H0 value 
represents the expansion rate of the material universe in km·s−1·MParsec−1 [1]. It 
is the local derivative of the velocity of matter mv  with respect to the element of 
distance dr. 

0
0

d
d

u

m
u

u ur r

v c c cH R
r r R H

β β
β=

= = = ⇒ =                (5) 

Locally, at a distance r = ru, matter recedes radially from the center of mass of 
the universe at a rate β  times slower than the speed of light c. 

0
u u

cr R
H
ββ= =                           (6) 

The apparent mass mu of the universe is given by Equation (7) [15] [17]:  
23

0

u
u

R ccm
GH G

= =                          (7) 

Our universe parcel is at a distance ru from the center of the mass mu. It travels 
at a speed vm relative to this latest. The ratio β  is the asymptotical speed of 
light k in a vacuum (when Ru tends towards infinity) influenced by a refractive 
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index n that is itself influenced by a gravitational potential Θ.  
2

2

1 2  where   and  
1 2

u
m

u

Gmk kv n
n rk
β −− Θ

= = Θ =
+ Θ

            (8) 

Hubble measured H0 from the global movement of galaxies at our location [1], 
at ru. They have their own movement. As the universe expands, they are gener-
ally moving away from each other. The derivative of the material universe speed 
vm according to the element of distance dr evaluated at r = ru is H0 [6]. 

( )
0 22

d 21   where  
d 1 1u

m u

ur r u

v Gmk yH y
r r k ry y

β

=

 
 = = =
 + − 

        (9) 

Solving Equations (4) to (7), and (9) gives Equations (10) to (14) [6]. The ex-
pending speed ratio β  between the material and the luminous universes is 
geometric. It is also the ratio between ru and Ru. It is unique to our model and 
essential to depict many constants and make links between the infinitely large 
and small in the Dirac hypothesis on large numbers [18] [19].  

8 12 5 6.17 10 m sk c −= + ≈ × ⋅                   (10) 

3 5 0.764β = − ≈                          (11) 
261.28 10 muR ≈ ×                          (12) 
259.80 10 mur ≈ ×                          (13) 

531.73 10 kgum ≈ ×                          (14) 

3.2. Our First Method to Measure H0 as a Function of T (from CMB) 

The accuracies of mu, ru, and Ru widely depend on H0 which could be between 19 
and 174 km·s−1·MParsec−1 (listed in the software in Annex A). Therefore, a bet-
ter method of measuring H0 is required to know mu, ru, and Ru more accurately. 

We calculated the CMB temperature T as a function of H0 and G [6]. This eq-
uation considers the universe as an ideal black body since it would absorb any 
incident radiation coming from outside, and it does not reflect or transmit any 
form of energy outside of the luminous universe (since it expands at the speed of 
light). 

2 3 5 2
0

1

6

4
15

8b

h c H
T

k G
αβ  


π

= 
 

                       (15) 

Let us isolate H0 from Equation (15). The accuracy mainly depends on the 
CMB temperature T. Using T ≈ 2.736(17) K (from Cobra probe [20]), we get. 

( ) ( )
3 2 2

1 1
0 2 5 3

8 72.06 90 km s MParsec
15

bT k GH T
c hβ α

− −= ≈ ⋅ ⋅
π

        (16) 

with Partridge T ≈ 2.734(10) K, and H0 ≈ 71.95(50) km·s−1·MParsec−1 [21]. As 
the least accurate value is T, Equation (16) measures H0 from the CMB temper-
ature. These values lead to new links and are in our software in Annex A. 
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3.3. Dirac Hypothesis about Large Numbers 

Dirac found (inaccurately) that large numbers come into a few orders of magni-
tude with same dimensions quantities ratios [18] [19]. All ratios come from N, 
via certain factors [22]. It represents the maximum number of photons in the 
universe. We get the highest number when the associated mass mph of a photon 
is the smallest. This happens when the energy of the photons is at its lowest and 
with a wavelength of the same length as the circumference of the luminous un-
iverse (i.e., 2πRu) [6]. Let us calculate mph by equating its corpuscular and wave 
energies. 

2 69    2.74 10 kg
2 2ph ph

u u

hc hm c m
R R c

−= ⇒ = ≈ ×
π π

         (17) 

We get N by dividing the apparent mass mu of the universe (Equation (7)) by 
the mass mph associated with a photon of 2πRu wavelength (Equation (17)).  

( )
5

121
2
0

2 6.3018 62 10u

ph

m cN
m hGH

π
= = ≈ ×                (18) 

If we try to make a precise evaluation of N by using the Equations (6), (7), 
(16), and (17), we obtain Equation (19) which is dependent mainly on T. We 
evaluate the result by using the CODATA 2014 [8] and the average CMB tem-
perature from Cobra probe [20]. Finally, we note that N is dimensionless as α. 

( )
2 2 4 10

121
5 2 4 4

15 6.31 15 10
4 b

h cN
G k T
α β

≈ ×
π

=                 (19) 

Assuming α used as a scale factor applied a few times, we postulate Equation 
(20). It seems impossible to get this equation from standard physics [2].  

( )57 121POSTULATE #1:      1 6.303419702 84 10N α= ≈ ×       (20) 

In the next formulas, Planck temperature is Tp ≈ 1.42 × 1032 K. This is the 
highest temperature reached at the Big Bang. It happens when we put the entire 
mass mu in a point-like pellet of Planck length radius Lp. Planck charge is given 
by qp ≈ 1.88 × 10−18 C.  

“Large” numbers are obtained with N exponent a fraction, such as N1/2, N1/3, 
N1/4, … N1/57, etc. We get these in different ways by using various parameters of 
the universe [2]. They are always unitless. Some come from Dirac’s hypothesis 
on large numbers [18] [19]. Some links will be used later [6]. 

4 42 2
2 3 81

2 21 2 4 2 2 1.58 10pu u e

e e e ph

mm R m
N

m r m m
αα β β

β β α
= = = = ≈ ×          (21) 

60

0

1

0 0

2 2 41 1 7.94 10p p bu u u

ph p p e

m T kR m R
N

m L t H hH q
α

µ
π π−

= = = = = ≈ ×    (22) 

2
40

2
3

0

1 3.99 10
4

e uu e e

e u ph e e

m Rm r q
N

m R m r G m
β βα α

β α ε β
= = = = ≈ ×

π
     (23) 

4 2 3
30

3

1 4 1 4

2 4 2
1 4 15 2.82 10

15
p b

ph

T k T
N

T m c
β α

β α
   π

π
= = ≈ ×   

   
      (24) 
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3
1 6 202

1.99 10
4

p e b pe

p e p

m r k Tr
N

L m R L hc

α α
β β β β∞

= =
π

= ×
π

= ≈       (25) 

57 256
2

7
3

1 4 1
1

0

16
1 6 4 15 4.10 10pTcR

N
H T

ββ α∞
     

= = ≈ ×         π

π


       (26) 

2
2 2 6

2

1 12

1 19 1 16 2.57 10
4

e
p u

e ph

m
N L R R

R r m
β

β α∞
∞

 
= = = ≈ ×  π 

 π
       (27) 

1 212 2 2

2

1 20
7

2
5

2
0

1 1 137
4

p p e

e e e

q m q
N

q m Gm αβ βε

   
= = = = ≈       π

         (28) 

In a non-published document [22], we show over 150 links that give N with 
various parameters. The universe is well-linked between the infinitely large and 
the infinitely small. Almost everything changes while the universe is expanding. 

3.4. Precise Calculation of H0 

Unlike Equation (16), we look for an equation that does not use G and T to get 
H0 since they do not have good accuracies. Usually, G intervenes in the calcula-
tions of gravitational force and energy. Without any details (see [6] [7]), let us 
calculate the electrical energy Ee between two electrons separated by a space 
equal to the classical electron radius re. The electrical energy Ee is not linked to 
the distance since we get 2

e eE m c= . We evaluate the gravitational energy for 
the same conditions, finding 2

g e eE Gm r= . If these experiments are done at the 
luminous universe periphery, we get an electrical energy e eE E′ =  and a gravita-
tional energy g gE E β′ = . The ratio between eE′  and gE′  gives Equation (29). 

2 2
42

2
5.45 10e e e

g ee

e

E m c c r
E GmGm

r
ββ

′
= = ≈ ×

′  
 
 

                (29) 

As in Equation (20), we realize that the fine-structure constant α plays a role 
in determining orders of magnitude. By adjusting the exponent of the fine-structure 
constant α, we obtain a result identical to Equation (29). 

42
20

1 5.45 10
α

≈ ×                          (30) 

Equations (29) and (30) seam equal. By isolating G, we get an equation that 
becomes postulate #2. We cannot deduce this equation from standard physics. 

( )
2 20

11 3 1 2POSTULATE #2:   6.673229809 86 10 m kg s

                                w here 3 5

e

e

c r
G

m
α
β

β

− − −= ≈ × ⋅ ⋅

= −

 (31) 

We associate the wave energy with the energy of the electron mass me. 

2

2e
e

hcm c
r
α

=
π

                          (32) 

with Equations (20), (31), and (32), we get Equation (33). 
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( )
19

1 1
0 72.09548580 32 km s MParsec

e

c
H

r
α β − −= ≈ ⋅ ⋅          (33) 

This value is like Soltis with 72.1 ± 2.0 km·s−1·MParsec−1, Murtinelli’s with 
2.1
1.872.1+−  km·s−1·MParsec−1, and Salvatelli’s with 3.2

2.372.1+−  km·s−1·MParsec−1 (see 
the list of value in our software in Annex A). Our theoretical value seems to 
make sense. 

3.5. Our Second Method to Measure H0 as a Function of G 

We want to find a second way to measure H0 as a function of G. We must use 
accurate parameters, such as α and the characteristics of the electron (me and re). 
We look for an equation dependent on G without any rational exponent that 
reduces the sensitivity. We can use Equations (31) and (33). From each of them, 
we isolate re, and we make both equal to get H0. Since G is the least precise value, 
Equation (34) evaluates H0 as a function of G. We used CODATA 2014 values. 

( )
3 39

1 1
0 72.086 36 km s MParsec

e

cH
Gm

α
β

− −= ≈ ⋅ ⋅             (34) 

This result is about 25 times more precise than Equation (16) that uses the av-
erage CMB temperature T. We included this result in our software in Annex A. 

4. Hubble Constant versus the Age of the Universe 

We calculate the universe’s age with our cosmological model to understand what 
seems to be two potential values of H0. We measure H0 by observing cosmologi-
cal objects. Universe’s age Δtu is of complex type and results from the integral of 
the inverse of the expanding speed of the material universe vm with the element 
of distance dr evaluated between the universe’s center of mass (at r = 0) and the 
apparent material universe radius of curvature at our location ru. 

( ) 0
0

1 d
ur r

u hu h
mr

t r t t
v r

=

=

∆ = = ∆ + ∆∫                    (35) 

The Δthu is the time elapsed between the horizon (r = rh) and here (r = ru): 

( ) ( )1 d    Real type result
u

h

r r

hu
mr r

t r
v r

=

=

∆ = ∫                (36) 

The Δt0h is the elapsed time between r = 0 and the horizon r = rh: 

( ) ( )0
0

1 d    Imaginary type result
hr r

h
mr

t r
v r

=

=

∆ = ∫             (37) 

At the universe horizon r = rh, the speed of light is zero. We cannot see beyond 
the horizon. The delay Δthu is the time elapsed between the horizon h and our 
actual position ru in the universe. The delay Δt0h is the time elapsed between the 
center of mass of the universe and the horizon rh (given by Equation (38)). 

2

2 u
h

Gm
r

k
=                          (38) 
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Performing the integral calculation of Equation (35), we get Equation (39). 

( )
( )( )( )

( )

2

3

4 2 2 2

( ) 2 ln 21 d

           where 4

u

m

u

z r G m k r z r
r

v r k

z r k r G m

β

 + ⋅ + 
=

= −

∫           (39) 

We can decompose the age of the universe Δtu into two parts, Δthu and Δt0h. 
The value Δthu represents the time elapsed between r = rh (at the horizon) and 
our actual position r = ru in the universe. The value Δt0h gives the time elapsed 
between r = 0 (at the Big Bang) and r = rh (at the horizon).  

( ) 9
0 9.50 10.47 10 years   where 1u hu ht t t i i∆ = ∆ + ∆ ≈ + × = −      (40) 

The imaginary time Δt0h means that it elapses independently of our time. We 
cannot see an event between r = 0 and r = rh, and an observer located between 
r = 0 and rh could not see us. The Δthu equation is: 

( ) ( )( )

( )

2

0 0

2

2 ln 2 5 ln 41 7
1022 10 5

              where 9 4 5 4

hut
H H

ω ω β

ω β

  + + + −  ∆ = ≈ 
 +
 

= + −

       (41) 

The precise equation for Δt0h is: 

( )
0

00

2 77
10022 10 5

ht i i
HH

π− + −
∆ = ≈

+
                 (42) 

The modulus of the complex age Δtu gives the universe’s apparent age Tu. 

( ) ( )2 2 9
0 0 14.14 10 yearsu u hu h hu hT t t t t i= ∆ = ∆ + ∆ = ∆ + ∆ ≈ ×       (43) 

( ) ( )( ) ( )

( )

22
2

0

1  with about 4.25 % of error

2 ln 2 5 ln 4 21

22 10 5 22 10 5
uT i

H

η

ω ω β

≈

  + + + −     − +   = +       + +

π

  
 


  (44) 

As the square root over the accolade is approximatively equal to 1, we get:  

9

0

1 13.56 10 yearsuT
H

≈ ≈ ×                     (45) 

The value of the correction factor between Equations (43) and (45) is η. 

( ) ( )2 2
0 0 0 1.042516951u hu hH T H t t iη = = ∆ + ∆ ≈            (46) 

This η explains why scientists currently measure two values of H0. Scientists 
can only size the apparent age of the universe with different techniques. They 
cannot measure the real part and the imaginary part of the universe’s age.  

There is no “local” or “far” value of H0. There is only one H0. Some techniques 
give H0 directly, and others need a correction factor. There is no need for any 
correction factor when H0 is calculated from Equation (33), measured with the 
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CMB temperature with Equation (16), or with the universal gravitational con-
stant G with Equation (34). Other techniques may get similar results than Equa-
tion (43), and if we impose that value to fit with Equation (45), we get 0H ′ .  

1 10
0 9

1 1 69.2 km s MParsec
14.14 10 yearsu

H
H

t η
− −′ = ≈ ≈ ≈ ⋅ ⋅

∆ ×
    (47) 

However, Equation (45) gives the actual H0 value: 

1 1
0 9

1 72.1 km s MParsec
13.56 10 years

H − −≈ ≈ ⋅ ⋅
×

           (48) 

If scientists could measure the real part of the universe’s age and associate this 
value with 1/H0, they would obtain the following value. 

1 1
0 9

1 102.94 km s MParsec
9.50 10 years

H − −≈ ≈ ⋅ ⋅
×

          (49) 

If scientists could measure the imaginary part somehow, the association of 
this value with 1/H0 (like in Equation (45)) would give the following H0 value. 

1 1
0 9

1 93.39 km s MParsec
10.47 10 years

H − −≈ ≈ ⋅ ⋅
×

          (50) 

with different types of experiments to measure the apparent age of the universe, 
scientists usually get either ~H0 ≈ 69.2 or ~72.1 km·s−1·Mparsec−1. We assume 
that all calibration factors are used. New techniques could require other unknown 
corrective factors that have nothing to do with the related phenomenon.  

The articles rarely give enough details to check if the process used needs η. 
Scientists must verify if the η factor is required for their approach. 

5. Other Experimental Measurements of Hubble Constant H0 

In 1929, Hubble made the first observational-based measurements with cepheids 
and got H0 ≈ 500 km·s−1·MParsec−1 [1]. Sadly, even with a correct principle, his 
value is higher than the typical value due to errors in distance calibrations.  

Let us validate our theoretical H0 with an adequate interpretation of 508 mea-
surements found on the Internet. The ends of their tolerance ranges give 1016 
values. To find H0 that has the highest probability to be measured, we compile 
the number of crossings with the tolerance ranges for each value of H0. It gene-
rates a curve with two tips (Figure 1). The higher it is, the greater the chances 
are that this value of H0 may be part of many tolerance ranges among the col-
lected data. 

A simple statistical phenomenon may be described with a Gaussian function. 
For fitting a wavy curve, it is necessary to make the sum of many Gaussians. A 
simpler model with fewer degrees of liberty must always be privileged.  

A curve fit is done by summing different Gaussians (shown in Figure 2). A 
better gap fitting reduces the risk of finding other results. Thus, we gave a heavi-
er weight (×10) to all data located between 69.2 and 72.1 km·s−1·MParsec−1 (from 
our theory). We tried with and without this approach, and it gives about the 
same result. As it improves the gap fitting, we kept this approach.  
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Figure 1. Number of crossings with tolerance ranges as a function of the H0. 

 

 
Figure 2. Gaussian curves used to approximate the original curve in Figure 1. 

 
Each tip in Figure 1 is approximated in Figure 2 with two positive Gaussians. 

We force these curves to be around two means, even though there are four posi-
tive curves. It removes two degrees of liberty. We must add a negative Gaussian 
to model the gap between the two mean values. We must elaborate on this nega-
tive Gaussian. Our theory predicts “two close values” of H0. On the curve, a deep 
gap shows up. It is impossible to get such a gap by only adding positives Gaus-
sians which give two little bumps without any gap. To get a real gap, we must 
add a negative Gaussian. Let us see in Figure 3 what would look like a curve fit 
without any negative Gaussian. Since the tips are close, they mix up to build only 
one tip.  

The Gaussian sum in Figure 3 peaks around H0 ≈ 71.11 km·s−1·MParsec−1. The 
result is not close to our theoretical H0 ≈ 72.09548580 km·s−1·MParsec−1 (Equa-
tion (33)), but it is about what is found if statistics were used through the whole 
data set, thinking they should see only one tip. Moreover, Jang & Lee showed a 
similar value of H0 ≈ 71.17 km·s−1·MParsec−1 (listed in our software in Annex A) 
that supposedly reduces the tension between the values obtained by cepheids 
(calibrated on SNe Ia) and CMB.  

In Figure 1, we find two groups around H0 ≈ 69.7 and 71.8 km·s−1·MParsec−1. 
It is known that there is currently a tension between two groups [5]. A signifi-
cant gap appears between the two tips. The only way to create such a gap is to  
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Figure 3. Approximated curve (orange tip) without negative Gaussian curves. 

 
withdraw values nearby a specific value. It would then create a negative Gaussian, 
such as in Figure 2. It is delicate to debate why some values may have been 
withdrawn. It could be intentional or not. In the past, it was difficult to see a dif-
ference between these groups. Now, the tolerances are small enough to clearly 
see two groups. With recent growing tensions between these two clans, some may 
be inclined to shrink or shift some tolerance ranges when it overlaps with neigh-
bor values.  

In Figure 4, we apply η to the curves around H0 ≈ 69.882 km·s−1·MParsec−1. 
Then, all curves stand around H0 ≈ 72.36 km·s−1·MParsec−1. Then, with the curves 
of Figure 4, we build the curve in Figure 5. Figure 6 is a zoom of its tip. 

We want to know the precise value of H0 for which the derivative of the Gaus-
sian summation is 0. It corresponds to the highest probability of getting the true 
H0 value. Unfortunately, the derivative of a Gaussian summation is not an easy 
equation to get in a software. We rather use a numerical technic to get it. In 
Figure 6, we show a zoom of the quadratic curve fit around the tip value. Using 
the equation, we take the derivative and find its maximum. The quadratic equa-
tion has the following form: 

( )

( )

2

0

dAt the tip, the slope is : 2 0
d 2

where  ,  number of crossings with different tolerance ranges

y x Ax Bx C
x By x Ax B x
y A

x H y

= + +

−′ = = + = → =

= =

  (51) 

1
0

12423.2459592464 72.0957088907 km s MParsec
2 2 16.8057572117

BH
A

− −−
= ≈ ≈ ⋅ ⋅

×
  (52) 

This result is well centered on our theoretical value within 3 parts per million. 
Our approach considers that both clans are someway right. Indeed, their differ-
ent approaches and results also highlight a new phenomenon. It gives credit to 
our theory of the universe’s complex age that predicts a few possible fake H0 
values.  

We have 508 data. Each has a tolerance range (that may be symmetrical or not) 
that generates two H0 values. Therefore, there are a total of imax = 1016 data at 
the end. The following equation depicts the statistical error et: 
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Figure 4. Gaussian curves modified with a correction factor η. 

 

 
Figure 5. Result of the summation of 4 Gaussian curves from Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 6. Zoom of the tip shown in Figure 5 + parabolic curve fit.  

 

max
2

1

max

i i

i
i

t

e
e

i

=

=≈
∑

                         (53) 

We mention that 16 H0 values in our software in Annex A come from statis-
tics. We kept them since some are mixed up with new valuable data information. 
So, we modify Equation (53) to remove them to reduce their impact on the total 
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et error. We use the following equation where n = 2 × 16 = 32 (each data gene-
rates two H0 values) is the number of elements to exclude from our sample. The 
total et error reduces with the square root of the number of elements included in 
our sample. 

max
2

1 max

max max

i i

i
i

t

e
i

e
i i n

=

=
 

≈ ⋅  
−  

∑
                      (54) 

If n = 0, we fall back on Equation (53). With imax = 1016, Equation (53) gives 
et ≈ ±0.32 km·s−1·MParsec−1. With imax = 1016 and n = 32, Equation (54) rounds 
up to et ± 0.33 km·s−1·MParsec−1. The impact of these n elements has a very little 
impact.  

1
0

172.0957 0.33 km s MParsecH − −≈ ± ⋅ ⋅                (55) 

In Annex A, we supply the software used to get this result. All the main steps 
enumerated in this article are clearly shown. The software uses starting values 
(found via Excel) to fit the original curve with 5 Gaussian curves (#0 to #4 to use 
the same numbers as the software). Each Gaussian uses three parameters: μ is 
the mean value, σ represents the variance, and m is a multiplication factor. 

( )
2

01
2

0 e
2

H
mf H

µ
σ

σ

−−  
 
 ≈

π
                     (56) 

Here are the values for the 5 Gaussian curves used to fit the original curve: 

 (57) 

For Gaussians #1 and #2, we force the software to use the same mean value. 
We do the same thing for Gaussians #3 and #4. We also note that the mean value 
of Gaussian #0 is negative. With these values, we stopped iterating when the sum 
of squares of errors was lower than 22000. We see in Figure 1 that the obtained 
approximated curve fits well the original curve. In our software (Annex A), the 
iterations start with values close to what they should be. 

The specificity of our approach is to say that the two clans are someway right. 
However, we must apply a correction factor to one of them. Indirectly, it gives 
credit to a complex universe age that predicts a few possible fake values of H0. 

After reading this article, scientists should continue their work as they were 
doing, without applying any correction factor to their raw data. The correction 
factor should only be used on the final Gaussian curve to analyze data.  

6. A Reminder of Different Useful Identities 

To avoid repeating everything unnecessarily, we recall different identities that 
will be used later to determine H0. Planck units are commonly defined as fol-

Gaussian # μ σ m
0 71.271 1.286 −272.7
1 69.882 18.422 3777.7
2 3.554 877.9
3 71.870 6.259 1199.2
4 1.963 470.4
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lows. 

8Plank mass :   2.18 10 kg
2p
hcm

G
−≈ ×

π
=                (58) 

44
5Plank time :   5.91 10 s

2
p

p

LhGt
cc

−

π
= = ≈ ×             (59) 

35
3Plank length :   1.61 10 m

2p p
hGL ct

c
−= = = ×

π
          (60) 

23
32

2Plank Temperature :   1.42 10 K
2

p
p

bb

m chcT
kGk

×
π

= = ≈        (61) 

18
0Planck charge :   2 1.88 10 Ce

p
q

q chε
α

−−
= = ≈ ×          (62) 

The fine-structure constant α is linked to Rydberg constant R∞ and the elec-
tron mass me by the following equation: 

2

2
ecm

R
h
α

∞ =                            (63) 

The speed of light c is given as a function of μ0 and ε0. 

0 0

1c
µ ε

=                            (64) 

Associating the mass-energy of a Planck particle with its wave energy and 
then, using Equations (31), (32), (64), and (62), we get Planck charge qp defined 
several ways and as a function of c, G, and h like the other Plank units. 

2

2 4 19
0 0 0

42 p p
p

e

m Lh Ghq
c r c

β
µ µ µ α

π

π
= = =                 (65) 

The electron’s charge is determined from the mass of the electron me, the clas-
sical electron radius re, and the vacuum permeability μ0. 

19

0

4
1.60 10 Ce e

e
m r

q
µ

−= = − ×
π                     (66) 

Let us calculate the precise value of the average temperature T of the CMB. 
We first make equal Equations (16) and (33). Then, we replace G by Equation 
(31), and we get rid of Plank constant h by its value from Equation (32).  

 ( )
2 6 17

3

1 4
15 2.7367958 16 Ke

b

m c
T

k
β α 

= ≈ 
 π

               (67) 

This CMB temperature is like Kimura with 2.737 K [23]. 

7. Different Equations to Calculate H0 

For an academic purpose and to show the interdependence of H0 with the other 
“constants”, we will enumerate equations using various universe parameters. 
Some overcome the inherent difficulties in measuring H0 and show a rounda-
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bout way of obtaining an accurate value of it. We also find some others which 
depend on interesting values, or more precise ones. Using the constants c, kb, T, 
me, re, h, G, μ0, ε0, mu, Ru, R∞, qe, qp, tp, lp, Tp, mp, mph, and β , we find many eq-
uations. 

The H0 parameter is not constant since 1/H0 represents an approximation of 
the apparent universe’s age, and H0 get smaller over time. Since the universe is 
old, H0 changes slowly. If the constancy of all the universe’s parameters is main-
tained as it is currently done in metrology, the universe’s age and H0 will seem 
constant.  

Results of 508 different experiences reduce the error by 5081/2 ≈ 22.5. It may 
look like a significant number, but it is nothing besides what has been done to 
measure the electron characteristics accurately. Particle accelerators use millions 
of electrons at each experiment, and they repeat these many times to find some-
thing new. Computers analyze the collisions’ results to make the electron’s cha-
racteristics more and more accurate. It is why there is no manner to get better 
results than that of Equation (33), as it is based on well-known characteristics of 
the electron. We will see further many other equations that give precise results.  

Replacing G by Equation (31) in Equation (16), we get Equation (68). 

3 2 2 9
0 3 3 5

8
15

e
b

e

r
H k T

m c h
α

β
π=                      (68) 

Replacing h in Equation (68) by using Equation (32), we get Equation (69).  
3 21

2 2
0 2 4 5 615b

e e

H k T
r m c

α
β

π
=                       (69) 

Replacing h in Equation (16) by using Equation (32), we get Equation (70). 
2 2 3

0 2 3 3 815
b

e e

k T GH
r m c

α
β

π
=                        (70) 

Replacing T in Equation (70) by using Equation (67), we get Equation (71). 

9
0 3

e

e

Gm
H

r
βα=                          (71) 

Using Equation (32) in Equation (33), we get Equation (72). 
2 18

0
2 em c

H
h
α βπ

=                        (72) 

With Equations (63) and (72), we get the most accurate equation.  
16

0 4H cR α β∞π=                         (73) 

Using Equation (31) in Equation (73), we get Equation (74).  
3 2

0 4

4 e

e

Gm R
H

cr
β

α
∞π

=                        (74) 

Equation (74) gives H0 with G2014 (from CODATA 2014). The measurement of 
H0(G2014) ≈ 72.105(36) km·s−1·MParsec−1 is our fourth way to measure H0.  
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Using Equation (63) in Equation (74), we get Equation (75). This equation is 
also a good candidate for measuring H0 as a function of G.  

2 3 2

0 2 4

8

e

GhRH
r c

β
α
∞π

=                         (75) 

Using Equation (32) in Equation (75), we get Equation (76). 
2 2 3 2

0 7

16 eGm R
H

c
β

α
∞π

=                       (76) 

This equation is another good candidate for measuring H0 as a function of G. 
The measure still gives the same result as Equation (74). 

We will enumerate other equations without making all the rather fastidious 
demonstrations. However, all these may be found from previous equations. 

2

0

2 phm c
H

h
π

=                           (77)  

55
2

0 2
e

RH c
Gm
α∞π

=                         (78) 

9
0 3

e

e

m c
H

r
βα=                          (79)  

( )3 9
0 8 eH Gm Rβ α∞π=                      (80) 

( )3 29
0 8 eH c r Rβ α∞π=                      (81) 

 
5 57

0
2 cH

hG
απ

=                          (82) 

25

0 2
e

RH c
r

β α∞π
=                         (83) 

 
3 37

0
2 e

e

m c
H

hr
β απ

=                        (84) 

1 34 42

0 2 2 4

2
15

b

u

k T
H

h m cα β
 
 
 

π
=                     (85) 

 57
0

2 b pk T
H

h
α

π
=                        (86) 

2 19
0

0 24
e

e e

c q
H

m r
µ α β

=
π

                       (87) 

 
2 19

0 2
04

e

e e

q
H

c m r
α β
επ

=                         (88) 

2 18

0
02

p

e

q
H

h r
α β
ε

=                          (89) 

 
2 20

0
0 24

p

e e

c q
H

m r
µ α β

=
π

                       (90) 
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2 20

0 2
04

p

e e

q
H

c m r
α β
επ

=                         (91) 

 
2 19

0 2
04
p

b p e

c q
H

k T r
β α
επ

=                        (92) 

2 17

0 2
04
e

b p e

c q
H

k T r
β α
επ

=                        (93) 

 
2 2 97

0
0

1

2

4

7

15
4

e

b e

cq
H

k Tr
β α

ε
 
 
 π

=                     (94) 

7 55

0

1 4
2

15
bk T

H
h

α
β

 
=  

 

π
                      (95) 

 
3 1 459

0 15
b

e e

k T
H

r m c
α

β
 

π

= 
 

                     (96) 

3 59

0 2
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The last equation measures H0 from G since all other constants are accurate. 
Many equations are excellent candidates for measuring H0 as a function of G or 
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T. These equations could represent valuable tools for cosmologists. 
This document gives 42 equations of H0 as a function of various universe pa-

rameters. Since H0 may be defined using different parameters, we suggest that 
some of the most critical universe parameters are well linked, as much in the in-
finitely small as in the infinitely large, and H0 is part of these.  

8. Why Is H0 Not Really a Constant? 

We want to explain why Hubble parameter H0 cannot be constant over time. As 
simple as it is, the reverse of Hubble parameter H0 is related to the apparent age 
of the universe (see Equation (45)). Consequently, the H0 parameter is changing 
over time. It is, therefore, by abuse of language that we call H0 the Hubble “con-
stant”. To be more precise, we should say the Hubble “parameter”. 

When H0 is expressed in km·s−1·MParsec−1, the ninth digit after the dot changes 
every year. It goes completely unnoticed. More than that, even if we could achieve 
this precision in our measurements of H0, it would still go unnoticed since we 
forced c to be constant in 1983. In metrology, scientists choose the speed of light 
as a standard. Even though c changes every year, if we force it to be constant, we 
willfully readjust all other constants and units (distance, time, and mass) as a 
function of c to keep it constant. Then, H0 looks constant as other parameters.  

9. Conclusions 

This article aimed to show that our theoretical value from Equation (33) (giving 
H0 ≈ 72.09548580(32) km·s−1·MParsec−1) [6] is the right one, despite a growing 
tension [5] between values around 69.2 and 72.1 km·s−1·MParsec−1.  

With 508 data (from [24] to [310] shown in our software in Annex A), a 
graph showing the actual tension [5] between two values is shown. We decom-
posed the curve into Gaussians. A negative one is required to explain the large 
gap between the two H0 values, and it is due to withdrawn values. So, we restored 
them by removing that curve. Then, we applied a η ≈ 1.042516951 correction 
factor (from our theory) to the curves located at ~H0 ≈ 69.2 km·s−1·MParsec−1. 
Our theory highlights a misunderstanding of the link between 1/H0 and the un-
iverse’s apparent age. With the proper correction factor applied, we get a statis-
tical value of H0 ≈ 71.85 ± 0.33 km·s−1·MParsec−1, which is close to our theoreti-
cal value. Our discovery of the η factor may help to reduce the tension between 
scientists. Someway we show that even if two H0 values seem to be commonly 
found with various techniques, both are accurate if a proper correction factor is 
used.  

With a new cosmological model, we get an apparent age of the universe of 
about 14.14 billion years. The exact formula is approximated from an elaborate 
integral result by the well-known 1/H0 equation that gives 13.56 billion years. 
Different techniques may lead to either value. It depends if it is an attempt to 
measure the universe’s age locally or far away. There is no “local” or “distant” 
value of H0, as some may pretend [46] [47]. Sticking their measurement of the 
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apparent age of the universe to 1/H0, most cosmologists get results that stand 
around 69.2 or 72.1 km·s−1·MParsec−1. Our hypothesis may explain the actual 
tension [5] relative to these two values. However, there is only one true H0 value, 
and the other one is just misinterpreted as being the Hubble constant without 
quite being so.  

Even if many theoretical equations of H0 are shown in this article, we high-
light that we also found a few interesting ways to measure the H0 accurately us-
ing the CMB temperature T and the value of the universal gravitational constant 
G from CODATA 2014. These results confirm our theoretical value.  

H0 ≈ 72.06(90) km·s−1·MParsec−1 and 71.95(50) km·s−1·MParsec−1 from T, 
H0 ≈ 72.086(36) km·s−1·MParsec−1 and 72.105(36) km·s−1·MParsec−1 from G. 
For an academic purpose, we enumerated 42 equations of H0 using different 

parameters. These equations showed that H0 is intricated with all other “con-
stants”. For metrology purposes, the speed of light in a vacuum is forced to be 
constant to be an unchanging standard. If this situation is considered valid in a 
metrology context, H0 should also be considered constant and become part of 
the CODATA. For the same reasons, H0 must also be constant in a metrology 
context and become part of the CODATA. However, if 1/H0 represents an ap-
proximation of the universe’s age, it would also make sense to say that H0 is 
changing over time.  

Einstein’s and Schwarzschild’s equations show that massive objects such as the 
universe influence the speed of light. As the universe expands, its density dimi-
nishes, and the local speed of light increases over time. 

The fine-structure constant α is unitless and may be described as a ratio where 
the variation rate at the numerator counterbalances the variation rate at the de-
nominator. Apart from α and β , all “constants” used to describe H0 in our eq-
uations somehow emanate from fundamental units such as the meter, the second, 
and the kilogram. These units are now defined by the speed of light. As H0 
describes the universe’s age and depends on many unit-dependent “constants” 
based on c, we should consider c and all universe’s unit-dependent parameters as 
changing over time. Forcing c to be constant is necessary for metrology purpos-
es, but it is not in the interest of physicists for explaining phenomena. An accu-
rate value of H0 has a great interest in deepening our understanding of the un-
iverse.  
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Annex A (C++ Software) 

// This software finds "the best" experimental value of H0 with a set of 508 data  
//Compiled on Dev-C++ 5.11 available for free at:  
//         https://sourceforge.net/projects/orwelldevcpp/ 
#include<stdio.h>  
#include<stdbool.h>  
#include<math.h>  
#define printf __mingw_printf 
#define nbH0 508 //Number of measurements of H0 analyzed 
#define Pi 3.141592654 //Definition of Pi 
double Mean[5],Sigma[5],Multiplier[5];//Caracteristics of Gaussian curves 
double A,B,C; //Coefficients of the quadratic equation of the tip 
double LMSTip; //Least mean square for the approximation tip curve 
double BEH; //Best estimate of H0 
double H0[2*nbH0-1],NbCrossings[2*nbH0-1]; 
double nbCrossings[2*nbH0-1]; //Vector of number of crossings 
double Accuracy_ppm; //Accuracy of H0 compared to the theoretical value 
double TVH = 72.09548580; //Theoretical value of H0 (in km/(s*MParsec) 
unsigned int PosTipIndex; //Index corresponding to the tip of nbCrossing array 
int n = 20; //Sample before & after PosTipIndex to build the tip equation  
 
double Sqr(double value) {return value*value;} //***Returns the square value 
 
//***Function that returns the square root value 
double Sqrt(double Value) { 
  double D; /*Dummy value*/  double V; /*Returned value*/  int i; 
/*Counter*/ 
  V=0;  D=Value; 
  for (i=0;i<=50;i++) {  //Gives 50 bits of precision 
    D=-D/2; 
    if (D<0) while (V*V>Value) V=V+D; else while (V*V<Value) V=V+D;} 
  return V; 
  }  //End of Sqrt 
 
double Exp(double Value) { return pow(2.718281828,Value);} //***e^Value 
 
//***This procedure creates a table of 2*nbH increasing values 
//***of H0[i] with the tolerances T[i] and the signs +/- Variation[i]. 
void CreateTableOfCrossingH0Ranges(void) { 
  double PT[nbH0],NT[nbH0]; //Positive tolerance and negative tolerance 
  double Variation[2*nbH0]; //Variation from the tolerance range  
  double DH0,DSgn; //Dummy H0 and Sgn used to put H in increasing order   
  int DeltaCrossings; //Variation of on the number of crossings   
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  int i,j,k; //Counters 
  i=0;  
  //We enumerate all H0 values and their tolerance range found on Internet 
  //In brackets, we add the bibliographic references 
  H0[i]=69;  PT[i]=+16; NT[i++]=-8; //[24]Abbott et al. 
  H0[i]=70;  PT[i]=+2.7; NT[i++]=-2.7; //[25]Addisson 
  H0[i]=72.4;  PT[i]=+3.9; NT[i++]=-4.8; //[25]Addisson 
  H0[i]=73.1;  PT[i]=+3.3; NT[i++]=-3.9; //[25]Addisson 
  H0[i]=73.2;  PT[i]=+1.3; NT[i++]=-1.3; //[25]Addisson 
  H0[i]=68.7;  PT[i]=+1.3; NT[i++]=-1.3; //[25]Addisson 
  H0[i]=73.5;  PT[i]=+5.3; NT[i++]=-5.3; //[26]Baxter & Sherwin 
  H0[i]=73.3;  PT[i]=+0.7; NT[i++]=-0.7; //[27]Blakeslee et al. 
  H0[i]=73.78; PT[i]=+0.84; NT[i++]=-0.84; //[28]Bonilla 
  H0[i]=73.577; PT[i]=+0.106; NT[i++]=-0.106; //[29]Dainotti et al. 
  H0[i]=73.493; PT[i]=+0.144; NT[i++]=-0.144; //[29]Dainotti et al. 
  H0[i]=73.222; PT[i]=+0.262; NT[i++]=-0.262; //[29]Dainotti et al. 
  H0[i]=73.664; PT[i]=+0.223; NT[i++]=-0.223; //[29]Dainotti et al. 
  H0[i]=73.576; PT[i]=+0.105; NT[i++]=-0.105; //[29]Dainotti et al. 
  H0[i]=73.513; PT[i]=+0.142; NT[i++]=-0.142; //[29]Dainotti et al. 
  H0[i]=73.192; PT[i]=+0.265; NT[i++]=-0.265; //[29]Dainotti et al. 
  H0[i]=73.678; PT[i]=+0.223; NT[i++]=-0.223; //[29]Dainotti et al. 
  H0[i]=71.8;  PT[i]=+3.9; NT[i++]=-3.3; //[30]Denzel et al. 
  H0[i]=72.94; PT[i]=+0.75; NT[i++]=-0.75; //[31]Di Valentino 
  H0[i]=72.7;  PT[i]=+1.1; NT[i++]=-1.1; //[31]Di Valentino 
  H0[i]=68.8;  PT[i]=+45.7; NT[i++]=-25.5; //[32]Gayathri et al. 
  H0[i]=62.3;  PT[i]=+9.1; NT[i++]=-9.1; //[33]Hagstotz et al. 
  H0[i]=70.5;  PT[i]=+2.37; NT[i++]=-2.37; //[34]Kethan et al. 
  H0[i]=72.86; PT[i]=+0.036; NT[i++]=-0.036; //Mercier (this document) 
  H0[i]=72.105; PT[i]=+0.036; NT[i++]=-0.036; //Mercier (this document) 
  H0[i]=68.3;  PT[i]=+4.6; NT[i++]=-4.6; //[35]Mukherjee et al. 
  H0[i]=70;  PT[i]=+0.5; NT[i++]=-0.5; //[36]Park et al. 
  H0[i]=65.1;  PT[i]=+3;  NT[i++]=-5.4; //[37]Philcox et al. 
  H0[i]=65.6;  PT[i]=+3.4; NT[i++]=-3.5; //[37]Philcox et al. 
  H0[i]=70.6;  PT[i]=+3.7; NT[i++]=-5; //[37]Philcox et al. 
  H0[i]=78.3;  PT[i]=+2.9; NT[i++]=-2.9; //[38]Qi et al. 
  H0[i]=73.6;  PT[i]=+1.8; NT[i++]=-1.6; //[38]Qi et al. 
  H0[i]=73;  PT[i]=+1.4; NT[i++]=-1.4; //[39]Riess et al. 
  H0[i]=73.2;  PT[i]=+1.3; NT[i++]=-1.3; //[39]Riess et al. 
  H0[i]=72.1;  PT[i]=+2;  NT[i++]=-2; //[40]Soltis et al. 
  H0[i]=69.5;  PT[i]=+4;  NT[i++]=-4; //[41]Wang & Giannios 
  H0[i]=71;  PT[i]=+20; NT[i++]=-20; //[42]Zhang et al. 
  H0[i]=67.4;  PT[i]=+0.5; NT[i++]=-0.5; //[43]Aghanim et al. 
  H0[i]=67.73; PT[i]=+0.41; NT[i++]=-0.41; //[44]Benevento 
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  H0[i]=68.22; PT[i]=+0.39; NT[i++]=-0.39; //[44]Benevento 
  H0[i]=72.5;  PT[i]=+1.85; NT[i++]=-1.85; //[44]Benevento 
  H0[i]=69.17; PT[i]=+1.09; NT[i++]=-1.09; //[44]Benevento 
  H0[i]=74.5;  PT[i]=+5.6; NT[i++]=-6.1; //[45]Birrer et al. 
  H0[i]=67.4;  PT[i]=+4.1; NT[i++]=-3.2; //[45]Birrer et al. 
  H0[i]=75.35; PT[i]=+1.68; NT[i++]=-1.68; //[46]Camarena & Marra 
  H0[i]=74;  PT[i]=+0.625; NT[i++]=-0.625; //[47]Chang & Zhu 
  H0[i]=73.8;  PT[i]=+6.3; NT[i++]=-5.8; //[48]Coughlin et al. 
  H0[i]=71.2;  PT[i]=+3.2; NT[i++]=-3.1; //[48]Coughlin et al. 
  H0[i]=72.4;  PT[i]=+1.4; NT[i++]=-1.4; //[49]D'Agostino 
  H0[i]=71.5;  PT[i]=+1.3; NT[i++]=-1.3; //[49]D'Agostino 
  H0[i]=71.54; PT[i]=+1.78; NT[i++]=-1.78; //[50]Dai WM et al. 
  H0[i]=73.12; PT[i]=+1.14; NT[i++]=-1.14; //[50]Dai WM et al. 
  H0[i]=66.2;  PT[i]=+4.4; NT[i++]=-4.2; //[51]Dietrich et al. 
  H0[i]=69.9;  PT[i]=+0.84; NT[i++]=-0.86; //[52]Gonzalez et al. 
  H0[i]=71;  PT[i]=+4;  NT[i++]=-4; //[53]González-Serrena et al. 
  H0[i]=74.62; PT[i]=+12.35; NT[i++]=-11.34; //[54]Haboury 
  H0[i]=71.89; PT[i]=+11.02; NT[i++]=-10.17; //[54]Haboury 
  H0[i]=76.44; PT[i]=+55.76; NT[i++]=-50.17; //[54]Haboury 
  H0[i]=50.9;  PT[i]=+31.1; NT[i++]=-31.9; //[54]Haboury 
  H0[i]=50.81; PT[i]=+28.19; NT[i++]=-27.81; //[54]Haboury 
  H0[i]=71;  PT[i]=+2;  NT[i++]=-3; //[55]Harvey 
  H0[i]=65.9;  PT[i]=+1.5; NT[i++]=-1.5; //[56]Holanda et al. 
  H0[i]=65.9;  PT[i]=+4.4; NT[i++]=-4; //[56]Holanda et al. 
  H0[i]=64.3;  PT[i]=+4.5; NT[i++]=-4.4; //[56]Holanda et al. 
  H0[i]=66.8;  PT[i]=+13.4; NT[i++]=-9.2; //[57]Howlett & Davis 
  H0[i]=64.8;  PT[i]=+7.3; NT[i++]=-7.2; //[57]Howlett & Davis 
  H0[i]=75.8;  PT[i]=+5.2; NT[i++]=-4.9; //[58]Jaeger et al. 
  H0[i]=65.8;  PT[i]=+3.5; NT[i++]=-3.5; //[59]Kim et al. 
  H0[i]=72.3;  PT[i]=+1.4; NT[i++]=-1.4; //[60]Kreisch et al. 
  H0[i]=71.5;  PT[i]=+11.9; NT[i++]=-10.6; //[61]Li & Zhang 
  H0[i]=74.7;  PT[i]=+5.8; NT[i++]=-5.8; //[62]Lombriser 
  H0[i]=72.06; PT[i]=+0.09; NT[i++]=-0.09; //[7]Mercier 
  H0[i]=74;  PT[i]=+1.6; NT[i++]=-1.6; //[63]Millon et al. 
  H0[i]=74.2;  PT[i]=+1.7; NT[i++]=-1.8; //[63]Millon et al. 
  H0[i]=50.4;  PT[i]=+28.1; NT[i++]=-19.5; //[64]Mukherjee et al. 
  H0[i]=62.2;  PT[i]=+29.5; NT[i++]=-19.7; //[64]Mukherjee et al. 
  H0[i]=43.1;  PT[i]=+24.6; NT[i++]=-11.4; //[64]Mukherjee et al. 
  H0[i]=67.6;  PT[i]=+4.3; NT[i++]=-4.2; //[64]Mukherjee et al. 
  H0[i]=68.6;  PT[i]=+14; NT[i++]=-8.5; //[65]Nicolaou et al. 
  H0[i]=69.6;  PT[i]=+1;  NT[i++]=-1.3; //[66]Niedermann and Sloth 
  H0[i]=71.4;  PT[i]=+1;  NT[i++]=-1; //[66]Niedermann and Sloth 
  H0[i]=72;  PT[i]=+12; NT[i++]=-8.2; //[67]Palmese et al. 
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  H0[i]=69.03; PT[i]=+0.87; NT[i++]=-0.87; //[68]Pandey et al. 
  H0[i]=70.6;  PT[i]=+1.1; NT[i++]=-1.1; //[68]Pandey et al. 
  H0[i]=68.44; PT[i]=+0.52; NT[i++]=-0.52; //[68]Pandey et al. 
  H0[i]=68.1;  PT[i]=+0.58; NT[i++]=-0.58; //[68]Pandey et al. 
  H0[i]=73.9;  PT[i]=+3;  NT[i++]=-3; //[69]Pesce et al. 
  H0[i]=68.6;  PT[i]=+1.8; NT[i++]=-1.8; //[70]Pogosian et al. 
  H0[i]=74.03; PT[i]=+1.42; NT[i++]=-1.42; //[71]Rui-Yun et al. 
  H0[i]=75.1;  PT[i]=+2.3; NT[i++]=-2.3; //[72]Schombert et al. 
  H0[i]=74.2;  PT[i]=+2.7; NT[i++]=-3; //[73]Shajib et al. 
  H0[i]=67.52; PT[i]=+0.96; NT[i++]=-0.95; //[74]Sharov & Sinyakov 
  H0[i]=70.87; PT[i]=+1.63; NT[i++]=-1.62; //[74]Sharov & Sinyakov 
  H0[i]=69;  PT[i]=+29; NT[i++]=-14; //[75]Vasylyev & Filippenko 
  H0[i]=67;  PT[i]=+41; NT[i++]=-26; //[75]Vasylyev & Filippenko 
  H0[i]=71;  PT[i]=+34; NT[i++]=-30; //[75]Vasylyev & Filippenko 
  H0[i]=70;  PT[i]=+29; NT[i++]=-18; //[75]Vasylyev & Filippenko 
  H0[i]=72.3;  PT[i]=+2.9; NT[i++]=-2.8; //[76]Vogl 
  H0[i]=75.3;  PT[i]=+3;  NT[i++]=-2.9; //[77]Wei & Melia 
  H0[i]=75.3;  PT[i]=+1.9; NT[i++]=-1.9; //[77]Wei & Melia 
  H0[i]=67.9;  PT[i]=+1.1; NT[i++]=-1.3; //[78]Wu et al. 
  H0[i]=72;  PT[i]=+2.1; NT[i++]=-2.5; //[78]Wu et al. 
  H0[i]=73.65; PT[i]=+1.95; NT[i++]=-2.26; //[79]Yang et al. 
  H0[i]=67.95; PT[i]=+0.78; NT[i++]=-1.03; //[80]Zhang & Huang 
  H0[i]=69.81; PT[i]=+2.22; NT[i++]=-2.7; //[80]Zhang & Huang 
  H0[i]=66.75; PT[i]=+3.42; NT[i++]=-4.23; //[80]Zhang & Huang 
  H0[i]=70.75; PT[i]=+1.55; NT[i++]=-1.55; //[81]Agrawal 
  H0[i]=73.7;  PT[i]=+1.4; NT[i++]=-1.4; //[82]Anderson 
  H0[i]=72.5;  PT[i]=+2.1; NT[i++]=-2.3; //[83]Birrer 
  H0[i]=67.4;  PT[i]=+0.5; NT[i++]=-0.5; //[84]Chang et al. 
  H0[i]=82.8;  PT[i]=+9.4; NT[i++]=-8.3; //[85]Chen et al. 
  H0[i]=70.1;  PT[i]=+5.3; NT[i++]=-4.5; //[85]Chen et al. 
  H0[i]=77;  PT[i]=+4;  NT[i++]=-4.6; //[85]Chen et al. 
  H0[i]=75.6;  PT[i]=+3.2; NT[i++]=-3; //[85]Chen et al. 
  H0[i]=76.8;  PT[i]=+2.6; NT[i++]=-2.6; //[85]Chen et al. 
  H0[i]=75.7;  PT[i]=+4.5; NT[i++]=-4.4; //[86]Collett 
  H0[i]=76.8;  PT[i]=+4.2; NT[i++]=-3.8; //[86]Collett 
  H0[i]=74.2;  PT[i]=+3;  NT[i++]=-2.9; //[86]Collett 
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  H0[i]=70.5;  PT[i]=+1.3; NT[i++]=-1.3; //[198]Hinshaw et al. 
  H0[i]=71.9;  PT[i]=+2.6; NT[i++]=-2.7; //[198]Hinshaw et al. 
  H0[i]=70.5;  PT[i]=+1.3; NT[i++]=-1.3; //[199]Komatsu et al. 
  H0[i]=70.4;  PT[i]=+1.4; NT[i++]=-1.4; //[199]Komatsu et al. 
  H0[i]=70.9;  PT[i]=+1.3; NT[i++]=-1.3; //[199]Komatsu et al. 
  H0[i]=70.1;  PT[i]=+1.3; NT[i++]=-1.3; //[199]Komatsu et al. 
  H0[i]=74.2;  PT[i]=+3.6; NT[i++]=-3.6; //[200]Riess et al. 
  H0[i]=84.2;  PT[i]=+6;  NT[i++]=-6; //[201]Russell 
  H0[i]=83.4;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-8; //[201]Russell 
  H0[i]=88;  PT[i]=+6;  NT[i++]=-6; //[201]Russell 
  H0[i]=61.7;  PT[i]=+1.2; NT[i++]=-1.1; //[202]Leith et al. 
  H0[i]=67;  PT[i]=+13; NT[i++]=-10; //[203]Vuissoz et al. 
  H0[i]=63;  PT[i]=+7;  NT[i++]=-3; //[203]Vuissoz et al. 
  H0[i]=70;  PT[i]=+6;  NT[i++]=-6; //[204]Oguri 
  H0[i]=68;  PT[i]=+6;  NT[i++]=-6; //[204]Oguri 
  H0[i]=73.5;  PT[i]=+3.2; NT[i++]=-3.2; //[205]Spergel et al. 
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  H0[i]=73.2;  PT[i]=+3.1; NT[i++]=-3.2; //[205]Spergel et al. 
  H0[i]=70.4;  PT[i]=+1.5; NT[i++]=-1.6; //[205]Spergel et al. 
  H0[i]=76.9;  PT[i]=+3.9; NT[i++]=-3.4; //[206]Bonamente et al. 
  H0[i]=73.7;  PT[i]=+4.6; NT[i++]=-3.8; //[206]Bonamente et al. 
  H0[i]=77.6;  PT[i]=+4.8; NT[i++]=-4.3; //[206]Bonamente et al. 
  H0[i]=70.8;  PT[i]=+1.9; NT[i++]=-1.8; //[207]Hütsi 
  H0[i]=74.92; PT[i]=+2.28; NT[i++]=-2.28; //[208]Ngeow and Kanbur 
  H0[i]=74.37; PT[i]=+2.27; NT[i++]=-2.27; //[208]Ngeow and Kanbur 
  H0[i]=62.3;  PT[i]=+1.3; NT[i++]=-1.3; //[209]Sandage et al. 
  H0[i]=60.9;  PT[i]=+1.3; NT[i++]=-1.3; //[209]Sandage et al. 
  H0[i]=60.7;  PT[i]=+1.5; NT[i++]=-1.5; //[209]Sandage et al. 
  H0[i]=72;  PT[i]=+6;  NT[i++]=-6; //[210]Wang et al. 
  H0[i]=73.2;  PT[i]=+7;  NT[i++]=-7; //[211]Gibson & Brook 
  H0[i]=75;  PT[i]=+7;  NT[i++]=-7; //[212]Hamuy 
  H0[i]=65;  PT[i]=+12; NT[i++]=-12; //[212]Hamuy 
  H0[i]=58;  PT[i]=+2;  NT[i++]=-2; //[213]Magain 
  H0[i]=58;  PT[i]=+2;  NT[i++]=-2; //[214]Olivares et al. 
  H0[i]=73;  PT[i]=+4;  NT[i++]=-4; //[215]Riess 
  H0[i]=69;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-8; //[216]Schmidt et al. 
  H0[i]=66;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-8; //[217]Stritzinger et al. 
  H0[i]=78;  PT[i]=+9;  NT[i++]=-9; //[217]Stritzinger et al. 
  H0[i]=67;  PT[i]=+30; NT[i++]=-18; //[218]Udomprasert et al. 
  H0[i]=64;  PT[i]=+7;  NT[i++]=-4; //[219]Boffi & Riess 
  H0[i]=33;  PT[i]=+5;  NT[i++]=-5; //[220]Dumin 
  H0[i]=69;  PT[i]=+12; NT[i++]=-12; //[221]Jimenez et al. 
  H0[i]=75;  PT[i]=+7;  NT[i++]=-6; //[222]Koopmans 
  H0[i]=70;  PT[i]=+7;  NT[i++]=-7; //[223]Mei et al. 
  H0[i]=68;  PT[i]=+6;  NT[i++]=-6; //[223]Mei et al. 
  H0[i]=68;  PT[i]=+5;  NT[i++]=-5; //[223]Mei et al. 
  H0[i]=71;  PT[i]=+4;  NT[i++]=-4; //[223]Mei et al. 
  H0[i]=77;  PT[i]=+19; NT[i++]=-15; //[224]Saunders et al. 
  H0[i]=85;  PT[i]=+20; NT[i++]=-17; //[224]Saunders et al. 
  H0[i]=72;  PT[i]=+5;  NT[i++]=-5; //[225]Spergel et al. 
  H0[i]=71;  PT[i]=+4;  NT[i++]=-3; //[225]Spergel et al. 
  H0[i]=63;  PT[i]=+2;  NT[i++]=-2; //[226]Fassnacht et al. 
  H0[i]=72;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-8; //[227]Freedman 
  H0[i]=57;  PT[i]=+23; NT[i++]=-16; //[228]Grainge et al. 
  H0[i]=48;  PT[i]=+7;  NT[i++]=-4; //[229]Kochanek 
  H0[i]=71;  PT[i]=+6;  NT[i++]=-6; //[229]Kochanek 
  H0[i]=72;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-8; //[229]Kochanek 
  H0[i]=62;  PT[i]=+7;  NT[i++]=-7; //[229]Kochanek 

H0[i]=75;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-8; //[230]Tikhonov & Galazout-
dinova 
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H0[i]=81;  PT[i]=+5;  NT[i++]=-5; //[230]Tikhonov & Galazout-
dinova 
  H0[i]=59;  PT[i]=+15; NT[i++]=-10; //[231]Treu & Koopmans 
  H0[i]=71;  PT[i]=+2;  NT[i++]=-2; //[232]Freedman et al. 
  H0[i]=71;  PT[i]=+3;  NT[i++]=-3; //[232]Freedman et al. 
  H0[i]=70;  PT[i]=+5;  NT[i++]=-5; //[232]Freedman et al. 
  H0[i]=72;  PT[i]=+9;  NT[i++]=-9; //[232]Freedman et al. 
  H0[i]=82;  PT[i]=+6;  NT[i++]=-6; //[232]Freedman et al. 
  H0[i]=72;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-8; //[232]Freedman et al. 
  H0[i]=65;  PT[i]=+5;  NT[i++]=-5; //[233]Itoh 
  H0[i]=76;  PT[i]=+1.3; NT[i++]=-1.3; //[234]Jensen et al. 
  H0[i]=72;  PT[i]=+2.3; NT[i++]=-2.3; //[234]Jensen et al. 
  H0[i]=65;  PT[i]=+5;  NT[i++]=-5; //[235]Koopmans et al. 
  H0[i]=71;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-8; //[236]Liu & Graham 
  H0[i]=64;  PT[i]=+14; NT[i++]=-18; //[237]Mason et al. 
  H0[i]=66;  PT[i]=+14; NT[i++]=-11; //[237]Mason et al. 
  H0[i]=70;  PT[i]=+7;  NT[i++]=-7; //[238]Mei et al. 
  H0[i]=69;  PT[i]=+4;  NT[i++]=-4; //[239]Tonry 
  H0[i]=71;  PT[i]=+6;  NT[i++]=-6; //[240]Willick & Puneet 
  H0[i]=63;  PT[i]=+4.3; NT[i++]=-4.3; //[241]Xiao-Feng et al. 
  H0[i]=69;  PT[i]=+4;  NT[i++]=-4; //[242]Ferrarese et al. 
  H0[i]=68;  PT[i]=+2;  NT[i++]=-2; //[243]Gibson et al. 
  H0[i]=71;  PT[i]=+6;  NT[i++]=-6; //[244]Mould et al. 
  H0[i]=68;  PT[i]=+6;  NT[i++]=-6; //[244]Mould et al. 
  H0[i]=71;  PT[i]=+4;  NT[i++]=-4; //[245]Sakai et al. 
  H0[i]=77;  PT[i]=+7;  NT[i++]=-7; //[246]Tikhonov et al. 
  H0[i]=69;  PT[i]=+12; NT[i++]=-19; //[247]Biggs et al. 
  H0[i]=69;  PT[i]=+18; NT[i++]=-12; //[248]Chae KH 
  H0[i]=74;  PT[i]=+18; NT[i++]=-17; //[248]Chae KH 
  H0[i]=42;  PT[i]=+9;  NT[i++]=-9; //[249]Collier et al. 
  H0[i]=73;  PT[i]=+6;  NT[i++]=-6; //[250]Freedman et al. 
  H0[i]=64;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-6; //[251]Jha et al. 
  H0[i]=85;  PT[i]=+27; NT[i++]=-23; //[252]Mason & Myers 
  H0[i]=61;  PT[i]=+15; NT[i++]=-14; //[252]Mason & Myers 
  H0[i]=61;  PT[i]=+23; NT[i++]=-21; //[252]Mason & Myers 
  H0[i]=80;  PT[i]=+19; NT[i++]=-17; //[252]Mason & Myers 
  H0[i]=68;  PT[i]=+21; NT[i++]=-19; //[252]Mason & Myers 
  H0[i]=71;  PT[i]=+5;  NT[i++]=-5; //[252]Mason & Myers 

H0[i]=86;  PT[i]=+24; NT[i++]=-24; //[253]Mazumdar & Narasimba 
  H0[i]=67;  PT[i]=+7;  NT[i++]=-7; //[254]Tanvir et al. 
  H0[i]=62.9;  PT[i]=+1.6; NT[i++]=-1.6; //[255]Tripp & Branch 
  H0[i]=62;  PT[i]=+2;  NT[i++]=-2; //[255]Tripp & Branch 
  H0[i]=60;  PT[i]=+10; NT[i++]=-10; //[256]Branch 
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  H0[i]=66;  PT[i]=+15; NT[i++]=-14; //[257]Goicoechea et al. 
  H0[i]=77;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-8; //[258]Harris et al. 
  H0[i]=47;  PT[i]=+23; NT[i++]=-15; //[259]Hughes & Birkinshaw 
  H0[i]=82;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-8; //[260]Lauer et al. 
  H0[i]=89;  PT[i]=+10; NT[i++]=-10; //[260]Lauer et al. 
  H0[i]=65.2;  PT[i]=+1.3; NT[i++]=-1.3; //[261]Riess et al. 
  H0[i]=63.8;  PT[i]=+1.3; NT[i++]=-1.3; //[261]Riess et al. 
  H0[i]=55;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-8; //[262]Tammann & Labhardt 
  H0[i]=60;  PT[i]=+6;  NT[i++]=-6; //[263]Tripp 
  H0[i]=70;  PT[i]=+5;  NT[i++]=-5; //[264]Giovanelli 
  H0[i]=76;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-8; //[264]Giovanelli 
  H0[i]=67;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-8; //[264]Giovanelli 
  H0[i]=75;  PT[i]=+6;  NT[i++]=-6; //[265]Gregg 
  H0[i]=67;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-8; //[266]Hjorth & Tanvir 
  H0[i]=70;  PT[i]=+7;  NT[i++]=-7; //[266]Hjorth & Tanvir 
  H0[i]=60;  PT[i]=+40; NT[i++]=-23; //[267]Holzapfel et al. 
  H0[i]=78;  PT[i]=+34; NT[i++]=-28; //[267]Holzapfel et al. 
  H0[i]=78;  PT[i]=+60; NT[i++]=-40; //[267]Holzapfel et al. 
  H0[i]=58;  PT[i]=+10; NT[i++]=-5; //[268]Hoyle et al. 
  H0[i]=74;  PT[i]=+10; NT[i++]=-10; //[269]Schechter 
  H0[i]=52.5;  PT[i]=+2.5; NT[i++]=-2.5; //[270]Sciama 
  H0[i]=54.8;  PT[i]=+0.3; NT[i++]=-0.3; //[270]Sciama 
  H0[i]=81;  PT[i]=+6;  NT[i++]=-6; //[271]Tonry et al. 
  H0[i]=69;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-8; //[272]Amendola 
  H0[i]=80;  PT[i]=+17; NT[i++]=-17; //[272]Amendola 
  H0[i]=49.5;  PT[i]=+4.5; NT[i++]=-4.5; //[273]Biesiada 
  H0[i]=65;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-8; //[274]Forbes et al. 
  H0[i]=103;  PT[i]=+59; NT[i++]=-28; //[275]Kobayashi 
  H0[i]=82;  PT[i]=+56; NT[i++]=-24; //[275]Kobayashi 
  H0[i]=60;  PT[i]=+24; NT[i++]=-13; //[275]Kobayashi 
  H0[i]=51;  PT[i]=+10; NT[i++]=-7; //[275]Kobayashi 
  H0[i]=33;  PT[i]=+22; NT[i++]=-9; //[275]Kobayashi 
  H0[i]=74;  PT[i]=+26; NT[i++]=-15; //[275]Kobayashi 
  H0[i]=63;  PT[i]=+28; NT[i++]=-15; //[275]Kobayashi 
  H0[i]=80;  PT[i]=+17; NT[i++]=-17; //[276]Mallik 
  H0[i]=87;  PT[i]=+7;  NT[i++]=-7; //[276]Mallik 
  H0[i]=55;  PT[i]=+3;  NT[i++]=-3; //[277]Schaefer 
  H0[i]=56;  PT[i]=+3;  NT[i++]=-3; //[277]Schaefer 
  H0[i]=82.5;  PT[i]=+5.9; NT[i++]=-3; //[278]Grogin & Narayan 
  H0[i]=82.5;  PT[i]=+8.7; NT[i++]=-5.6; //[278]Grogin & Narayan 
  H0[i]=71;  PT[i]=+30; NT[i++]=-25; //[279]Herbig 
  H0[i]=74.6;  PT[i]=+47; NT[i++]=-33; //[280]Holzapfel et al. 
  H0[i]=38;  PT[i]=+18; NT[i++]=-16; //[281]Jones 
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  H0[i]=80;  PT[i]=+17; NT[i++]=-17; //[282]Kennicutt Jr et al. 
  H0[i]=73;  PT[i]=+11; NT[i++]=-11; //[283]Mould 
  H0[i]=81;  PT[i]=+11; NT[i++]=-11; //[283]Mould 
  H0[i]=84;  PT[i]=+16; NT[i++]=-16; //[283]Mould 
  H0[i]=76;  PT[i]=+10; NT[i++]=-10; //[283]Mould 
  H0[i]=82;  PT[i]=+11; NT[i++]=-11; //[283]Mould 
  H0[i]=71;  PT[i]=+10; NT[i++]=-10; //[283]Mould 
  H0[i]=80;  PT[i]=+17; NT[i++]=-17; //[283]Mould 
  H0[i]=80;  PT[i]=+17; NT[i++]=-17; //[284]Nakamura & Suto 
  H0[i]=58;  PT[i]=+6;  NT[i++]=-6; //[285]Rephaeli 
  H0[i]=51;  PT[i]=+7;  NT[i++]=-7; //[286]Schaefer 
  H0[i]=61;  PT[i]=+12; NT[i++]=-12; //[286]Schaefer 
  H0[i]=26;  PT[i]=+5;  NT[i++]=-5; //[286]Schaefer 
  H0[i]=69;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-8; //[287]Tanvir et al. 
  H0[i]=78;  PT[i]=+11; NT[i++]=-11; //[288]Whitmore & Schweizer 
  H0[i]=65;  PT[i]=+25; NT[i++]=-25; //[289]Birkinshaw & Hughes 
  H0[i]=55;  PT[i]=+17; NT[i++]=-17; //[289]Birkinshaw & Hughes 
  H0[i]=80;  PT[i]=+17; NT[i++]=-17; //[290]Freedman 
  H0[i]=84;  PT[i]=+5;  NT[i++]=-5; //[291]Lu et al. 
  H0[i]=73;  PT[i]=+6;  NT[i++]=-6; //[292]Schmidt & Kirshner 
  H0[i]=90;  PT[i]=+10; NT[i++]=-10; //[293]Tully 
  H0[i]=43.5;  PT[i]=+2.7; NT[i++]=-2.7; //[294]Duemmler 
  H0[i]=77;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-8; //[295]Lauer & Postman 
  H0[i]=51;  PT[i]=+5;  NT[i++]=-5; //[295]Lauer & Postman 
  H0[i]=75;  PT[i]=+30; NT[i++]=-30; //[296]Leibundgut & Pinto 
  H0[i]=40;  PT[i]=+9;  NT[i++]=-9; //[297]Birkinshaw 
  H0[i]=45;  PT[i]=+12; NT[i++]=-12; //[297]Birkinshaw 
  H0[i]=82;  PT[i]=+7;  NT[i++]=-7; //[298]Tonry 
  H0[i]=52;  PT[i]=+2;  NT[i++]=-2; //[299]Sandage & Tammann 
  H0[i]=45;  PT[i]=+3;  NT[i++]=-3; //[299]Sandage & Tammann 
  H0[i]=73;  PT[i]=+10; NT[i++]=-10; //[300]Visvanathan 
  H0[i]=50;  PT[i]=+10; NT[i++]=-10; //[301]Sandage & Tammann 
  H0[i]=52;  PT[i]=+2;  NT[i++]=-2; //[301]Sandage & Tammann 
  H0[i]=50;  PT[i]=+7;  NT[i++]=-7; //[301]Sandage & Tammann 
  H0[i]=67;  PT[i]=+10; NT[i++]=-10; //[302]Dressler 
  H0[i]=74.3;  PT[i]=+11; NT[i++]=-11; //[304]Visvanathan 
  H0[i]=74.3;  PT[i]=+11; NT[i++]=-11; //[305]Hanes 

H0[i]=76;  PT[i]=+8;  NT[i++]=-8; //[306]Bottinelli & Gouguenheim 
  H0[i]=50.3;  PT[i]=+4.3; NT[i++]=-4.3; //[307]Sandage & Tammann 
  H0[i]=56.9;  PT[i]=+3.4; NT[i++]=-3.4; //[308]Sandage & Tammann 
  H0[i]=57;  PT[i]=+6;  NT[i++]=-6; //[309]Sandage & Tammann 
  H0[i]=55.5;  PT[i]=+8.7; NT[i]=-8.7; //[310]Sandage & Tammann 
  //Creates an H0 array that contains all the extremities of the tolerance ranges 
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  for (i=0;i<=nbH0-1;i++) { 
    H0[i+nbH0]=H0[i]+PT[i]; Variation[i+nbH0]=PT[i]; 
    H0[i]=H0[i]+NT[i]; Variation[i]=NT[i]; } 
  //Sorts H0 array in ascending order with corresponding Variation of tolerance 
  for (j=0;j<=2*nbH0-2;j++) { 
    for (i=j+1;i<=2*nbH0-1;i++) { 
      if (H0[i]<H0[j]) { 
        DH0=H0[j]; DSgn=Variation[j]; H0[j]=H0[i]; 
        Variation[j]=Variation[i]; H0[i]=DH0; Variation[i]=DSgn; } } } 
  for (i=0;i<=2*nbH0-1;i++) {   //Builds the nbCrossings array 
    if (i==0) { nbCrossings[i]=1; } 
    else { 
     if (Variation[i]<0) {nbCrossings[i]=nbCrossings[i-1]+1;} 
     if (Variation[i]>0) {nbCrossings[i]=nbCrossings[i-1]-1;} 
     if (H0[i]==H0[i-1]) { 
       j=i; DeltaCrossings=0;      
       do { 
         if (Variation[j]<0) {DeltaCrossings=DeltaCrossings+1;} 
         if (Variation[j]>0) {DeltaCrossings=DeltaCrossings-1;} 
         j=j-1; } while (H0[j]==H0[i]); 
       for(k=i;k>j;k--) {nbCrossings[k]=nbCrossings[j]+DeltaCrossings;} 
  } } } } //End of CreateTableOfCrossingH0Ranges 
 
//***Function that returns the y coordinate corresponding to x for non  
//***centered Gaussian curve                                    
double GaussianCurve(double x, double Mean, double Sigma,  
 double Multiplier) { 
  double y; //Coordinate y corresponding to x for a non centered Gaussian  
  y=(Multiplier/(Sigma*Sqrt(2*Pi)))*exp(-0.5*Sqr((x-Mean)/Sigma));  
  return y; }  //End of CreateApproximativeCurve 
 
//***This the best Gaussians to fit the nbCrossing array as a function of H0*** 
double FindsGaussianCurvesLS(double Mean[5],double Sigma[5], 
 double Multiplier[5]) { 
  int i,j; /*Counters*/    double LS = 0; //Least square 
  double Sum; //Sum of the 5 Gaussien curve for a specific H0 value 
  for (j=0;j<=2*nbH0-1;j++) { 
    Sum=0; 
for (i=0;i<=4;i++) { 
  Sum=Sum+GaussianCurve(H0[j],Mean[i],Sigma[i],Multiplier[i]); } 
//We give a heavier weight to any error between 69.2 and 72.1 to 
// model the gap between these values 
    if ((H0[i]>=69.2)&&(H0[i]<=72.1)) { 
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      LS=LS+10*(Sqr(nbCrossings[j]-Sum));}  
    else { LS=LS+Sqr(nbCrossings[j]-Sum); } 
    } return LS; }  //End of FindsGaussianCurvesLS 
 
//***This function finds the best Gaussians to fit the real curve 
void FindsBestGaussiansToFitRealCurve(void) { 
  int i; //Counter    
  double DMean[5],DSigma[5],DMultiplier[5]; //Dummy arrays 
  double LS, PLS; //Least Square and Previous Least Square 
  double StepMean = 0.1, StepSigma = 0.1, StepMultiplier = 0.1; //Variations  
  int nbMeanNotImproved = 0; //Tells how many times not improved 
  int nbSigmaNotImproved = 0; //Tells how many times not improved 
  int nbMultiplierNotImproved = 0; //Tells how many times not improved 
  //Starting values (approximative values only) 

Mean[0]=71;   Sigma[0]=1;  Multiplier[0]=-280; 
Mean[1]=68;   Sigma[1]=17;  Multiplier[1]=3800; 
Mean[2]=Mean[1];  Sigma[2]=3;  Multiplier[2]=880;  
Mean[3]=73;   Sigma[3]=7;  Multiplier[3]=1200; 
Mean[4]=Mean[3]; Sigma[4]=2;  Multiplier[4]=470; 

  //Fills the 3 dummy arrays DMean, DSigma and DMultiplier 
  //with the same values than the arrays Mean, Sigma and Multiplier 
  for(i=0;i<=4;i++) { 
    DMean[i]=Mean[i]; DSigma[i]=Sigma[i]; DMultiplier[i]=Multiplier[i]; } 
    //Tries to find the 5 best Gaussians to fit the curve 
    do { 
      for (i=0;i<=4;i++) { 
        //We improve Mean[i], but we force  

//Mean[2] = Mean[1] & Mean[4] = Mean[3] 
        if ((i!=2)&&(i!=4)) { 
          PLS=FindsGaussianCurvesLS(Mean,Sigma,Multiplier);     
          DMean[i]=Mean[i]+StepMean; 
          if (i==1) {DMean[2]=DMean[i];} 
          if (i==3) {DMean[4]=DMean[i];} 
          LS=FindsGaussianCurvesLS(DMean,DSigma,DMultiplier); 
          if (LS<PLS) { 
            Mean[i]=DMean[i]; 
            if (i==1) {Mean[2]=DMean[i];} 
            if (i==3) {Mean[4]=DMean[i];} 
            nbMeanNotImproved=0; } 
          else { 
            DMean[i]=Mean[i]-StepMean; 
            if (i==1) {DMean[2]=DMean[i];} 
            if (i==3) {DMean[4]=DMean[i];} 
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            LS=FindsGaussianCurvesLS(DMean,DSigma,DMultiplier); 
            if (LS<PLS) { 
              Mean[i]=DMean[i]; 
              if (i==1) {Mean[2]=DMean[i];} 
              if (i==3) {Mean[4]=DMean[i];} 
              nbMeanNotImproved=0; } 
            else { 
              DMean[i]=Mean[i]; 
              if (i==1) {DMean[2]=DMean[i];} 
              if (i==3) {DMean[4]=DMean[i];} 
              nbMeanNotImproved++; 
              if (nbMeanNotImproved>=100) { 
               nbMeanNotImproved=0; StepMean=StepMean/10; } } } } 
        //We try to improve Sigma[i] 
        PLS=FindsGaussianCurvesLS(Mean,Sigma,Multiplier);      
        DSigma[i]=Sigma[i]+StepSigma; 
        LS=FindsGaussianCurvesLS(DMean,DSigma,DMultiplier); 
        if (LS<PLS) { Sigma[i]=DSigma[i]; nbSigmaNotImproved=0; } 
        else { 
          DSigma[i]=Sigma[i]-StepSigma; 
          LS=FindsGaussianCurvesLS(DMean,DSigma,DMultiplier); 
          if (LS<PLS) { 
            Sigma[i]=DSigma[i]; nbSigmaNotImproved=0; } 
          else { 
            DSigma[i]=Sigma[i]; nbSigmaNotImproved++; 
            if (nbSigmaNotImproved>=100) { 
              nbSigmaNotImproved=0; StepSigma=StepSigma/10; } } } 
        //We try to improve Multiplier[i] 
        PLS=FindsGaussianCurvesLS(Mean,Sigma,Multiplier);      
        DMultiplier[i]=Multiplier[i]+StepMultiplier; 
        LS=FindsGaussianCurvesLS(DMean,DSigma,DMultiplier); 
        if (LS<PLS) { 
          Multiplier[i]=DMultiplier[i]; nbMultiplierNotImproved=0; } 
        else { 
          DMultiplier[i]=Multiplier[i]-StepMultiplier; 
          LS=FindsGaussianCurvesLS(DMean,DSigma,DMultiplier); 
          if (LS<PLS) { 
            Multiplier[i]=DMultiplier[i]; nbMultiplierNotImproved=0; } 
           else { 
            DMultiplier[i]=Multiplier[i]; nbMultiplierNotImproved++; 
            if (nbMultiplierNotImproved>=100) { 
               nbMultiplierNotImproved=0;  

StepMultiplier=StepMultiplier/10; } } } }  
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      LS=FindsGaussianCurvesLS(DMean,DSigma,DMultiplier); 
      } while (LS>=22000); //Sets a stop point 
    for(i=0;i<=4;i++) { 

printf("\n Mean[%i]=%10lf  Sigma[%i]=%10lf  Multiplier[%i]=%10lf",  
i,Mean[i],i,Sigma[i],i,Multiplier[i]);  

  } } //End of FindsBestGaussiansToFitRealCurve 
 
//***The function begins by shifting Mean[1] and Mean[2] of the two  
//***Gaussian curves that are around H0=69.2km/(s*MParsec) to  
//***H0=72.1km/(s*MParsec) with a theoretical factor of 1.042516951. Then 
//***the function that modifies the global H0 array builds the summation of 
//***the 4 positive Gaussian curves. 
void CreatesFinalGaussianCurve(void) { 
  int i; //Dummy index value 
  //We shift Mean[1] and Mean[2] with a theoretical factor of 1.042516951 
  Mean[1]=Mean[1]*1.042516951; Mean[2]=Mean[1]; 
  //We omit i=0 to remove the negative Gaussian curve 
  for(i=1;i<=nbH0*2-1;i++) { 
    nbCrossings[i]=GaussianCurve(H0[i],Mean[1],Sigma[1],Multiplier[1]); 
    nbCrossings[i]=nbCrossings[i]+GaussianCurve(H0[i],Mean[2],Sigma[2], 
      Multiplier[2]); 
    nbCrossings[i]=nbCrossings[i]+GaussianCurve(H0[i],Mean[3],Sigma[3], 
      Multiplier[3]); 
    nbCrossings[i]=nbCrossings[i]+GaussianCurve(H0[i],Mean[4],Sigma[4], 
      Multiplier[4]); } } //End of CreatesFinalGaussianCurve 
  
//***Returns the Least Mean Square of the equation DA*x^2+DB*x+DC. 
double FindsLMS(double DA, double DB, double DC) { 
  int i; /*Dummy index value*/   double LMS = 0; //Least Mean Square 
  for(i=PosTipIndex-n;i<=PosTipIndex+n;i++){ 
    LMS=LMS+Sqr(nbCrossings[i]-(DA*H0[i]*H0[i]+DB*H0[i]+DC)); 
    } return LMS; }  //End of FindsLMS   
 
//***Returns A, B, and C coefficients of the quadratic equation of the tip  
void ApproximatesTipEquation(void) { 
  double LMSTipMin; //Reminds the lowest value of least mean square 
  double PLMSTip, NLMSTip; //LMSTip for a forward and backward step  
  double DA,DB,DC; //Dummy values of A, B and C coefficients 
  double StepA,StepB,StepC; //Step variation of the coefficients 
  double nbCrossingsMax = 0; //Maximum number crossings at the tip 
  double xa,xb,xc,ya,yb,yc; /*3 coordinates*/  int i; //Dummy index value 
  for(i=0;i<=nbH0*2-1;i++) { //Finds the index of the approximated tip 
    if (nbCrossings[i]>nbCrossingsMax) { 
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      nbCrossingsMax=nbCrossings[i]; PosTipIndex=i; } }  
  i=PosTipIndex; xa=H0[i-n]; xb=H0[i]; xc=H0[i+n];     
  ya=nbCrossings[i-n]; yb=nbCrossings[i]; yc=nbCrossings[i+n];  
  //Sets coefficients ABC 
  A=((yc-ya)/((xc-xa)*(xc-xb)))-((yb-ya)/((xb-xa)*(xc-xb))); 

B=((yb-ya)/(xb-xa))-A*(xb+xa);  
C=ya-A*xa*xa-B*xa; DA=A;DB=B;DC=C; 

  }  //End of ApproximatesTipEquation  
  
//***Function that returns the Best estimate of H0 
void BestEstimateOfH0(void) { 
  CreateTableOfCrossingH0Ranges(); FindsBestGaussiansToFitRealCurve(); 
  CreatesFinalGaussianCurve(); ApproximatesTipEquation();  
  BEH=-B/(2*A); Accuracy_ppm = (BEH-TVH)/(TVH*1E-6);  
  LMSTip=FindsLMS(A,B,C); }  //End of BesEstimateOfH0   
 
int main(void) { 
  BestEstimateOfH0(); 

printf("\n\n Equation of the tip: y = %.10lfx^2+ %.10lfx+ %.10lf",A,B,C);   
printf("\n Best estimate of H0 = %.10lf km/(s*MParsec)",BEH); 
printf("\n Theoretical H0    = %.10lf km/(s*MParsec)",TVH); 
printf("\n Relative accuracy versus theoretical value = %.10lf ppm", 
Accuracy_ppm); 

  getchar();  return 0; 
  } //End of main 
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Abstract 
A transport equation of momentum for relativistic electrons scattered iso-
tropically was previously reported. Here, a momentum-transport equation for 
relativistic electrons “scattered anisotropically” by the Coulomb force is in-
quired into. An ideal plasma consisting of electrons and deuterons is treated 
again. Also, to raise a generation-ability of a thermionic energy converter, a 
means of introducing external electric and magnetic fields within “a converter 
in which an emitter plate and a collector plate face simply each other” is pro-
posed. 
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1. Introduction 

In the classical theory (based on the Boltzmann equation with the Fokker-Planck 
collision term) with respect to the electron transport in an ideal plasma consist-
ing of electrons and deuterons, as a frictional force to suppress unlimited in-
crease of a drift velocity by an external electric field, only the dynamical friction-
al force coming from the cumulative effect of small angle deflections ceaselessly 
occurring is generally taken into consideration. However, considering that rare 
large angle deflections ought to be the scatterings due to the two-body (an elec-
tron and a deuteron) collisions, we reported [1] about the evaluation of an effec-
tive radius of the Coulomb force of a deuteron. The unexpected result was that a 
frictional force coming from the two-body collisions is much stronger than the 
dynamical frictional one (from Equations (18)-(20) of Ref. [1]). So, for simplifi-
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cation of an analysis in this research, we disregard an effect of the many-body 
collisions on a drift movement of an electron, compared with one of the two-body 
collisions. Furthermore, assuming that every electron has a mean thermal veloc-
ity υ , we inquire into a transport equation of momentum for relativistic elec-
trons in the ideal plasma. 

For changing radiation energy from a huge-sided magnetic mirror reactor in-
to electric energy in future, a thermionic energy converter [2]-[9] is considered 
to be a promising generator, next to a steam turbine one. We discuss in Section 4 
about a way to raise a generation-efficiency of a converter by help of some sup-
plemental equipments. 

2. Momentum Transport Equation 

This research is discussed under the presupposition that a deuteron has as effec-
tive radius up rP −  of the Coulomb force, with respect to the two-body collisions. 
Then, a mean collision frequency rν  of an electron is 2

p up rn p υ−π  ( rυ λ≡ , pn  
is a deuteron density which is equal to an electron density en ). A value of up rP −  
is estimated in after (24), together with rς  appearing later. 

We first consider the case where a small electric field E(t) and a magnetic field 
B are: 

( ) ˆ cos
ˆ

t zE t
yB

ω = −


=

E
B

 (t is time, ω  is a frequency)          (1) 

We use four coordinate systems: 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

the orthogonal coordinates , , , , ,

the polar coorinates , , , , ,

x y z x y z

z zθ φ θ φ

′ ′ ′
 ′ ′ ′

 

Here, y//y' and the z'-axis is in the direction of an electron drift velocity u(t) 
which is both on the x-z plane and on the x'-z' plane. The angles θ  and θ ′  are 
angles between a velocity variable υ  and the z-axis and between υ  and the 
z'-axis, respectively. The angle φ  and φ′  are inclinations from the x-axis, the 
x'-axis on the x-y plane, respectively. We assume that both a temperature distri-
bution and a density distribution, with respect to electrons, are uniform in space 
and that ( ) 0.1t cυ <u  (c: the light speed). 

The linearized relativistic equation of motion for an electron having a velocity 
( )0,t tυ  at time t after having been scattered with a velocity ( )0tυ  at past time 

0t  by a deuteron is given by (2) of Ref. [10] 

( )
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )0e t t

t 01 2 2 22
0
2

,
,

1

t tm
q t q t q t t

t tc ct
c

α∂ ′′ ∂
= − − − ⋅ − − ×

∂ ∂ 
 −
 
 

υ υ υ
υ υ

υ
E E B  (2) 

Here, em  is the rest mass of an electron, −q is an electron charge,  
( ) ( )( )t 0,

t
t t

=
=υ υ

E 0
, ( )

0
td

t

t
tq tα′′ = − ⋅∫ υE . We note that (2) can be regarded to be 

the equation of motion for an electron with a constant mass  
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( )( )1 22 2
e 01m t c−υ . 
A momentum transport-equation is written as 

( )
( ) ( )( )

( ) ( ){ }

0e t t
t1 2 2 22

0
2

0 after before

,

1

,

t tm
q t

t tc ct
c

q t q t t

α

 
 
 ∂ ′′ ∂ + + − ⋅ 

∂ ∂  
 −     

= − − × + −

∑

∑ P P

υ υ υ
υ

υ

υ

E

E B

         (3) 

Here, ∑  represents summation of the vector quantity of each term over elec-
trons per unit volume. And with respect to electrons scattered by collisions with 
deuterons per unit volume and per unit time at time t, afterP  and beforeP  are 
total momentum of those electrons just after the collisions and just before the 
collisions, respectively. 

1) About afterP  in (3) 
The number of electrons scattered by deuterons is e rnν  per unit volume and 

per unit time. For a velocity distribution of those e rnν  electrons just after the 
collisions, we assume again such a spherical surface as shown in Figure 1 of Ref. 
[11]: 

( ) ( )( ) ( )r
e r

2 cos sin d d d dΦ
4

u t
n t t

υ ζ θ θ φ θν δ υ υ υ
υ

 ′+ 
− =  

π   
       (4) 

The quantity in the above bracket is the solid angle element in the direction of 
( ),θ φ , υ  is the magnitude of a velocity variable υ  of an electron,  
( ) ( )u t t= u , ( ) ( )r cost u tυ υ ζ θ ′= +  ( rζ  is a remaining ratio of ( )tu  in the 

relativistic case) and ( )δ   is a delta-function. afterP  is given by 

( )

( )( )
( )

2 r
after e r0 0 0

e
1 22

2

2 cos sin d d
4

d

1

u t
P n

m
t

c

θ φ υ

υ ζ θ θ φ θν
υ

δ υ υ υ

π π ∞

′ ′= = =

 ′+  ′ ′ ′
=   

π   
′

× −
 ′
 −
 
 

∫ ∫ ∫

υ

υ

       (5) 

Here, ˆ ˆ ˆsin cos sin sin cosx y zυ θ φ υ θ φ υ θ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= + +υ . Using the following ap-
proximation: 

( )( ) ( )

( ) ( )( )

e e
1 2 1 22 2

rr
2 22

1 2r 2 2e
r2

r

2 coscos 1 11

cos
1 where, 1 ,

m m

u tu t
c cc

u tm
c

c

υζ θυ ζ θ

υζ θ
γ υ

γ

   ′  ′+ − −     −
       

′ 
+ = − 

 





υ

     (6) 

we have 

( ) ( )
2 2

e e
after e r r e r r2 2

r r

ˆ 1 1
3 3

m m
n z t n t

c c
υ υν ζ ν ζ

γ γ
   

′ + = +   
   

P  u u         (7) 
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The term with products or squares of the drift velocity and the electric field 
have been neglected in (6) and (7). We will do so also in later calculations. 

2) About beforeP  in (3) 
The number of electrons scattered with velocity magnitudes ~ dυ υ υ+  in 

the direction of ( ),θ φ  during the time interval 0 0 0~ dt t t+  before time t is 
( )0 0d dt tΦ  per unit volume. Of these electrons, the number of electrons having  

not collided until time t is ( )
( ) ( )( )0

0

0

0 0
r

ed xp
,

d d
t t

t

t t
t t tυ υ

υ

λ
=

 
 Φ −
  
∫ , where ( )0,t tυ   

is the magnitude of a velocity ( )0,t tυ  at time t after having been scattered with 
a velocity ( ) ( )0 r 0 cost u tυ υ ζ θ ′= + . The velocity ( )0,t tυ  is given after by (9). 
These electrons have, at time t, momentum 

( )
( ) ( )( )0

e
01 22

0
2

, ,

1
t

m
t t

t
c

υ υ=
 
 −
 
 

υ
υ

 

and probability by which these electrons are scattered per unit time at time t is 
( ) ( )( )00 r,

t
t t

υ υ
υ λ

=
. Accordingly, beforeP  is given by 

( )
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υ υ

υ
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    (8) 

We substitute the following three relationships into (8). 
a) Equation (6) ( )0t t→  
b) Equation (9) below: 
From the energy relationship 

( ) ( )( ) ( )
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where, with cr r eq mω γ= B  and 
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( ) ( ){ ( )
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c) An Equation (11) below, for a drift velocity of electrons, 

( ) ( )
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Then, (8) becomes 

( ) ( )
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Furthermore, in order to calculate the second term in the right-hand side (RHS) 
of (12), we express ( )0tu  by the following form: 

( ) ( ) ( )0 0 0ˆ ˆx zt u t tx zu= +u  

And we use the following relationships 
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Then, the 2nd term in RHS of (12) 
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where, ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )0 00 0,x x z zt t t t
u t u t u t u t

→ →
= = , and ( )1 1 2 2, , ,β β β β′ ′  together 

with ( )20 20,β β ′  are shown in after (21). Equation (13) can be generalized as: 

The 2nd term in RHS of (12)  
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Next, the 3rd term in RHS of (12) becomes  
( ) ( )e r 1 2

2
1 2ˆ ˆcos sin cos sinn qE x t t z t tγ β ω β ω β ω β ω′ ′− + + −   . This can be genera-

lized as: 
The 3rd term in RHS of (12) 

( )( ) ( )( )

( )( )

1 2
e r 1 2

20
20

2 ˆ ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ

n q t b b q t b
t t

b q t b
t

β β
γ β β

ω ω

β
β

ω

′ ′ ∂ ∂   = + − × + + × − ×   ∂ ∂   
′ ∂ + + − ⋅  ∂  

E E

E
     (15) 

Accordingly, the momentum transfer term in the field of the two-body (elec-
tron-deuteron) collisions is given by 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

2
e 1

after before e e 1 c2
r

20 2
20 c 2 c

ˆ1 1
3

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ

r r
m

n t n b
tc

b b b b
t t

βυν ς β
γ ω

β β
β β

ω ω

  ′   ∂ − = − − + − + ×    ∂     
′ ′ ∂ ∂   + + + + × ×   ∂ ∂   

⋅

P P F

F F

u
 (16) 

where, 

( ) ( )
2

e
c r 2

r

2 1r r
m

q t t
c
υγ ν ς

γ
 

= − + + 
 

F E u                 (17) 

3) About 2
t

tc
α′′ ∂

∂∑
υ

 in (3) 

( ) ( ) ( )

( )( ) ( )( )
0

e 0 02 2

2
cr 2 1

e 2 12

sin d dd exp
4

ˆ ˆ ˆ

tt
rt

r

r

n t t t
t tc c

n q t b b q t b
t tc

υ υυ υ

θ φ

αα θ φ θ υν
λ

ω β βυ β β
ν ω ω

==
∂′′  ′′ ∂

= − − ∂ ∂ π  
′ ′ ∂ ∂   = − + − × + + × − ×    ∂ ∂    

∑ ∫ ∫ ∫
υυ

E E

 (18) 

4) About ( )2
t

tq t
c

− ⋅  ∑
υ

υE  in (3) 

( )
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( ) ( ) }
( ) ( )
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2

cr 0 cr 02
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cr 0 0

e r 0 0
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t
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q t
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υ θ φ ω υ θ ω

υ θ φ υ θ ω υ θ φ ω
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 × − − − 


× − −
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∑

∫ ∫ ∫
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( )
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e 23
n q t

c
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= −  E

  (19) 
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5) About 
( )

( )0e
1 22

0
2

,

1

t tm
tt

c

∂

∂ 
 −
 
 

∑
υ

υ
 in (3) 

The above summation is a momentum which en  electrons gain during unit 
time through the external fields and the collisions.  Here, we assume roughly 
that a velocity distribution of en  electrons at time t is isotropic when it is 
viewed from the velocity point u(t), similarly in Figure 1 of Ref. [11].  Then, 
based on the analysis from (4) to (7), we have, as a momentum summation of 

en  electrons at time t, 

( ) ( ) ( )

1
2 2 2

0 e
e 0 e2 2

r

, 1 1
3

t m
m t t n t

c c
υ

γ

−
   
 − = +     

∑
υ

υ u             (20) 

Thus, we obtain the following momentum transport equation for relativistic 
electrons: 

( ) ( )( )

( )( ) ( )

( ) ( )

2 2
e 2

e e cr 22 2
r

2
1

1 e 2

e after before

d ˆ1
d3

ˆ ˆ
3

tm
n n q t b

t tc c

b q t b n q t
t c

n q t q t

βυ υω τ β
γ ω

β υβ
ω

′   ∂ + + − + − ×    ∂  
′ ∂ + + × − × + −    ∂  

= − − × + −   P P

u
E

E E

E E B

      (21) 

Here, with 1 3κ =  and r1τ ν= , 

( )2 2 2 2
cr cr cr

1 1

1 2
, ,

D D

ω τ ω τ ω τ ω τωτ
β κ β κ

− − +
′= =  

( )2 2 2 22 2 2 2
crcr

2 2

11
, ,

D D

ωτ ω τ ω τω τ ω τ
β κ β κ

− −+ + ′= =  

( ) ( )cr cr20 202 0 20 02 2 2 2, ,
1 1ω ω

κ κωτβ β β β
ω τ ω τ= =

−′ ′= = = =
+ +

 

( )22 2 2 2 2 2
cr 1 4 .D ω τ ω τ ω τ= − + +  

It is noted that (21) is the transport equation in the case where all electrons have 
the same velocity υ  (the mean thermal velocity). 

3. ν r , ςr  and Drift Velocities 

We regard, similarly in Equations (21)-(25) of Ref. [11], that a momentum transfer 
frequency of relativistic electrons scattered anisotropically in the two-body colli-
sions through the Coulomb force is ( )r r1ν ς− . Based on (A3) ( )→∞

 in Appendix 
of Ref. [1] and the classical procedure, a relativistic collision cross section ( )r xσ  
in the electron-deuteron collisions through the Coulomb force is obtained as 

( )
22

r
2

40 e

1 1
4 4 sin

2

x
qx

xm
γ

σ
ε υ

 
=  

π 
                 (22) 

where, x is a deflection angle of an electron with υ  and 0ε  is the dielectric 
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constant of vacuum. Then, we obtain 

( )
2

up r2 r
r r p up r

up r r

1 4
ppn p n

p p
ν ς υ −⊥

−
− ⊥

  
 − = π      

              (23) 

Here, up rp −  is an effective radius of the Coulomb force of a deuteron and 

( )2 2
r r 0 e4p p p q mγ ε υ⊥ ⊥ ⊥= = π  which is an impact parameter for π/2—deflect- 

tion in the relativistic electron-deuteron collisions. We presume that up rp − , rν  
and rς  are 

up r up r

2 2
r p up r r

2
up rr

r
up r r

1 4 1

p p

n p

pp n
p p

γ

ν υ νγ

ς ς

−

−

−⊥

− ⊥

=


= π =


 
− = = −     



 ( upp  is given in (15) of Ref. [10])  (24) 

In (24), ν  and ς  are the quantities for the nonrelativistic case. 
Now, when the external force fields are 

ˆˆ , ,zE yB= − =E B                        (25) 

a solution of the drift velocity ˆ ˆx zxu uz= +u  is given by 

1 2 3 4
2 2

r 1 3

e

1z A A A Au
q A A
m

γ
ν

+
= ⋅

+E                     (26) 

1 4 2 3
2 2

r 1 3

e

1xu A A A A
q A A
m

γ
ν

− +
= ⋅

+E                    (27) 

(note: ( )er r e rq m q mν ν γ=E E ) 

( )1 r 2 r1 1
3

1A ας β ς α = − + + 


+


 

2
2 2 r 1 cr1

3
A α β γ β ω τα= − − −  

( )3 cr 1 r 1A τω β ς α= + +  
2

4 2 cr 1 rA τβ ω α β γ= −  

( )1 22 2
r 1,cα υ γ α= −=  

The value of ( )rς ς=  can be regarded to be nearly 1.0 from (17) of Ref. [1]. 
We show in Figure 1 and Figure 2 variations of “ zu  in (26) and xu  in (27)” 

with respect to cω ν  where cω  is the nonrelativistic cyclotron frequency. 
When 1.0α   and r 1.0ς  , 

( )
( )

( ) ( )

r c

e
c2

c
2

2 0
1

3
zu q m

ν

ν
ν

γ ω

ν ω
ω

 =

 →∞






E  

( )
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e
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0 0
1xu q m
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ω
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= =

 → ∞



E  
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Figure 1. The drift velocity (26) of an electron. The quantities ( )e c e, ,m qB mν ω =  are 

the ones in the nonrelativistic case. 2 2cα υ= . 

4. For Efficiency Increase of a Thermionic Energy Converter 

It is presumed that a gas (Cs plasma) within general converters will be a weakly 
ionized plasma. If the gas is replaced with a fully ionized plasma instead of a 
weakly ionized one, an internal resistance between an emitter plate and a collec-
tor plate extremely decreases, and thermionic electrons can save their thermal 
energies which have been consumed for ionization of Cs atoms. We consider 
that this replacement of the internal medium will raise a generation-efficiency. 
Furthermore, if a force field to convey thermionic electrons from the emitter to 
the collector is given within the converter, the efficiency will rise more compared 
with the case where electrons cannot but go to the collector for themselves. Un-
der such a consideration, we propose a means adding some equipments, shown  
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Figure 2. The drift velocity (27) of an electron. The quantities ( )e c e, ,m qB mν ω =  are 

the ones in the nonrelativistic case. 2 2cα υ= . 

 
in Figure 3 and Figure 4, to the converter. The equipments are connected with 
Converter by Solenoid. In the inner space, Cs gas is enclosed. Discharge tube 
(shown in Figure 4) is installed as a partner of Converter. Fan makes Cs gas 
plasma circulate slowly within the closed space. By making a right-circularly po-
larized wave continue to heat electrons for long time, it is planned that the most 
part of the closed space is filled with a fully ionized plasma. Even if the electron 
temperature is not so high, we consider that it is possible to obtain an almost 
perfectly ionized plasma because the work-function of a Cs atom is very small. 
Now, let us classify the internal space of Converter into three parts (called space 
1, 2, 3), as shown with dotted lines in Figure 3. We assume roughly that, in 
space 2, an electric field due to a space charge is negligible and also that, only in 
space 2, a magnetic field B and an external electric field E exist. The magnetic  
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Figure 3. A fundamental structure of a thermionic energy converter which is connected with an Electric Wave Oscillator 
and a Fan by a rectangular Solenoid. 

 

 
Figure 4. A side view of the converter with a Built-in Dischage Tube. 

 
field B is supplied by Solenoid and the electric field E is the one in the middle 
part of the discharge plasma. These external forces convey electrons with the 
drift velocity zu  (in Figure 1) in the direction of −E and with the drift velocity 

xu  (in Figure 2) in the direction of E × B. We set the value of cω ν  to a larger 
one than 4.0. Then, a loss in an external circuit between Anode and Cathode is 
sufficiently suppressed and many electrons will try entering from space 2 into 
space 3. In this situation, however, the following physical condition must be sa-
tisfied: “A total number of electrons which can enter within Collector per unit 
time is equal to a total number (denoted by totN ) of electrons which jump out 
of Emitter per unit time.” Electrons also combining with ions on Emitter must 
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be counted for totN  (we suppose that neutral atoms produced near the surface 
of Emitter are soon ionized within space 1). Accordingly, if we design the con-
verter so that electrons flowing into space 3 per unit time may become much 
more than totN , a negative potential barrier to suppress the flow of electrons 
ought to be produced near Collector surface, which is added to the old barrier. 
The larger the height of a total negative potential barrier becomes, the larger an 
output voltage becomes, because a potential of Collector lowers more and more 
as against a potential of Emitter. The convey of electrons by the force E × B 
makes it possible to lengthen the distance between Emitter and Collector. When 
the distance c  from the entrance to the exit in the converter of Figure 3 is too 
long, a distribution of B becomes vague. If it is necessary to lengthen the value of 

c , then, we must connect some small-sized converters in series by solenoids. 

5. Conclusion 

In the field of the Coulomb force scattering, under the premise that the two- 
body collisions have much more influence than the many-body collisions on the 
drift movement of an electron, we have inquired into the transport equation of 
momentum for relativistic electrons. Also, proposing an idea of introducing a 
fully ionized plasma and an external magnetic field within the combination-ap- 
paratus of the converter and the discharge tube, we have discussed about a means 
to raise a generation-efficiency of a thermionic energy converter. 
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Abstract 
In the first step the extremal values of the vibrational specific heat and entro-
py represented by the Planck oscillators at the low temperatures could be 
calculated. The positions of the extrema are defined by the dimensionless ra-
tios between the quanta of the vibrational energy and products of the actual 
temperature multiplied by the Boltzmann constant. It became evident that 
position of a local maximum obtained for the Planck’s average energy of a vi-
bration mode and position of a local maximum of entropy are the same. In 
the next step the Haken’s time-dependent perturbation approach to the pair 
of quantum non-degenerate Schrödinger eigenstates of energy is re-examined. 
An averaging process done on the time variable leads to a very simple formu-
la for the coefficients entering the perturbation terms. 
 

Keywords 
Planck’s Quantum Oscillators at Low Temperatures, Calculation of the  
Extremal Specific Heat of the Oscillator Energy and Extremal Entropy,  
Simplified Haken’s Time-Dependent Approach to the Perturbation Energy of 
a Non-Degenerate Quantum State 

 

1. Introduction 

Planck has developed—a time ago—a quantum approach to the oscillator en-
sembles for which both the vibrational energy and entropy are considered [1]. In 
the thermal equilibrium these parameters are given respectively by the formula  

 0 e 1h kT

hE N N ν

νε= +
−

                         (1) 

in the energy case, and by  
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 1 log 1 e
e 1

h
kT

h kT

NhS Nk
T

ν

ν

ν − 
= − −  −  

                   (2) 

in the entropy case. N is the number of the component particles oscillating in the 
system:  

 0 1 2N N N N+ + + =                         (3) 

and  

 0 0 1 1 2 2N N N Eε ε ε+ + + =                      (4) 

is the energy E given by N. This E is composed by the groups of oscillating par-
ticles entering (3), symbols iε  denote the energy contributed by a single par-
ticle belonging to the set iN . 

The parameter T is the absolute temperature, ν —the symbol of frequency of 
the particle oscillation, h and k are the Planck and Boltzmann constants, respec-
tively. We note that any oscillator has the energy  

 0n nhε ε ν= +                           (5) 

where 0ε  is a common energy component in the system. 
Beyond of the general formulae for E and S presented in (1) and (2), Planck 

examined also a limiting situation when T becomes very high. In this case we 
obtain  

 e 1 .h kT h
kT

ν ν
≅ +                          (6) 

In effect of (6):  

 e 1h kT h
kT

ν ν
− ≅                          (7) 

and by neglecting the term having 0ε —we obtain for energy  

 .kTE Nh NkT
h

ν
ν

≅ =                       (8) 

A substitution similar to (7) done in the case of S in (2) gives (see [1]):  

 log .ekTS Nk
hν

 =  
 

                      (9) 

This is an approximate formula in which a small term having  

 0T                            (10) 

in the denominator in (7) has been neglected. 
The low temperatures have not been much examined in [1]. In this case we 

have for the oscillatory energy  

 0 e h kTE N Nh νε ν −= +                    (11) 

because the first term entering the denominator in the formula (1) highly pre-
dominates over the absolute value of the second term of the denominator equal 
to 1. 

The idea of the present paper is to examine the case of very small T more ac-
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curately than before. The examination of the energy behaviour is based mainly 
on the formula (11), a suitable basis of the examination of entropy is also taken 
from [1]; see Section 2. 

The problem of the Planck oscillators for energy and entropy could be con-
nected with the Haken’s time-dependent perturbation calculation of a single non- 
degenerate quantum state. The solutions are shown to become similar to those 
of an oscillator-like equation having one term fully independent of time. Since 
an averaging process makes the time-dependent terms equal to zero, the coeffi-
cients entering the final solution approach the terms characteristic for the har-
monic oscillator. 

2. Properties of Planck’s E and S Characteristic for Small  
Temperature T   

Very small T give for energy the formula (11), the same T assumed for the en-
tropy S in (2) give (see [1]):  

 e .h kTNhS
T

νν −=                          (12) 

On the basis of E in (11) we examine also its derivative with respect to T repre- 
senting the specific heat  

 ( )d d de de .
d d d d

x
h kTE xNh Nh

T T x T
νν ν

−
−= =                (13) 

Here we put  

 ,hx
kT
ν

=                             (14) 

so  

 2

d .
d

x h
T kT

ν
= −                           (15) 

In effect the term (13) for the specific heat becomes:  

 ( ) ( )
2

2
2

d d e 1 e e .
d d e

h kT x x
x

E h xNh Nh Nkx Nk
T T kT

ν νν ν− − − = = − − = = 
 

    (16) 

In order to examine the external properties of (16) we calculate  

 ( )
2

2 2d d e 2 e e 0
d de

x x x
x

x x x x
x x

− − − 
= = − = 

 
              (17) 

which gives  

 22x x=                              (18) 

or  
 2.x =                               (19) 

The second derivative of the function examined in (17) gives  

 ( ) ( ) ( )
2

2 2 2
2 2

2

d e e 2 4 e 2 0,
d

x x

x
x

x x x
x

− − −

=
=

= − + = − <           (20) 
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so the result in (20) indicates a local maximum of the function d dE T  consi-
dered in (16):  

 2
max

d 4 .
d e

E Nk
T

  = 
 

                         (21) 

A similar behaviour can be observed for the entropy at low T. This case of S is 
represented by the formula given in [1] repeated in (12):  

 e .xS Nkx −=                            (22) 

An examination of the derivative of S leads to the result  

 ( ) ( ) ( )d d e e e e 1
d d

x x x xS Nk x Nk x Nk x
x x

− − − −= = − = −            (23) 

from which we obtain the extremum at  

 1.x =                              (24) 

The second derivative of S in (22) gives  

 ( ) ( )
2

2

d e e e 2 e
d

x x x xS Nk x Nk x
x

− − − − = − − − − = −              (25) 

which calculated at 1x =  becomes:  

 
2

2
1

d 0.
ed x

S Nk
x =

= − <                        (26) 

The negative result in (26) indicates a maximum value of S in (24). Evidently this 
extremal value of S becomes:  

 max 1
e .

e
x

x

NkS Nkx −

=
= =                      (27) 

3. Average Energy for the Planck’s Vibration Mode and Its  
Properties   

This energy is presented in [2]:  

 .
e 1 e 1av h kT x

h hE ν

ν ν
= =

− −
                     (28) 

The variable x entering (28) [see (14)] taken at small T can make x much larg-
er than 1. Evidently in this case we have  

 e e 1x h kTν=                           (29) 

and the term 1 entering the denominator in (28) can be neglected. Because of (14) 
we have approximately  

 ( ) .
eav x

xE f x kT= ≅                       (30) 

This gives the energy derivative calculated with respect to x  equal to  

 ( ) ( )1 1 .
e e ex x x

x kTf x kT x ′ = − = − 
 

               (31) 

The requirement that ( )f x′  should be equal to zero gives  
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 1x =                              (32) 

which is the result much similar to that obtained in (24). The second derivative 
of avE  in (30) with respect to x gives:  

 ( ) ( )2e e 0x xf x kT x− −′′ = − + <                   (31a) 

for 1x =  indicating a maximum of (30) at that x.  

4. Similarities in Behaviour of the Derivatives of E and S  
Calculated with Respect to the Frequency ν    

By taking first the derivative of the energy at low T with respect to ν  we obtain 
from (11):  

 
( ) ( ) ( )

( )

d d d d de e e 1
d d d d d

e 1 e 1 .

h kT x x

x h kT

E x xNh NkT x NkT x
x

hNh x Nh
hT

ν

ν

ν
ν ν ν ν

ν

− − −

− −

= = = −

 = − = − 
 

    (33) 

A much similar result can be calculated from the derivative of S taken at low T 
[see (12)]:  

 
( )

( )

d d d de 1 e
d d d d

e 1 e 1 .

x x

x h kT

S S x xNk Nkx
x

h Nh hNk x
kT T kT

ν

ν ν ν
ν

− −

− −

 = = + − 

 = − = − 
 

             (34) 

Both derivatives in (33) and (34) vanish at  
 1.h kTν =                            (35) 

The second derivatives of E and S calculated with respect to ν  at 1x =  give 
negative values which indicate positions of the maxima of E and S at the variable 

1x = :  

 max ,
e

NhE ν
=                          (36) 

 max ,
e

NhS
T
ν

=                         (36a) 

valid at low T. 

5. Oscillator Properties Representing the Haken’s  
Time-Dependent Perturbation Approach to the  
Schrödinger’s Quantum State   

This approach is rather special because it refers us directly to the time variable 
which, in general, is rather avoided by the quantum physicists. 

Let us assume that only two separate quantum levels, say 1 and 2, of the un-
perturbed Hamilton eigenequation  

 0
ˆ

n n nH Wϕ ϕ=                         (37) 

are for us of interest [3]. This implies that the solution of the time-dependent 
Schrödinger equation  
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 d ˆ ,
d

i H
t
ψ ψ=                           (38) 

where  

 0
ˆ ˆ ˆ

pH H H= +                           (39) 

and ˆ
pH  is the perturbation potential, is constructed with the aid of the combi-

nation of 1ϕ  and 2ϕ  entering (37):  

 ( ) ( )1 1 2 2 .c t c tψ ϕ ϕ= +                      (40) 

The ( )1c t  and ( )2c t  should be found. The equations defining the coefficients 
are:  

 1
1 1 1 11 2 12

d
,

d
p pci c W c H c H

t
= + +                   (41) 

 2
2 2 2 22 1 21

d
.

d
p pci c W c H c H

t
= + +                  (42) 

If we assume that the diagonal matrix elements of ˆ
pH  vanish, i.e.  

 11 22 0,p pH H= =                         (43) 

a substitution can be done [3]:  

 ( ) ( )1 1 1exp ,c t d iW t= −                     (44) 

 ( ) ( )2 2 2exp .c t d iW t= −                     (45) 

This leads to the pair of equations for 1d  and 2d  equal respectively to [3]  

 ( )1 2 12
d exp ,
d

pi d d H i t
t

ω= −                    (46) 

 ( )2 1 21
d exp
d

pi d d H i t
t

ω= 
                    (47) 

where  

 ( )21 2 1
1 .W Wω ω= = −



                    (48) 

Our idea is to calculate the second derivatives of 1d  and 2d  entering (46) 
and (47) with respect to t each multiplied by i :  

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

2
2

1 2 12 2 122

1 21 12 2 12

1 21 12 2 12

d d exp exp
dd

exp exp exp

exp

p p

p p p

p p p

d i d H i t i d H i i t
tt

d H i t H i t d H i t

d H H d H i t

ω ω ω

ω ω ω ω

ω ω

− = − + − −

= − + −

= + −

  
  

   


 


   (49) 

and  

 

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

2
2

2 1 21 1 212

2 12 21 1 21

2 12 21 1 21

d d exp exp
dd

exp exp exp

exp .

p p

p p p

p p p

d i d H i t i d H i i t
tt

d H i t H i t d H i t

d H H d H i t

ω ω ω

ω ω ω ω

ω ω

− = +

= − −

= −

  
  

   


 


    (50) 

The results indicate that a part of the second derivative of both 1d  and 2d  is 
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fully independent of t, being a multiple of 1d  and 2d  respectively. On the 
other side, the next part of each second derivative is very rapidly oscillating with 
t, because usually we have  

 1;ω                             (48a) 

see (48). This means that the average obtained for the time dependent part on 
the right of (49) and (50) is a very small number tending to zero. In effect we 
obtain the equations:  

 ( )
2

2
1 1 21 122

d
d

p pd d H H
t

− ≅                      (51) 

and  

 ( )
2

2
2 2 12 212

d .
d

p pd d H H
t

− ≅                     (52) 

Because the coefficients on the right of (51) and (52) are the same, this imples 
that 1d  and 2d  can be represented respectively by the same function of time, 
say  

 1 2 cos .d d tν≅ =                         (53) 

Since we have  

 ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2

2
1 22 2

d d cos
d d

d d t
t t

ν ν≅ = −                  (54) 

the frequency square 2ν  in (54) becomes  

 2 212 21
2 ~ sec

p pH H
ν −=



                      (55) 

if we note that 12 21~ ~ ergp pH H  and ~ erg sec⋅  
We expect ν  to be a large frequency because of a very small size of  . 

6. Summary   

In the first step of the paper the extremal values of the specific heat of the Planck 
oscillator and the oscillator entropy are calculated. The results are attained by 
considering the well-established Planck’s expressions for the oscillator energy 
and entropy in [1] taken for the limit of the low temperature T. As a variable x 
suitable to the extrema calculations the dimensionless energy ratio (14) has been 
chosen. 

It is found that the specific heat as well as entropy of the oscillators attains 
their maximal values given by the formulae (21)-(27), respectively, at 2x =  and 

1x = . Both results, being proportional to the Boltzmann constant k, are small 
for 1N =  but independent of T. 

The limits of d dE T  and S obtained at very small T become equal to zero for 
both specific heat and entropy:  

 
2

0

dlim lim 0,
d exT x

E xNk
T→ →∞
= =                       (56) 
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0

lim lim 0.
exT x

xS Nk
→ →∞

= =                        (57) 

In the next step the Haken’s time-dependent perturbation method is discussed 
[3]. It is shown that the time-dependent perturbation coefficients representing 
this method can be obtained very easily on the basis of the harmonic oscillations 
having the frequency defined by the non-diagonal matrix element of the pertur-
bation potential and the Planck constant h. 

It should be noted that more recently the classical and quantum behaviour of 
the oscillations was examined with the aid of the linear canonical transforma-
tions in [4]. 
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